There's little to hail as Congress bids farewell to first session
David Sarnoff is dead; industry pays tribute to pre-eminent pioneer
ACT's back on children's TV, invites FTC crackdown on commercials
Whitehead's cable-policy team readies long-range plan for the President
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You learn a lot in 44 years

Storer Broadcasting has learned a few things over the years. We hope we never forget them.

We've learned that the most important element in a station's success is a responsive, continually building audience with confidence in a broadcaster's integrity and credibility. We've learned that the best way to develop such audiences is to become sincerely involved in the communities our stations serve—in the problems, the aspirations, the undertakings, the achievements, even the failures, when the objectives are worthwhile.

All this is not entirely out of charity. There's a tangible reason, too. The more effective we are in our communities, the more effective we are for our advertisers, the more effective we are for ourselves. Our "most important product" is our audience and community reputation. We've worked at it for 44 years and plan to continue working at it as good neighbors, involved friends and effective broadcasters. That way everybody wins.

Storer Broadcasting Company

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detroit</th>
<th>Cleveland</th>
<th>Boston</th>
<th>Atlanta</th>
<th>Milwaukee</th>
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<tbody>
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<td>WSPD-TV</td>
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<tr>
<td>WDEE</td>
<td>WJW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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As Congress adjourned its first session last week, the record was generally typical—much talk, little law, many questions, few answers. Political spending is the only communications issue that may yield law. See ..

Capitol Hill at the halfway mark .. 15

President Nixon’s cabinet-level committee on cable TV policy appears to be leaning toward diversified ownership of programs and equipment. Working papers indicate an effort to equalize CATV-broadcasting competition. See ..

New ingredient in cable stew .. 18

Broadcasting’s pre-eminent pioneer died last week in New York. The death of Brigadier General David Sarnoff, former president and chairman of FICA, drew eulogies from those within and without the industry he nurtured. See ..

Last tributes to David Sarnoff .. 28

FCC attempts to shore up the shaky foundation of its proposed ‘superior performance’ standard to be applied to incumbent TV licensees were dealt an ironic twist last week by Storer Broadcasting. See ..

Is ‘superior performance’ out of reach? .. 32

Boom or bust is the question being applied to exemption for news media from Phase II of the economic stabilization program. Broadcasters are divided on the application of economic controls to electronic media. See ..

Wage price exemption: boon or bane? .. 35

Discovery of disenchment within the executive ranks at CBS has led the company to institute a sweeping examination of its manpower policies with an eye to becoming the manpower management leader in five years. See ..

CBS looks hard at manpower policies .. 38

A controversy over the closed-circuit showing of the Dolphins-Colts professional football game has caused Rep. Paul G. Rogers (D-Fla.) to introduce legislation that would end blackouts when the stadium is sold out. See ..

Miami blackout battle .. 40

Action for Children’s Television is playing a return engagement at the Federal Trade Commission. Last month, ACT asked for a ban on drug commercials within children’s programs. Last week, toy ads were the target. See ..

ACT goes back to the FTC .. 45

Nearly 200 years ago, British Parliament was rocked by debate on whether to allow print coverage of its proceedings. Late this month a similar battle is expected over televising the MPs’ debates. See ..

Television in Parliament? .. 48

The reality of conglomerate come true is epitomized for CBS Inc. by the man who is charged with directing the future of that diversified company—Charles T. Ireland Jr. He seems almost type-cast for the job. See ..

New man for new era at CBS .. 67
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To the top

Solicitor General Erwin Griswold has lined up as essential ally of FCC in its effort to persuade Supreme Court to reverse lower court ruling imputing First Amendment right to public in use of broadcast facilities. Mr. Griswold agreed to cooperate with commission in seeking high-court review after conferring with Chairman Dean Burch and General Counsel Richard E. Wiley.

At issue is decision U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington returned last August, in case brought by Business Executives Move for Peace in Vietnam and Democratic National Committee. Court overruled commission order supporting WTOP (AM) Washington in its refusal to sell BEM time for spots opposing war, but there is some question as to whether it also overruled commission's refusal to grant DNC's petition for declaratory ruling that broadcasters may not, as matter of policy, sell program time to "responsible entities" for discussion of controversial issues. In any case, commission feels decision will "destroy" licensee's statutory role as "public trustee" if allowed to stand.

Action and TV

That million-dollar report on effects of television violence cleared advisory committee last week, will be delivered this week to surgeon general who is expected to turn it over to Senator John O. Pastore, original sponsor, early in January — when it will be made public. It's known to be 250 pages long, to contain spectrum of conclusions ranging from indictment of television as root cause of all kinds of antisocial behavior to benign dismissal of any relationship between what's on tube and what goes on in children's world. But word is that weight of report tends toward adverse criticism of television.

Study, prepared under direction of National Institute of Mental Health, was undertaken at demand of Senator Pastore (D-R.I.) in early 1970. It was Senator Pastore who arranged government financing of $1 million.

Repairs

Substantive changes in personnel or goals are in prospect during 1972 for at least three trade organizations identified with broadcast media. National Association of Broadcasters will have initial discussions at its joint board meeting at Marco Island, Fla., next month. Association of Maximum Serv-

ice Telecasters will elect new officers at meeting at Chicago in April, and is expected to face election of successor to Jack R. Harris, KPRC Inc., Houston, who has been its only president since organization founded 15 years ago. And National Cable Television Association is still searching for president to succeed Donald Taverner who resigned last June (BROADCASTING, June 14) and is now head of WETA-TV, Washington's ETV key.

Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB's incumbent president, who has been under fire of some dissident radio directors, isn't likely to go into critical winter board meeting hat-in-hand. It's known he's working on restructuring and reorientation of objectives that might terminate certain job categories and emphasize legislative, regulatory and public-relationships work. But presumably crash management study would be first phase as broadcasters' big guns are sighted for fundamental job of legislative contact.

Reliables

Preliminary analysis by agency research specialists of American Research Bureau and Nielsen November sweeps indicates that top-rating scorers in prime-time half-hour periods vacated by networks under FCC access rule were syndicated versions of network series. These include Lassie, This Is Your Life, Lawrence Welk Show, Hee Haw and Let's Make a Deal. In made-for-syndication programming, David Frost Revue and Circus rated well while other new series, such as Rollin' on the River, Story Theater, Primus, Stand up and Cheer, Dr. Simon Locke and Monte Nau, were said to have registered unsatisfactorily on whole.

Cherchez la femme

FCC will probably strike blow for women's liberation early in new year. Staff is understood to be drafting order to include women in scope of present requirement that broadcasters adopt affirmative-action programs to assure equal-opportunity opportunities. Proposed amendment to rules was urged by National Organization for Women, which contends women are subject to job discrimination throughout broadcast industry.

Women's lib types have not confined their views to written pleadings. At various social and professional functions they have confronted commission officials with question of why women were ignored in equal-opportunity rules. Stock answer was that commission was concerned with problems of ethnic minorities which it regarded as pressing. Some commission staffers (male) still feel there is no great need to incorporate NOW amendment. But General Counsel and Commissioner-designate Richard E. Wiley is said to be pushing staff to get draft order ready for commission.

Movie minutes

There seems to be little something for everyone in commercial format CBS-TV has devised for late-night movies when they replace Merv Griffin Show on Feb. 14 (BROADCASTING, Dec. 13). Affiliates will get 10 in-program minutes for local sale as compared with nine minutes plus station break in Griffin (net effect is to let them add one commercial, since code limit is three in station breaks, four in in-program positions). They'll also get their positions, two minutes each, earlier in program (positions two, four, six, eight, ten).

There's more. Since movies will generally run two hours (11:30-1:30 NYT) instead of 90 minutes, people who worry about clutter will find higher ratio of programing to commercials, and beyond that, CBS is reducing actual in-program interruptions from nine in Griffin to seven in movies, so that standard-length acts will run 10-15 minutes. There will be no station breaks as such. Only exception to two-minute clusters will be around trailer for next night's movie, which will be preceded by two network minutes and followed by one. As extra fillip for affiliates, CBS said it expected about 30% of movies to run past 1:30 (but never beyond 2 a.m. NYT) and that, at least at outset, stations could sell all positions in such run-over periods, though network reserved right to recapture half on 30 days' notice. When movies are too short to permit acts 10-15 minutes long, special commercial format will be developed.

Heavy script

Senate's Constitutional Rights Subcommittee headed by Sam J. Ervin (D-N.C.) is lining up promising performances for next series of hearings, due to begin in February. It has booked White House aides, Charles Colson and Frederic Malek, to explain their roles in Federal Bureau of Investigation check on Daniel Schorr, CBS correspondent. Also to be explored are First Amendment applications to public television, CATV and wage-price freeze.

BROADCASTING, Dec. 20, 1971
No cable rules from FCC this year
Johnson throws block; staff drafting bogs down

FCC commissioners ended work on CATV package for year last Friday noon on less than cheerful note. Chairman Dean Burch was obviously annoyed when, during special morning meeting on revised draft of proposed rules, it became apparent that absence of several commissioners would foreclose possibility of continuing session into afternoon.

And perhaps of more significance, Commissioner Nicholas Johnson indicated he would vote against adoption of rules if they were written to conform with compromise agreement reached among broadcasters, cable operators and copyright owners last month.

Mr. Johnson had expressed opposition to compromise before. He feels it favors broadcasters and that commission should adhere to Aug. 5 "letter of intent" in which it informed Congress of CATV rules it then planned to adopt. In memorandum he distributed to commissioners last Thursday afternoon, he is said to have restated that view and suggested adopting some portions of compromise but not others.

Officials noted, however, that such action would probably result in rupture of compromise agreement and bring about congressional intervention that agreement was intended to forestall.

Commissioner Johnson is also said to have been critical of procedures used to achieve compromise—by intervention of Office of Telecommunications Policy with broadcasters, cable operators and copyright owners—and to have argued that commission's procedures should be used if changes are to be made. In meeting Friday, he suggested issuance of further notice of rulemaking.

Beyond that controversy, however, there might be some cheer for Rocky Mountain Broadcasters Association members and other small-market broadcasters who object to compromise. Commission is said to be discussing ways of modifying rules to afford small-market stations protection against CATV competition they now lack—perhaps by extending 35-mile zone within which restrictive rules apply. Rocky Mountain stations frequently draw on audience well beyond 35-mile limit.

Representatives of Rocky Mountain Broadcasters Association are said to have made persuasive showing in visits they made to individual commissioners. In fact, accommodating them may be price commission has to pay to get vote of some commissioners. Commissioner Robert E. Lee is particularly concerned about small-market stations. And commission officials feel changes can be made without wrecking compromise.

Meanwhile, staff work on drafting complex rules, which cover some 60 pages, was moving slowly. Revision of draft reviewed by commission and by parties two weeks ago was not completed by time FCC met to discuss it Friday. And there were complaints from some commissioners' offices that second draft presented "some problems."

Representatives of parties to compromise—National Association of Broadcasters, National Cable Television Association, Association of Maximum Service Telecasters, and copyright owners—who reviewed revised draft for several hours at OTP office last Thursday were also said to be disturbed over some elements in draft, as well as over fact it was not complete.

Commission officials expressed confidence that final drafting job would move faster now, since commissioners have made feelings known about various aspects of rules. Cable TV bureau and commissioners' legal and engineering assistants are expected to devote large part of their time to drafting project over next two weeks.

Senate getting to work on cable and copyright

Senator John L. McClellan's (D-Ark.) Copyrights Subcommittee is soliciting comments of broadcasters, cable interests and others on proposed modifications of copyright revision bill it will consider next year.

In letter to parties last week, subcommittee said it expects to modify cable section of bill (S. 644) to delete provisions on signal carriage, defining broadcast markets and providing exclusivity rules (which are already covered by CATV compromise agreement).

Modified section, subcommittee said, would grant copyright licenses for carriage of programs and provide for payment of copyright royalties.

It was noted the subcommittee has decided that initial royalty rates should be established by Congress in copyright law, with periodic review and adjustments to be made by Copyright Royalty Tribunal to be created by bill.

Comments were requested by Jan. 20 on "whether royalty rates should be determined by a single graduated formula of a percentage of the gross receipts" paid by CATV subscribers, or formula providing "a basic rate for carriage of local signals, with an additional charge related to the number of distant signals" carried by CATV system.

Subcommittee also asked for comments on whether smaller cable systems should be exempt from copyright payments, pointing out that bill requires payment by all systems, while compromise agreement would exempt systems with fewer than 3,500 subscribers.

In addition, it was asked whether particular types of programs "such as music or professional and collegiate sports" need special treatment in bill.

Letter went out to National Association of Broadcasters, National Cable Television Association, Association of Maximum Service Telecasters, three networks, All Channel Television Society, and motion picture, sports and music-licensing organizations.

Heavy blow to IDC

CBS-TV has informed advertisers and agencies that effective Feb. 1, 1972, it will no longer broadcast filmed commercials encoded with visual program identification. International Digisonics Corp., which encodes commercials, said Friday (Dec. 17) that it has wired advertisers and agencies informing them that IDC "would take all necessary actions to protect the advertiser's commercials and broadcast schedules."

CBS's letter, sent by Robert D. Wood, president of CBS-TV, reviewed current disposition of IDC's encoding system before FCC (see below and page 50) but said that because of "deficiencies inherent in the IDC system in regard to filmed material," licensees could not be sure that IDC "patterns are transmitted consistently in compliance with the FCC specifications."

IDC in statement said it was studying CBS's letter and "conferring with all interested parties" and said it "has stated that the action is arbitrary, unreasonable and damaging, particularly to the many advertisers involved because of the significant number of coded film commercials that would be affected." (IDC says that it now monitors in 52 markets—top-50 markets and two others.)

The IDC side

International Digisonics Corp. took its side of controversy over aural-encoding
monitoring to FCC late last week. Echoing argument expressed by National Association of Broadcasters earlier in week (see page 50), IDC called on commission to refrain from implementing any rules for aural encoding until further field tests can be conducted at broadcast stations under ordinary operating conditions.

The opposition of Storer Broadcasting Co. that companies engaged in aural encoding be licensed by FCC and be required to obtain written consent from station licensees before transmitting identification tones, calling Storer proposal "unnecessary."

Company also said that aural-encoding system using low frequency tones—such as its own—would be favorable to higher spectrum proposal of its competitor, Audicom Corp.

Starr ties to Torbet
Starr Broadcasting Group Inc. and Alan Torbet Associates Inc. confirmed Friday (Dec. 17) that Starr has made "substantial investment" in station-representative firm. Transaction involved exchange of stock amounting to about $1 million.

Alan Torbet will continue as president of firm, which will retain present staff and will operate autonomously. Group station-owner Starr is publicly traded on Midwest exchange.

More Wimbledon to NBC
NBC-TV paid estimated $100,000 for three-year television rights to title matches of Wimbledon Open tennis championships, whose acquisition was announced Friday (Dec. 17). Contract, signed with Trans World International, representatives of All-England Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club, extends three-year agreement that expired this year. Coverage of 1972 event, via satellite, will be presented Saturday, July 6.

Challenges answered
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. last week asked FCC to dismiss two petitions to deny filed against its KPIX-TV San Francisco (BROADCASTING, Nov. 8).

It said that charges made against station by four Bay-area minority groups under primary direction of Marcus Garvey Wilcher are "without merit." KPIX-TV renewal application, Westinghouse claimed, "unequivocally demonstrates" that station has been responsive to minority interests.

Company denied allegations of Committee for Open Media that KPIX-TV schedules its public-service announcements and public-affairs programming in low-audience time periods. It also complained that COM had refused to discuss to station officials what it believed to be deficiencies at KPIX-TV prior to filing challenge—despite fact that station repeatedly invited dialogue.

In another filing at FCC last week, Golden West Broadcasters asserted that Mr. Wilcher and associates' late petition to deny against KSFQ(AM) San Francisco should be thrown out as untimely and because it fails "to raise any material questions of fact" regarding data contained in station's renewal application.

Cable firm buys KFJZ-KWXI Fort Worth
FCC has granted $3.95-million sale of KFJZ(AM)-KWXI-FM Fort Worth, from Texas State Network Inc. to First Illinois Cable TV Inc. First Illinois is owned by multiple-CATV operator Communications Properties Inc., which is, in turn, 58.5% owned by Citizen Financial Corp.

First Illinois will also acquire TSN's regional network of 100 stations in three-state area, and KFJZ Presentations Inc., promotional firm. TSN President Stanley F. Wilson will continue to serve as general manager of KFJZ-KWXI for three years.

Both CPI and Citizen Financial are publicly-owned corporations.

First Illinois operates cable system at Springfield, Ill. Its officers have interests in KROO(AM) McAllen, Tex.; KROP(AM) Brawley, Calif., and WXTV-TV Paterson, N.J.

Commissioner H. Rex Lee, in concurring statement on Fort Worth action, expressed concern over CPI's large number of CATV holdings in Texas. Noting that commission has proposed rule-making in area of multiple ownership of cable systems, he said that case at hand "is sufficient indication" that commission should address itself to questions of local concentration of CATV control and of crossownership of cable systems and microwave carriers. (CPI subsidiaries also have extensive microwave interests in state.)

Boosting TV subtitles
Subtitles on TV screens to help deaf enjoy television without impairing picture was demonstrated at conference held by University of Tennessee's Southern Regional Media Center for Deaf in Knoxville last week.

Subtitle system was shown by George Kamas of Boulder, Colo., laboratories, National Bureau of Standards, utilizing equipment already being used to test transmission over ABC-TV of NBS's time-and-frequency standards which it proposed last summer.

NBS system uses character generator to superimpose dialogue on lower edge of TV screen. Receiving sets would need decoding device to use system, with extra cost estimated at about $20 when in mass production.

Adjunct of NBS system is automatic channel display that holds promise of electronic tuning for both VHF and UHF stations, observers said. Equality of tuning is one of projects FCC has been engaged in; it recently ordered use of detent tuning in all receivers effective in new sets beginning next year.

Conference, which was funded by special branch of Department of Health, Education and Welfare, attracted 50 odd representatives of organizations dealing with those hard of hearing, who concluded that NBS system is most promising, and asks HEW to carry ball to turn that promise into performance.

Week's Headliners

Mr. Cowen

Eugene S. Cowen, deputy assistant to President Nixon for congressional relations, resigned effective Thursday (Dec. 16) to join ABC as VP in charge of Washington office, effective Dec. 27. He succeeds Alfred R. Beckman, who retires (BROADCASTING, Dec. 13). Mr. Cowen joined White House staff in 1969 as special assistant to the President. In September 1971 he was named deputy assistant to the President with principal responsibility regarding legislative affairs in the Senate. At ABC, he will report to Everett Erlick, group VP and general counsel, New York.


For other Industry developments see "Fates & Fortunes," page 55
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Datebook © A calendar of important meetings and events in communications

This week
Dec. 20—Deadline for filing comments in FCC inquiry into fairness doctrine, phases dealing with “the fairness doctrine generally” and fairness in relation to political broadcasts (phases I and III, respectively). Replies due Jan. 29 (Doc. 1016).

Also in December
Dec. 29—“Communications Technology and its Effects on People” seminar. Focus of discussion will be current developments and those likely to be implemented in the future among them cable TV. Featured speakers will include Peter C. Goldmark, former head of CBS Laboratories; George F. Mansur, deputy director, Office of Telecommunications Policy, and Edward S. Mason, chairman, Senate Committee on Cable Communications, Bellevue-Stratford hotel, Philadelphia.

January 1972
Jan. 7-9—Midwinter conference, Florida Association of Broadcasters, Rodeway inn, Boise.
Jan. 10—Deadline for filing comments on FCC’s inquiry into fairness doctrine, phases dealing with “the fairness doctrine generally” and fairness in relation to political broadcasts (phases I and III, respectively). Replies due Jan. 29 (Doc. 1016).
Jan. 10—George Foster Peabody Radio and Television Awards deadline for entries. Medallions will be awarded for news, entertainment, educational and youth programs, as well as for public service and promotion of international understanding. Stations, networks, individuals and citizen groups may nominate 1971 programs and activities. Entries should be submitted to the Henry W. Grady School of Journalism, University of Georgia, Athens.
Jan. 17-21—Winter meeting, TV and radio boards and joint board, National Association of Broadcasters, Marco Beach hotel, Marco Island, Fla.
Jan. 23-26—Conference for Journalists on China, sponsored by the Washington Journalism Center. Conference will examine China’s changing image on China’s relationships with the U.S. and rest of the world and explore internal developments within the country and will place President Nixon’s upcoming visit to China in perspective. The Washington Journalism Center, 2401 Virginia Avenue, N.W., Washington 20037.
Jan. 25-27—Annual Radio-Television Institute, sponsored by Georgia Association of Broadcasters. Principal speaker will be Clay T. Whitehead, director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy, University of Georgia campus, Athens.
Jan. 28-29—Midwinter meeting, California Broadcasters Association, Gene Autry hotel, Palm Springs.

February 1972
Feb. 1—Annual stockholders’ meeting, Walt Disney Productions Inc., Dorothy Chandler Pavillion, Music Center, Los Angeles.
Feb. 4—Annual winter television conference, Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers.


April 1972

April 15-18—Convention, Southern Cable Television Association. Convention Center, Myrtle Beach, S.C.

April 19-21—Region six conference, sponsored by Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Microelectronics systems and applications and general systems and applications will be treated. Hilton Inn, San Diego.

April 19-25—International Film, TV-Film and Documentary Market (MIFED), where features, TV and documentary films are traded on a worldwide basis. Advanced bookings may be made before March 15. For information: MIFED, Largo Domodossola 1, 20145 Milan, Italy.

May 1972

May 3-5—Second annual conference, National Friends of Public Broadcasting, nonprofit organization formed to build public support for public broadcasting at local level. Royal Orleans hotel, New Orleans.

May 5-6—22d annual convention. Kansas Association of Broadcasters. Featured speakers will include CBS Vice Chairman Frank Stanton, Ramada Inn, Topeka.


OpenMike®

Where has selflessness gone?

Editor: I want to register a hearty amen to your "First Things First" editorial (Broadcasting, Dec. 6).

As a member of that National Association of Broadcasters reorganization committee of a couple of years ago, I must say that things haven't come out at NAB headquarters as at least some of us on the committee envisioned that they would. I regret this very much because I believe the committee's recommendations were sound. How they were put into practice is another story.

I'm beginning to believe—after too many years fighting this battle—that broadcasters as a group will never stand shoulder-to-shoulder when the chips are down and fight for the over-all good of the business. Personal gain and individual glory seem to get in the way. I hope there is a better day coming. But I wonder.—Harold Essex, president, WSSA-AM-FM-TV Winston-Salem, N.C.

Legal notice

Editor: Your reputation for accuracy suffered when you reported this week (Dec. 13) that the FCC hearing order

YOU MAY NEVER SEE THE FASTEST RIVETER®

BUT... in Greater Western Michigan you can put together car sales fast on WKZO.

In Greater Western Michigan, WKZO puts the car buyers into high gear. According to a 1970 Pulse Area Report of Kalamazoo, WKZO delivers 60% of the men 18 and over weekdays 6-10 am. And 51% of both men and women during weekday drive times. Getting you the big buyers is why WKZO is your big buy.

Avery-Knodel will give your budget fast relief with bigger sales at attractive CPMs, on WKZO, in Greater Western Michigan.

*J. Nafr in Belfast rivited 11,209 rivets in 9 hours.

WKZO reaches three times as many counties and 248% more adults weekly than the next station. In fact, WKZO reaches 27% more homes than all other Kalamazoo stations combined. Circulation Pulse 1968 Michigan Station Report.
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SOUL SEARCHING

There’s a lot of talk about it. How many of us do it?

Soul searching is what happens when we try to figure out the ratings. Why are we No. 1 in our market, or as the case may be, sometimes No. 3 or 4?

Soul searching is the business of M & H, and we search out the heart, soul, affection and defection of audiences toward stations. The audience knows why it likes your station and why it doesn’t, person by person, program by program. Since the viewers and listeners spend far more time with the stations than anyone in management, they are amazingly honest and articulate about what they like or dislike. Ratings only tell you how you make out with these audiences, not WHY.

We find out why through the use of the social scientist and in-home, in-person interviewing. But we do a lot more during the course of the year—we work for you. We make specific recommendations for change, monitoring you and your competitors on a regular basis. We make sure that constructive change occurs to get things going in the right direction—and keep it that way. We literally harass you into improving.

There is a lot more to it though, and it doesn’t fit in an ad. Give us a call for a presentation, with absolutely no obligation on your part.

McHUGH AND HOFFMAN, INC.
Television & Advertising Consultants
450 N. Woodward Avenue
Birmingham, Mich. 48011
Area Code 313
644-9200

concerning three television stations owned by Richard Eaton involved “the alleged acceptance by an ABC-TV employe, Carmine Patti, of a bribe from Mr. Eaton to procure affiliations with the network.” The FCC hearing order contains no such allegation, but refers only to the existence of a consulting agreement between Messrs. Patti and Eaton.

As your article later points out, Mr. Patti has already denied any wrongdoing in connection with that consulting agreement, and the hearing order does not specify the manner in which the commission regards that agreement to have involved any impropriety on Mr. Patti’s part.—Benito Gagunise counsel for Carmine Patti, Washington.

(For the record: The hearing order reads in part as follows: “In view of the evidence adduced in Docket No. 1881 concerning a ‘consultancy’ agreement between Richard Eaton and Carmine Patti . . . we are unable to conclude that the grant of such services, applications would serve the public interest!” A footnote to the order explained: “In Docket No. 1881, the commission established an inquiry in order to determine whether broadcast licensees or permittees, or any principal officers, directors, agents, or employees thereof, made payments to employees or principals of networks for the purpose of obtaining affiliation with such networks.”)

Local news impresses Hill
EDITOR: I have scanned “The Quest for Excellence in Local TV Journalism,” Broadcasting, Nov. 29] and agree with you that it is surprising that local stations have 65% of total television news viewing. Certainly many members of Congress and politicians generally will find this useful information.—Representative Carl Albert (D-Okla.), Speaker of the House, Washington.

EDITOR: I was indeed surprised to learn that 65% of all television newscasts viewing is of local stations.—Senator John Sherman Cooper (R-Ky.), Washington.

EDITOR: It certainly is interesting to learn that most of the viewing of television news in this country is of news programs originated on local stations.—Representative Phil M. Landrum (D-Ga.), Washington.

Invitation
EDITOR: Now that I’m retiring after 40 years with CBS, I’d like to say to all the broadcasters who helped me during my early years in engineering and later years in affiliate relations: "So long for now. Thanks. Hope I’ll see you again."

Mrs. Lodge and I will spend springs and summers at our home in Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y. The falls and winters will be spent in our new home at Christiansted, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, telephone (809) 773-2871.—William B. Lodge, vice president, CBS-TV, New York.
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Conventional animation—but on video tape

Let me tell you about a relationship involving an advertising agency, a videotape facility and an animation house (whose previous experience was in film). It appears to be unique in the industry.

This relationship developed because the production of retail commercials represents a unique problem requiring an equally unique solution. The problem is to invent new ways to produce commercials which stand above the competition—but do not elevate costs. This is particularly important for retail commercials, which have far shorter life-spans than most national commercials.

Allied Stores has set up an experimentation program which we believe is a major step forward in reducing production costs without sacrificing quality.

To illustrate this, I will describe a recently completed project which represents an approach we have taken for one of our many department store companies—Stern Brothers, New Jersey. The particular commercial is one of a series of institutional ID's which have gone a long way toward helping the store establish a stronger identity as New Jersey's newest, most exciting place to shop. Within the last year, Stern's has opened two new stores in New Jersey. These two stores represent almost a doubling of their operation. A TV and radio campaign presently running in New York was developed by Allied's central office to help convey this growing excitement to prospective customers who are not familiar with the store.

With this marketing information as a background, I will return to the specific production technique which was used for the first ID in the Stern series.

For the first time on record, a conventional "cel" animated commercial was recorded directly on video tape. Produced by Alcom Advertising, this commercial is the first step in opening the door to a whole new style of animation.

The production was the result of the combined effort and expertise of these companies: Alcom Advertising, a subsidiary of Allied Stores Marketing Corp., a New York-based department-store-group organization; D&R Productions, a New York animation house, and Videocom Inc., Dedham, Mass., a videotape production facility. Ampex Corp., which manufactured the video-tape recorders and editing equipment, and Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp., which manufactured the Norelco color-TV cameras, served as technical consultants in the use of their equipment.

Using some of the techniques built into the VR-2000 electronic recording systems such as chroma-key, matting, polarization and special effects, many new or previously expensive animation effects can now be produced quickly and at reasonable cost.

Now that we know cel animation can be produced on tape we can shoot animation against a blue background and chroma-key the result. This is equivalent to rotoscoping and matting in film, a process so expensive it is prohibitive for department-store commercials.

The commercial produced for Stern Brothers was a 10-second spot containing 83 individual shots. It shows the trunk of a tree on which appear a heart and arrow being carved by an unseen hand. In the heart are the initials S.B. (Stern Brothers) and N.J. (New Jersey). The camera then pans up the tree and zooms out. The leaves on the top of the tree are the stylized leaves of the tree of the Stern Brothers' logo. One of these leaves is actually a bird which then moves toward the camera. The store logo then appears on the screen. One version of the copy reads: "In New Jersey, you'll love the new Stern Brothers... look at our branches... Willowbrook, Paramus, Preakness and Woodbridge."

The conventional hand-drawn cells were placed on a modified Oxberry disk and a special stand designed and constructed by Alcom's assistant broadcast director, Mark Chait. The cells were covered with quarter-inch plate glass which pressed them tightly together. Glare-free lighting was accomplished by using Colortrans at very low angles to the stand. A Norelco PCP-70 color camera was used to photograph the action.

Mounted on a crab dolly, the camera was sandbagged so the only movement possible was zooming. The animation stand was similarly held in place.

Each frame was placed on the animation stand, covered with glass and recorded on video tape. Editite editing was used to record the precise number of frames necessary for each cel. This varied from one to 11 frames. The process was repeated 83 times. The entire recording process took just over two hours. Post-production—which included adding dissolves and audio track—required another half hour.

The commercial was basically a test to indicate which elements of cel animation could be recorded on tape. All of them—including character movement, zooming, panning and scratching-off—worked perfectly.

In addition to all the new benefits of recording animation on tape, there was one old one which can't be overlooked. The spot was finished 12 days after pre-production began and was ready nine days prior to the first air date.

As a second project, Alcom is preparing a commercial which will combine animation with live action. In addition, Alcom Advertising has set up a testing program with D&R Productions and Videocom. D&R will prepare various cells which will be sent to Videocom for testing. The results will be recorded on Ampex two-inch tape, then reduced to half-inch helical scan format. D&R will then be able to view the results with the Alcom staff on the agency's video-tape equipment.

This unique relationship—an animation house, a video-tape facility, and an agency working together—has paved the way to reduced production costs and new production techniques.
David Sarnoff

Feb. 27, 1891-Dec. 12, 1971

National Broadcasting Company
Capitol Hill at the halfway mark

Political-spending bill nears passage, others uncertain as first session ends

When a Congress completes its first session, its efforts in the field of communications ordinarily have produced little or no law, a wide range of live questions, a number of moribund bills, a great deal of talk, and at least some solid momentum on core issues. In each of those respects, the 92d Congress could be judged typical as its first session drew to a close last week.

But the record of any Congress is normally less a matter of general patterns than of concretes: What were the real issues of the time, and how were they handled—if at all? In this Congress, there are any number of places to look for answers, but only one place to begin—with political spending. That issue, and that issue alone, may be about to yield new law.

The campaign-reform bill that emerged from a House-Senate conference last week (see page 17) contains no repeal of Section 315 of the Communications Act, the equal-time provision. Broadcast spending is limited to a portion of an over-all limit without placing the same restriction on print. Broadcasters must charge lowest unit rates; print may charge the comparable rates given commercial advertisers. And, if broadcasters do not allow candidates “reasonable access” to time, the FCC may revoke their licenses. There is no comparable restriction on print.

The Senate has approved the bill. And, although the House will not take a vote until January, another issue, one peculiar to the times, is the status of the media under President Nixon’s economic restrictions. Senator Alan Cranston (D-Calif.) fought hard for his amendment to exempt broadcasters, publishers and the motion picture industry from Phase II economic controls. He was defeated in the Banking Committee and on the floor. He altered the amendment, excluding motion pictures and “entertainers,” to enhance its chances for passage. It did, finally, only to be knocked out in conference last week (see separate story, page 35).

And the list goes on. Following is a summary, by general subject category, of other major developments of the first session, along with some prospects for next year:

Advertising: The U.S. Army Recruiting Command last February enlisted N.W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, to handle a 13-week experimental $10.6 million TV and radio advertising campaign to boost enlistments. It sparked complaints from Capitol Hill about spending money for announcements normally carried as public service. A resolution by Representative Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.) to prohibit the use of government funds for such purposes failed to gain wide support at House Communications Subcommittee hearings in April. Representative John D. Dingell (D-Mich.) offered a bill forbidding the military from buying air time, but no hearings were held.

In August, Senator Harrison A. Williams Jr. (D-N.J.) and Representative John Murphy (D-N.Y.) offered legislation authorizing the secretary of transportation to spend up to $85 million on a media campaign to promote highway safety. That measure could crop up in the second session.

After hearings in June on self-regulation in the advertising industry, Mr. Dingell’s House Small Business subcommittee issued a report critical of the National Association of Broadcasters Code authority and urging the FCC to establish meaningful standards for advertising in children’s programs.

Senator Gaylord Nelson (D-Wis.) tried to convince FCC Chairman Dean Burch that he should warn licensees not to carry false and misleading drug advertising. But Mr. Burch, testifying at the Senate’s hearings on drugs last September, claimed that any ban on advertising must come from Congress.

Senator Frank Moss (D-Utah), chairman of the Subcommittee for Consumers, decided to postpone action on his two advertising-related bills. One would require documentation of advertising claims; the other would set up a federally funded body to study the impact and effects of advertising. The action was requested by the Federal Trade Commission, which wants to assess its own documentation program. The Moss bills will not come up again before next April.

Broadcast Journalism: A landmark case involving broadcasters’ rights to freedom of the press versus Congress’s right to legislative inquiry was seemingly avoided on July 13 when the House voted 226 to 181 to recommit to the Commerce Committee a proposed contempt-of-Congress citation against CBS and its then president, Frank Stanton (now vice chairman). Commerce Committee chairman Harley O. Staggers...
(D-W.Va.) was enraged because CBS refused to turn over subpoenaed cut-takes and other materials from its The Selling of the Pentagon documentary. Allegations were that the program broadcast Feb. 23 was distorted through editing and rearranging. The citation could come up for another vote this session, but it is unlikely.

A staff member of Mr. Staggers's Investigations Subcommittee was in Los Angeles the following month talking to CBS News employees about news staging. Other networks may have been involved in the discussions, but the sub-committee is still keeping the details under wraps. The subcommittee will issue a report next year on CBS's Selling and NBC's Say Goodbye program. (NBC had been served with a subpoena involving Say Goodbye at the same time as CBS: producer of the latter show, David Wolper, complied).

Hearings began in October by Senator Sam J. Ervin's (D-N.C.) Constitutional Rights Subcommittee, on the application of the First Amendment to broadcast and print journalism, will continue next year. They had focused, in part, on Senator James B. Pearson's (R-Kan.) bill aimed at protecting newsmen's confidential sources and information. But next year the sessions will take on an added dimension. They will also explore the Federal Bureau of Investigation's check on CBS correspondent Daniel Schorr. The White House said it ordered the investigation because Mr. Schorr was being considered for a government post. None was ever offered.

CATV and copyright: After appearing before the House and Senate Communications Subcommittees last summer, the FCC in August sent Congress its "letter of intent" on cable regulation proposals. The commission's rules will go into effect early next year—apparently without congressional hearings, now that the differences between contending parties have been worked out in a compromise engineered by the Office of Telecommunications Policy.

Senator John L. McClellan (D-Ark.), chairman of the Copyright Subcom-

mittee, is holding firm to his position that copyright legislation should follow adoption of the CATV proposals. When that happens, he has promised to act quickly and without additional hearings on his copyright revision bill (S. 644).

Consumer legislation: In October the House passed the Consumer Protection Act, which would create a Consumer Protection Agency, give statutory authority to the White House Office of Consumer Affairs and set up a Consumer Advisory Council. The Senate Government Operations Committee held hearings on similar legislation in November and there should be Senate action next session.

Corporation for Public Broadcasting: Representative Robert O. Tieman (D-R.I.) offered a bill in April to provide long-range funding for public broadcasting. House Communications Subcommittee Chairman Ervin H. Mac-

donald (D-Mass.) introduced his own bill in November and expects to have hearings on it next year.

A subject that will undoubtedly find its way into the Macdonald hearings is the salaries paid to public television's personalities. At the request of Mr. Van Deering, CPB earlier this month divulged some of that salary information. Commerce Committee Chairman Stag-
gers has discussed the possibility of conducting a special investigation on this subject next session, but his intentions are uneven at this time. There has been criticism by some members that the non-commercial system is bidding for talent at commercial-system prices.

Renewals: The National Association of Broadcasters' proposed legislation to restore stability to license-renewal procedures was introduced early this month in the House by James Broyhill (R-N.C.), along with his own proposal. Senator Frank Moss (D-Utah) has introduced his own version of the NAB bill (see page 26). Other bills aimed at affording broadcasters extended protection at renewal time have been offered by Republican Representatives James Collins (Tex.) and Louis Frey Jr. (Fla.) and Senator John Tower (R-Tex.). Chances for hearings next session appear stronger in the Senate Communications Subcommittee than in the House unit.

Programming: Exclusive closed-circuit television coverage March 8 of the Joe Frazier-Muhammad Ali heavyweight championship fight prompted a number of bills in the House to ban the practice. Communications Subcommittee Chairman Macdonald is likely to hold hearings on the legislation.

The Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly Legislation said two weeks ago it would hold hearings next year on Senator William Proxmire's (D-Wis.) bill to ban TV blackouts of professional sports contests when games are sold out at the stadium. A similar bill was introduced in the House last week by Representative Paul Rogers (D-Fla.) (see page 40).

At a Senate Commerce Committee hearing last September, the surgeon general promised to have by the end of the year the results of his $1-million study on the effects of TV violence. Senate Communications Subcommittee Chairman Pastore, who had requested the study, may hold hearings. House Communications Subcommittee Chairman Macdonald has already said he plans to hold hearings next year on the overall subject of children's television.

Talk at White House about free time

Nixon liked it better than check-off plan to finance candidates

At one point in the Republican strategy sessions on how to kill the Democratic-sponsored amendment to finance presidential elections with public funds a proposal similar to one broadcasters had thought long dead was briefly revived. And by President Nixon.

The story was told last week in the
Washington Post, in the concluding installment of a two-part article on how the $1-per-tax-return check-off plan was defeated. The account, written by Don Oberdorfer, was confirmed by Clark MacGregor, top White House assistant for congressional affairs.

The Post reported that in one strategy session, President Nixon said campaign financing did present a problem and noted that other democratic countries had state-owned networks that provided free time for national candidates.

The Twentieth Century Fund two years ago concluded a study on campaign financing by recommending such a system. The proposal, which was vigorously opposed by broadcasters, never gained much support in Congress. And President Nixon, according to Mr. MacGregor, did not refer to the fund.

Later, the idea came up in a conversation between Mr. MacGregor and Arthur Summerfield, a former chairman of the Republican National Committee, who is now an automobile dealer in Flint, Mich., and who was working to rally automobile-industry opposition to the check-off plan.

Mr. MacGregor said Mr. Summerfield thought the free-time plan might provide the Democrats with a face-saving means of abandoning the check-off amendment. The two then drafted a memorandum suggesting that each of the major-party presidential candidates be given $8.4 million worth of free broadcast time and George Wallace a lesser amount in relation to his 1968 election showing.

Mr. Summerfield, on Tuesday, Nov. 30, submitted the memorandum to Representative Wilbur Mills (D-Ark.), chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee and leader of the House delegation to the Senate-House conference committee on the tax bill to which the Senate had attached the check-off amendment. Mr. Mills, according to the Post, later that day “astounded” the senior House Republican on the conference committee, John Byrnes, of Wisconsin, by showing him the memorandum and saying it had White House approval.

However, the plan was subsequently dropped. Mr. MacGregor said he conferred with several key House Republicans who regarded it as “a poor idea.” They noted, he said, that it would affect not only networks but stations. And they were concerned about the reaction of stations in their districts. Eventually, President Nixon used the threat of a veto to persuade the Democrats to delay implementation of the check-off provision until after the 1972 election.

Mr. MacGregor last week said he saw no prospect of the President or of White House aides pursuing the plan for requiring broadcasters to make time available for political candidates. “We were simply exploring all the ways we could to defeat an unwise proposal,” he said.

Near the end of a long, long road

Political-spending compromise is approved by Senate; House will vote on it after Christmas vacation

The Senate last Tuesday (Dec. 14) approved the compromise political-spending bill. But, it became clear that there was no hope for House action before Congress adjourned last week.

Representative Wayne L. Hays (D-Ohio), chairman of the House group that conferred with the Senate on the compromise bill, said he wanted to put off a final vote until after Congress returns Jan. 18 “because a good many members have already left town.”

House Speaker Carl Albert (D-Okla.) said Tuesday that the leadership would prefer to vote on the measure before adjourning. “I would bring it up if he [Mr. Hays] would call it up,” the speaker said. “But we don't make a man stand up to be recognized.”

The conferences had two weeks ago agreed on the principal media provisions of the bill (Broadcasting, Dec. 13). By last Monday (Dec. 13) they had finished hammering out the compromise bill.

The measure contains no repeal of Section 315 of the Communications Act, and limits spending by federal-office candidates to 10 cents per eligible voter ($50,000, whichever is greater), only six cents of which could be spent in broadcast. The 10 cents would be increased in proportion to increases in the cost of living.

The bill covers TV, radio, CATV, newspapers, magazines and periodicals, and telephones when they are used in an organized campaign effort. The bill does not cover expenses for postage.

Broadcast media are required to charge candidates no more than their lowest unit rates; print media could charge no more than comparable rates given commercial advertisers.

The FCC would be empowered to revoke the licenses of stations “for willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable access to or to permit purchase of reasonable amounts of time” by candidates.

There is no limit on individual contributions, except by candidates to their own campaign ($50,000 for presidential candidates, $35,000 for Senate, $25,000 for House).

The bill prohibits contributions by government contractors and from funds allocated to the Office of Economic Opportunity. The use of mandatory dues or fees by corporations, labor unions and national banks for political activity is also prohibited.

The FCC, Civil Aeronautics Board and Interstate Commerce Commission are directed to promulgate regulations on the extension of credit, without security, to candidates.

Candidates would be required to file reports on contributions and expenditures with the secretary of the Senate or the clerk of the House.

Broadcasting, Dec. 20, 1971
New ingredient in the stew over cable

White House committee heads toward recommendation for diversified ownership of programs and hardware

Imagine a CATV industry regulated not in the tradition of the broadcast industry but with built-in economic incentives and obligations designed to assure the kind of service desired—particularly diversity of program ownership—and an equalizing of competition between CATV and broadcasting in the supply of programming.

Program supply and transmission services would be kept separate, with system owners exercising no control over program content; probably no limit would be placed on the importation of distant signals, but with program suppliers and channel lessees subject to full copyright liability, and constraints imposed to prevent serious harm to the broadcasting industry, if not to individual stations. And there would be no ban on broadcaster or newspaper ownership of cable systems.

The outline of such a system can be seen in the working papers now beginning to surface from the President's high-level administration committee on CATV policy as well as in the remarks of those familiar with the committee's work—including the public speeches of the committee chairman, Clay T. Whitehead, director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy.

The committee, composed of three cabinet secretaries and three top White House aids in addition to Mr. Whitehead, is expected to submit its report to President Nixon in a few weeks. One more meeting of the group—to discuss the final draft of the report, which now being prepared, is likely. And while there are known to be some disagreements as to the direction in which the committee is moving—White House Director of Communications Herbert G. Klein is said to be concerned about the impact on broadcasters—no major change is expected in the final draft.

If the President accepts the committee's recommendations, and Congress implements them by approving the necessary legislation, changes would be required in the policy now being laid down by the FCC in the CATV rules it is in the process of adopting. These include the rules reflecting the compromise agreement among the contending industry parties that Mr. Whitehead helped to bring off when it appeared that controversy over the rules would blow up into battles in Congress and in the courts (BROADCASTING, Nov. 15).

Mr. Whitehead, nevertheless, is standing by his position, expressed in letters to members of Congress at the time the agreement was reached, that the rules should be adopted in order to permit the development of cable television (BROADCASTING, Nov. 22). But Mr. Whitehead, in his letters, also expressed the hope and expectation that Congress would deal with the fundamental policy issues with which the committee is concerned "before the economies of the industry and the character of the medium have become irreversibly set in the mold contemplated by the commission."

The outlines of the committee's thinking appears in two sets of staff papers that have become available, one drafted in advance of the committee's second meeting, in October, the second as a result of that meeting (several other drafts are also known to be in existence). The committee met a third time last month.

The first set of papers lists four options, the second five. Neither indicates which of the options the committee will recommend to the President. However, when placed against the background of Mr. Whitehead's recent speeches and of an "evaluation" of major cable issues prepared in connection with the second set of papers, a proposal for a system in which cable operators would be barred from ownership of and control over program content stands out. It appears in both papers.

"Access to any individual or group on a nondiscriminatory basis conforms with our earlier judgment that cable should

---

Here are several key members of the President's committee on cable television, at the October meeting that refined early drafts prepared by the staff. At the head of the table is Clay T. Whitehead, director, Office of Telecommunications Policy, chairman. Clockwise are Secretary of Commerce Maurice Stans; Leonard Garment, special consultant to the President on the arts and minority-group affairs; Glen Wagner, assistant to Robert H. Finch, counselor to the President; Mr. Finch; Herbert Klein, White House director of communications, and George Romney, secretary of Housing and Urban Development.
WCCO-TV used a color processor to win the battle for news ratings. "With six stations fighting for the same audience, you learn to move pretty fast," says Sherman Headley who is General Manager of the Minneapolis-St. Paul television station.

"And when we got our own color processor in 1965, we really opened up. Now we process over 1,500,000 feet of color film a year—and that's almost exclusively for color news, sports, and public affairs.

"Our film units have contributed tremendously to the range of our news coverage. A happy result of this has been the number of awards we've received—just recently for our third documentary filmed entirely in Vietnam.

"But the best award is audience recognition. Our news programs have about 50% share of TV viewers, and that's the kind of recognition we're after.

"As you can see, we keep our machine pretty busy. But the ME-4 Process is so simple, especially in combination with Kodak's packaged chemicals, that all our cameramen know how to run the machine. So if you come across anyone who's not yet sold on the ME-4 Process, have him talk to us."

Need more information? There's someone else you can talk to: your nearest Kodak Representative. Call his number below and check out the benefits of Kodak ME-4 and mini ME-4 color processing. But you don't want to wait too long. A color processor may give you a big advantage, but it's not exactly a secret weapon.
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Order your own copy of the 1972 Yearbook. Just fill in the coupon and return it to us. Your copy will be shipped just as soon as the 1972 Yearbook is off press.

The 1972 Yearbook contains all of the valuable 53 directories found in previous editions...plus the new section of comprehensive market data, the exclusive "Broadcasting Guide to National Spot Planning." This section gives all the basic information on markets, demographics and rates that media buyers need to draw up spot campaigns.

For all the facts and figures on television...AM and FM radio...broadcast equipment products...FCC rules...NAB codes...and much more, simply fill in the coupon and return it to us. We'll ship your copy as soon as the 1972 Yearbook is off press.
Ripple of dissent to cable compromise

A call for coalition of small-market stations draws some support

A campaign to establish a special group of broadcasters to work for the revision of the CATV compromise plan as it affects small-market television stations is moving slowly. Bruce Hebenstreit, KGGM-TV Albuquerque, N.M., who sparked the movement, said last week that he expects—if all goes well—to have an announcement regarding a meeting of kindred broadcasters early next year.

Mr. Hebenstreit acknowledged that a number of broadcasters have told him it is futile to try to change the course of cable-TV events that culminated early last month in acceptance by broadcast, cable and copyright organizations of the CATV agreement drafted by Clay T. Whitehead and his Office of Telecommunications Policy (BROADCASTING, Nov. 15).

Meanwhile, to show his dissatisfaction with the position of the NAB, Mr. Hebenstreit has resigned from the association.

In his position papers, published as advertisements in BROADCASTING magazine Nov. 29 and Dec. 13, Mr. Hebenstreit called for the establishment of an ad hoc group to be called the “Committee for Survival of Local Television.” Its purpose, he said, is to initiate congressional legislation that would impose on cable systems copyright liability and the same rules that apply to broadcasters, including Section 315 (a) of the Communications Act, which prohibits one broadcaster from picking up the signals of another without permission. Privately, he has called for broadcasters to “take a one-year’s leave of absence” from the NAB and apply the dues saved to the proposed committee’s mission.

Earlier, Rex Howell, chairman of the XYZ Television stations in Colorado, wrote to Senator John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), chairman of the Senate Communications Subcommittee, asking that he hold hearings on the CATV compromise agreement in order to hear the needs of small-market broadcasters (BROADCASTING, Dec. 6).

Meanwhile, other dissenters continue to work within the broadcast establishment.

The Rocky Mountain Broadcasters Association, for example, which has been active in solidifying Western opposition to some provisions, supplied the NAB with supporting documents itemizing their objections to specific provisions—principally the 35-mile protection zone (they want this to encompass 50 to 75 miles), and the lack of full-day protection, rather than simultaneous protection as specified in the compromise agreement. These were forwarded to the FCC by the association last week for consideration at the commission’s meeting Friday (Dec. 17) on the prospective CATV rules.

Two Western broadcasters were named to the NAB’s cable committee late last month. They are Robert E. Krueger, KTVB-TV Boise, Idaho, and Robert E. Davis, KWIK(AM) Pocatello, Idaho. They are presidents respectively of the Rocky Mountain Broadcasters Association and the Idaho Broadcasters Association.

And the FCC is already beginning to hear from various television broadcasters on an individual basis. For example, two competing TV broadcasters in the Paducah, Ky.-Cape Girardeau, Mo.-Harrisburg, Ill., market jointly asked the FCC to consider the special needs of secondary markets.

The letter, written by James Fred Paxton of WPSD-TV Paducah, and Oscar C. Hirsch of KFVS-TV Cape Girardeau, contends that this market is being discriminated against on (1) variation on copyright protection between the major markets and the smaller markets, (2) 35-mile market zone, (3) importation differences between major markets and secondary markets, (4) exclusion from controls of cable systems with fewer than 3,500 subscribers, and (5) terms of the “significant viewing” test.

be used to increase the diversity of control of media content and thereby to increase the range of views which can be expressed,” the “evaluation” paper says.

Speaking last month in Dallas at a National Association of Broadcasters regional conference, Mr. Whitehead said that government should not concern itself with manipulating the content of programing provided by broadcast stations and cable systems but with “how we can encourage program diversity and choice so we won’t have to manipulate content.” And two weeks ago, in a speech to the Hollywood Radio and Television Society, he spoke of the need to provide the economic incentives that would help fill CATV systems’ channels—not only with mass-appeal programing but with programing for specialized audiences (BROADCASTING, Dec. 13).

The committee’s second working paper, suggesting five optional approaches to CATV policy, says—under Option 3—that cable’s potentials for easing access to the media for First Amendment purposes, and for decreasing the need for government regulation of program content, as well as for providing important social services (like education, medical care, cultural opportunities) “can be realized only if the natural monopoly over cable transmission is not vertically extended to control of program content.”

It also says cable’s potential for widening the choices available to the public should be realized “in a framework that permits cable to grow by natural means within limits imposed by the need to prevent drastic changes in the viability of broadcast services.” However, it does not elaborate.

Under Option 3, program originators and channel lessees would be subject to full copyright liability. The “evaluation” paper says this would permit copyright owners to engage in any licensing arrangement they find advantageous. It also says that compulsory licensing should be limited to signals the cable operator is required to carry.

The papers are silent on the question of distant-signal importation, which is a matter of paramount importance to broadcasters and which the commission treated in detail in its proposed rules. The FCC would permit systems to import whatever signals they need to provide the programing of three network and three independent stations if they were in the top-50 markets, three network and two independent stations if in markets 51 through 100 and three network and one independent in the remaining markets. In addition, systems in the top-100 markets would be allowed to import two distant signals regardless of local availabilities.

A source familiar with the work of the White House committee says it was “always in the back of its mind” that there would be “no limit” on distant signals. And the “evaluation” paper indicates a rather hard-boiled approach to the question of broadcaster survival. Discussing CATV’s potential impact on existing stations, it says: “There may be markets in which one television station can survive only if there is no competition from cable. We must decide whether the advantages which come from local programing are sufficiently great to justify limiting viewer choice and to justify maintaining highly concentrated control over the media.”

The paper also says that available evidence indicates that major-market network affiliates will be hurt by the
“Three cheers for Make A Wish.”
THE NATIONAL OBSERVER
"The program that I find most fresh and striking is ABC's 'Make A Wish'. Using film, animation, graphics and music in a splendidly imaginative mix, the show is particularly notable for its brisk, hip visuality."

WASHINGTON POST

"If I could make a wish, I'd wish that there were more programs like this on the air..."

BOSTON GLOBE

"One of the freshest methods of learning since 'The Book of Knowledge,' new series 'Make A Wish' makes education appealing and sticks to its points."

VARIETY

"But what distinguishes 'Make A Wish' from kiddie Pablum is its fun and intelligent approach to learning."

LOS ANGELES TIMES

"Its visual effects are the best of any of the junior programs: fast cuts, flashy graphics and clever manipulation of sight and sound."

TIME MAGAZINE

"I'd like to commend ABC-TV and all others involved for televising such an enjoyable and educational program."

VICE PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, KANSAS CITY, KANSAS

Every Sunday morning, ABC's "Make A Wish" is making parents', teachers' and children's wishes come true. This unique new children's series, created by ABC News, is earning the praises of critics and educators across the country. What's more, children like it. Its consistently strong audience performance since its premiere in September is ample proof of this. In a year when television networks are concentrating on more meaningful children's programming, ABC has taken the lead with a children's program that both teaches and delights. And that's our wish come true.

Created by ABC News for the ABC Television Network abc
importation of distant signals, with the greatest impact in those markets with a small number of stations. (It says CATV systems may actually help UHF stations and large-market independents by carrying their signals.)

Under Option 3, all local signals would be made available to subscribers at no cost; additional programing or special services (including distant signals) would be provided on leased channels, with the subscribers' fees determined and collected by the program suppliers. The lessees would also be permitted to sell advertising time. The cable system's revenue would come solely from channel-lease charges and installation fees.

Option 3 also says that fees and advertising rates charged by channel lessees would not be regulated. However, local governments would be free to regulate the system's charges, although the "evaluation" paper expresses the hope that competition from other media rather than rate-base regulation would be the means for assuring reasonable rates. In any event, Option 3 also says that cable service for those unable to afford it—a prime issue in the debate over "free" television versus CATV—"would be subsidized."

Somewhat surprisingly, in the view of the known interest of government departments represented on the committee—Housing and Urban Development and Health Education and Welfare—to see some of CATV's capacity used for social purposes, Option 3 says no channels shall be dedicated to such purposes or to special leasing arrangements. The "evaluation" paper may provide a clue. It says that "the provision of access to special services or 'public' users at less than cost may be at the expense of lower-cost access to other users or subscribers." The committee presumably would expect CATV channels to be used for social purposes on a leased basis.

The FCC's proposed rules would require systems to provide free access channels for members of the public, for educational use and for educational use and for educational use. One of the other options described in the White House working paper—Option 4—would stress "the social, educational, health and 'public' uses of cable" and would accept the commission's basic proposals. The option calls for a government program to develop the necessary software and to guarantee loans to CATV systems for equipment to handle such public-service requirements.

However, the "evaluation" paper would appear to rule out such a program. It says that since there is still considerable uncertainty as to cable's long-range social effects, "a policy which is either strongly supportive of the new technology, or one which is highly restrictive, seems likely to be unwise in retrospect."

Broadcasters and newspaper owners would be permitted to own cable systems under Option 3. The FCC has banned television-CATV crossownership in the same market, and is considering the same ban as to newspapers. However, the "evaluation" paper says the crossownership and multiple ownership involves problems basically antitrust in nature and that barring broadcasters from owning cable systems prevents them "from hedging against the new technology and stiffens their opposition [to cable TV]."

(A broadcaster who owned a cable system under Option 3 would be required to carry the signal of his own as well as other local stations on the cable. A publisher who owned a system would be permitted to use it for the electronic distribution of his newspaper—which is regarded as a future technological possibility.)

The "evaluation" paper says the same is true with respect to a ban on telephone company ownership if cable develops as an important medium for two-way communication. The commission has banned telephone companies from owning systems in their franchise areas. But under Option 3 they would be permitted to compete on a nonexclusive basis for the right to operate cable systems providing two-way services.

The three other options in the paper suggest widely varying approaches. Under Option 1, cable television would develop on an "essentially laissez-faire basis, i.e., in ways directed by the profit considerations with only minimal service requirements." Option 2 would go in the opposite direction: It would provide for the "encouragement of free broadcast television service" and "further careful study and experimentation with cable, leading to cable as a complementary service to TV broadcasting." And under Option 5, "a broad commitment" would be made "to the 'wired nation' concept, with federal support and promotion on a large scale. Cable would replace broadcast television in most areas."

As with Option 4, these three would appear to be "either strongly supportive" or "highly restrictive" of the new technology and therefore "likely to be unwise in retrospect," in the words of the "evaluation" paper. "The alternative" to such an either-or approach, the paper adds, "is to allow a 'natural' development but one which is 'corrected' by public policy in ways and at times which are critical, when particular desirable or undesirable effects become apparent."

This, presumably, is what the policy outlined in Option 3 would do.

Another study of TV starts
Aspen Institute to examine cable, public broadcasting and Communications Act

The first conference of a long-term project to study television and other communications media—the Aspen Program on Communications and Society—will be held in February at the Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies in cooperation with the Academy for Educational Development. The initial conference will deal with "Television and Social Behavior."

Conferences on public broadcasting, on government and the media, and on cable television will follow in March and next summer, according to the program's director, Douglass Cater, former special assistant to President Johnson. Mr. Cater will be assisted by a 20-member advisory council.

"The communications media in America carry on an enterprise as basic as formal education to a free and open society," Mr. Cater said. "Though dominantly private and commercial, the media are commonly acknowledged to be affected with the public interest. Increasingly, there is need to define that public interest if the media are to serve their vital role."

The project has initial funding of half a million dollars—$267,000 from the John and Mary Markle Foundation over four years (see story page 26), $100,000 from the William Benton Foundation over three years, and the rest, from the Aspen Institute. The Benton Foundation was established by former Senator William Benton, head of Encyclopaedia Britannica and long-time advocate of citizen committees to guide broadcasting.

Joseph E. Slater, president of the Aspen Institute, said that the new program will have "no axe to grind," but will seek to identify issues for examination and public attention, and develop policies and actions to deal with those issues. He referred to the program as "a continuing study that will result in effective action."

The conference on "Television and Social Behavior" will be held at Stanford University, Palo Alto, Calif. Dr. Meredith Wilson, director of the Center for Advanced Study of Behavioral Sciences at Stanford, will be the chairman.

The conference on public broadcasting is tentatively set for March in Palo Alto. It will include a fresh look at the cost and structural problems of public broadcasting and a cost analysis of a decentralized public-television system.

The conference on government and
Now hear this...
KVOO, Tulsa has appointed Blair Radio.

KVOO is BIG COUNTRY in Tulsa. Broadcasting since 1924, KVOO has returned to the country sounds that were born and bred in the Southwest...Sounds that were born on KVOO's big 50,000 watt facility. And now, BIG COUNTRY has appointed Blair Radio, America's leading radio station representative firm, as its national representative.

BIG COUNTRY...Tulsa...the "Oil Capital of the Nation." And along with oil, aerospace, manufacturing, now even shipping is contributing toward making Tulsa one of the fastest growing industrial areas in the country.

And KVOO is BIG COUNTRY.
For more about BIG COUNTRY...call your Blair man.
the media is currently planned for next summer at Aspen, Colo. Among other subjects, it will examine the Communications Act of 1934 to provide clarification of the First Amendment rights and responsibilities of licensed media, public access and the question of political advertising.

The cable-television conference, which will include an analysis of the recent Sloan commission (Broadcasting, Dec. 13), is also scheduled for Aspen sometime next summer.

New money tree for TV studies

It's Markle Foundation, whose president sees diversity in cable TV

The John and Mary R. Markle Foundation, a contributor to the $500,000 fund underwriting the state of the new Aspen Sharon (see page 24), has become a major source of money for that sort of enterprise.

In an annual report issued last week the foundation reported a total appropriation of $1,687,082 during the fiscal year ending last June 30—mostly to projects associated with communications, especially television.

Among the organizations sharing in the Markle appropriations for that year were the Boston-based Action for Children's Television, which is opposing commercial programing for children (see page 45) ($171,000); Educational Broadcasting Corp., for a TV program reviewing media ($295,000); the National Association of Educational Broadcasters for support of its Office of Minority Affairs ($100,000); New York University, for support of an Alternate Media Center ($260,000); the Mitre Corp., for a study on broadband communications potential in Washington ($250,000); Columbia University, for support of the Columbia Journalism Review ($204,000), and the United Church of Christ, for preparation of a "Guide to Citizen Action in Radio and Television" ($21,632).

The income of the Markle Foundation in the fiscal year ending last June 30 was $1,744,832.

As part of the annual report Lloyd N. Morrisett, president of the foundation, predicted that cable television of the future would play to "the special-interest audience," as radio and magazines do today. The prospect of diversity, however, does not guarantee better quality, he said, "and it must be recognized that any increase of choice is likely to be accompanied by added trivia and trash as well as by programs of real value." However, he added, diversity would expose more people to education, art and culture without the high cost or inconvenience that now restrict such exposure.

Television, he noted, was based on the concept of the "average man" and his needs—a concept inapplicable to cable because of the latter's different characteristics. Radio used to be based on that same theory, but began to wither until it began to appeal to local and special audiences; now the medium has music, talk, and ethnic programing for every audience—and if the past 25 years has multiplied five times over.

The same process has been at work in magazine publishing, Mr. Morrisett said; while truly "mass" magazines have shrunk or died, special-interest publications have flourished. Cable, Mr. Morrisett said, will follow this pattern of diversity.

To help finance this diversified programing, Mr. Morrisett suggests three principal sources of income in addition to advertising revenue: direct payments by customers for service; local, state or federal subsidy and payment for access to cable television by groups or individuals who wish to reach special interests.

Mr. Morrisett said there may be immediate dangers to go with the benefits of cable. Its widespread introduction will lead to "greater fragmentation of the television audience," he says, which in turn "will challenge the advertisers, threaten the quality of television news and call into question television's ability to give the nation a common experience."

Mr. Morrisett added, however, that in the long run the problem "should be overcome by the growth of specialized news services over cable television, perhaps in the form of all news channels." He also said that the broadcasting and advertising industries will adapt to the new environment by tailoring their entertainment programs and ads to fit the growing specialized audiences.

How KQED(TV), WETA-TV answer money problems

Faced with a deficit of some $300,000 from original projections for the current fiscal year, noncommercial KQED-(tv) San Francisco is being forced to lay off 19 staff members and to reduce and revise its most ambitious programs.

In addition to the personnel reductions, KQED also is going to reduce the Newsroom program—probably the station's most popular regular presentation—from an hour to a half hour each evening. Scom, a recent local production that KQED was programing twice a week, for an hour, will be drastically revised. An attempt will be made to take certain portions of the program's format and develop them into a half-hour strip.

Another public broadcast center, WETA-FM-TV Washington, announced last week the securing of an $820,000 grant from the Ford Foundation, principally to stabilize its financial situation. Of the total amount, $340,000 is to be used for the elimination of debts, and $280,000 to sustain monthly cash flow. The remaining $200,000 is for local television and radio programing, with the stipulation that it is to be matched by a comparable increase in private contributions.

Moss introduces NAB-type bill

Senate gets own version of renewal measure—without five-year license

The license-renewal bill authored by the National Association of Broadcasters—and introduced, to NAB's surprise, in the House by Representative James Broyhill (R-N.C.) earlier this month ("Closed Circuit," Dec. 13), has appeared in altered form in the Senate.

The version introduced Dec. 10 by Senator Frank Moss (D-Utah) does not provide for five-year license renewal terms as the NAB-Broyhill bill does. But otherwise the language is identical.

It provides that, in a renewal hearing, the applicant who is "legally, financially, and technically qualified" will obtain the renewal if he can show that his service in the previous license period "has reflected a good-faith effort" to serve community needs and if he "has not demonstrated a callous disregard for law or the commission's regulations." If the renewal applicant fails to make such a showing, it would be "weighed" against him.

Senator Moss told Broadcasting last week that, prior to introducing the measure, he had talked with Mark Evans, chairman of the NAB task force on renewals, and R. William Habel, a member of NAB's government relations staff. But, he added, he had been thinking about offering a renewal bill "for some time."

He said he did not include provision for five-year license renewals because "I don't go along with it." The measure does not rule out the broadcaster's obligation to serve the public, he pointed out, and at the same time it gives licenses a fair deal at renewal time "if they do their level best." Chances for hearings on the legislation next session are "good," he added.

Senator Moss is a member of the Senate Communications Subcommittee and its parent Commerce Committee.
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Now hear this...
KSON, San Diego has appointed Blair Radio.

One of the original modern country music stations in 1963, KSON, San Diego has proved that this format can be a success in a major market. For the last 22 Pulse reports, dating from January, 1966, KSON has been #1 in 25-49 adults over an average quarter period. 22 in a row...quite a record. But that's not all! Recently, the Armed Forces surveyed its enlisted men as to radio listening habits and found that 67% preferred modern country music. In San Diego, with its enormous Navy population, this means an even larger, unmeasured audience.

And now, KSON has appointed America's #1 radio station representative, Blair Radio, as its national representative.

KSON, serving booming San Diego with the modern sound of country.

For more about KSON...call your Blair man.
Last tributes to David Sarnoff

A lifetime of honors for electronics pioneer is ended with eulogies from the nation's famous

Brigadier General David Sarnoff, a dominant force in electronic communications for more than 50 years, was hailed in funeral services in New York last Wednesday (Dec. 15) as "a brilliant, creative genius."

The former president and chairman of RCA and honorary chairman of the company since his retirement Dec. 31, 1969, died Dec. 12 at his home in New York at the age of 80. He had been seriously ill, in and out of hospitals, since he underwent the first of a series of mastoid operations in September 1968.

New York Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller delivered the eulogy at the funeral services at Temple Emanu-El, praising General Sarnoff as the man who "had given America its voice through radio," "the father of television in this country," a visionary with "a capacity to see into tomorrow and to make it work."

"In a very real sense," Governor Rockefeller said, "David Sarnoff was one of the builders of this country—as much as our founding fathers. For while they gave us political freedom, General Sarnoff's genius gave us unprecedented freedom to look and to listen—a 'freedom to know'—so essential to the preservation of our political freedom itself."

General Sarnoff also was praised for his courage, "nobility of heart" and achievements that "altered the way of life for the whole world" by Dr. Nathan A. Perlman, senior rabbi of Temple Emanu-El, who presided at the services, and Rabbi Bernard Mandelbaum, president of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America. Richard Tucker, Metropolitan Opera tenor, was cantorial soloist at the services.

The service brought leaders from all branches of communications and American life to pay tribute before the flag-draped coffin in the huge vaulted temple. Eleven close associates and friends—and one prime competitor from the earliest days of network radio, William S. Paley, chairman of CBS—were the active pallbearers. The others were Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom, former president of RCA; Dr. Louis Finkelstein of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America; Harry C. Hargety of W. R. Grace & Co., a member of the RCA board, and three former RCA directors, Major General Harry C. Ingles, Paul M. Mazur and Andre Meyer; Senator Jacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.); U.S. Circuit Court Judge Irving R. Kaufman and former U.S. Judge Simon H. Rifkind; Bernard Segal, a Philadelphia attorney, and Dewitt Wallace, publisher of Reader's Digest.

President Nixon, in the Azores to meet with French President Georges Pompidou, issued this statement: "The death of General David Sarnoff is an immense loss not only for America but for the world. A monumental figure in electronic communications, history will record him as a man of pioneering vision and indomitable action. General Sarnoff had those qualities of spirit that embody the highest tradition of our nation—imagination, daring, patriotism and generosity. Mrs. Nixon and I join his family and the nation at large in mourning the passing of this gifted American."

Tributes came from many sources, among them:

Governor Rockefeller: "I came to know David Sarnoff during father's development of Rockefeller Center. Father [John D. Rockefeller Jr.] had launched the project just before the great Depression, and David Sarnoff was to make it the headquarters of his rapidly expanding communications enterprises. . . . It was out of their combined genius and great friendship that Radio City was born. . . ."

"When the economy came crashing down, the reaction of many people was to start thinking small. But no one could ever accuse David Sarnoff of thinking small, and no Depression could deter him. . . . He had already scaled unbelievable peaks that would have satisfied lesser men. He had given America its voice through radio. But now he would go on to scale new heights. And we fittingly regard him as the father of television in this country."

FCC resolution: " . . . a prophet and a guide, a dreamer and a doer, and a major contributor to communications technology whose influence is felt everywhere on a globe where electronic communications have eliminated all distance barriers. The significance of David Sarnoff's career lies in the fact that in the brief space of one man's working lifetime, radio communications developed from a telegrapher's feeble spark to the key element in a world revolution in information transmission. We need not list his contributions to that revolution here. We need only note that without his imagination, without his innovative concepts, without his determination in carrying out what other men might consider visionary proposals, our world would be a lesser place."

CBS Chairman William S. Paley: "From his earliest days, his vision, his energy and his determination were major factors in a communications revolution that has touched every aspect of modern life. He was courageous in innovation, indefatigable in action and determined in competition. In expressing the profoundest sorrow at his death, I must express also profound appreciation of his long, gifted and accomplished life."

ABC President Leonard Goldenson: "David Sarnoff was a truly great American . . . . An immigrant youngster from a poor family, Mr. Sarnoff, through his matchless ability and foresight, became a leading citizen of our nation and served the country with dedication and devotion in war and peace. Through his leadership in electronic communications, he did much personally to broaden the knowledge of the people of the United States in the world around them. He will be greatly missed by the many thousands of his friends who knew and respected him so much."

New York Times: "It is rare that the story of an industry can be personified in one man. But the development of broadcasting and the life of David Sarnoff were intertwined. . . . The Tower of Babel he helped to construct has not yet achieved its potential for greatness as an instrument of wisdom in communications. In his 80 years of life David Sarnoff wrote a mighty record of change in the leisure hours of millions the world over. It was his vision, more than that of any other man, which led to the practical achievements of the broadcasting industry. Now other visionaries will have to come forward to guide broadcasting into its full potential for human enlightenment."

Los Angeles Times: "He was extraordinary among the self-made men of the nation. . . . The 'radio music box' changed history . . . an instrument of unprecedented power for good and evil, a legacy the world is still sorting out."

Vincent T. Wasilewski, president of the National Association of Broadcasters: "His genius has touched the life of every person in the world and his influence will be felt for generations to come."

"The NAB, in behalf of broadcasters throughout the world, wishes to recognize our debt to this brilliant man."

V. J. Adduci, president of the Elec-
tronic Industries Association: "... a dynamic and fearless leader in the early days of radio and television and it is probably fair to say that the television industry would not have gotten off the starting line when it did were it not for his driving force."

Washington Daily News: "David Sarnoff was one of the true geniuses of all time."

General Sarnoff could claim an unequaled array of achievements in broadcasting and related fields, and in unrelated fields as well.

In a now-famous memo in 1916 he envisioned radio as a service in the home, and in subsequent years he played a prime role in getting it established. In 1926 he formed NBC, an RCA subsidiary and the country's first radio network. Even before that, in 1923, he envisioned the eventual emergence of television as a home service. He helped launch black-and-white television in 1939, and less than a decade later he was in the forefront of a fight for a compatible system of color television—a fight lost at first. When the FCC in 1950 approved an incompatible system developed by CBS, but finally won in December 1953 when the commission reversed itself and approved compatible standards proposed by RCA and other companies.

Earlier in his career he foresaw many new developments that later became commonplace, such as automobile radio, transoceanic broadcasting and personal radio sets, which he called "radio-lettes." In later years his insights covered a diverse range of interests, from a plan for satellite television to management of environmental forces, military applications of science, communications and national security, opportunities in space, increasing the world's purchasing power, proposals for economic recovery, education and a world patent system.

With RCA from the beginning, he presided over its growth to a complex of 64 manufacturing plants producing more than 12,000 products, plus expanding interests in servicing electronic equipment, international communications, publishing, education and training, car, truck and equipment rentals and space-satellite development and construction, adding up to more than $3 billion in gross annual sales at the time of his retirement at the end of 1969.

He retained a close interest in NBC throughout this period. In the early years he brought in Dr. Walter Damrosch to conduct a weekly Music Appreciation Hour that was widely received in schools. In 1931 he arranged for the presentation of the Metropolitan Opera from coast to coast. And in 1937 he retained Dr. James Rowland Angell, Yale University president, as an educational counselor for NBC and invited Arturo Toscanini to return to America from Italy to conduct the newly formed NBC Symphony Orchestra, whose performances remained an NBC highlight until the maestro retired in 1954.

In addition to heading RCA, General Sarnoff was board chairman of NBC from 1934 to 1949 and again in 1952-55, and on occasion took over as acting NBC president as well.

In the early years of television, when many broadcasters were reluctant to commit the money needed to get a TV station on the air and going, he constantly prodded NBC Radio affiliates to stop hesitating and move into TV.

He was neither a scientist nor really an inventor (although two RCA patents
bear his name; one in 1948 for a secret signaling system and one in 1951 for an “early warning relay system”). His genius lay, rather, in his capacity to envision new services and find practical applications for new developments, and in either case to drive the scientists and inventors to achieve the goals he set.

A prime example occurred in 1951 when the RCA Laboratories at Princeton, N.J., was renamed the David Sarnoff Research Center. General Sarnoff called upon RCA scientists to produce and present to him five years later, on his 50th anniversary, in communications, three gifts: an electronic amplifier of light, a magnetic tape recorder for both black-and-white and color TV, and an electronic air conditioner.

When those RCA scientists presented laboratory models at General Sarnoff’s golden anniversary celebration in New York, he told an assembly of more than a thousand friends and associates that “a few of the scientists and research men who heard me make these specific challenges to their ingenuity wondered if I quite grasped the toughness of the problems involved. If I did, they said, I might not have had the gall to set a five-year time limit on their solution. But I have often had more faith in these men than they have had in themselves. I had no doubts that they could solve these problems, and I even thanked them in advance for the presents I confidently expected to receive tonight.”

David Sarnoff was born Feb. 27, 1891, in Uzlian, a village near Minsk, Russia. He was brought to the U.S. by his parents in 1900 and, on the death of his father shortly afterward, he became the main support of his family, selling newspapers, working as a delivery boy and, at the age of 15, getting a job as a messenger for the Commercial Cable Co. when he mistakenly took the wrong door and walked into that company’s offices instead of the New York Herald next door, where he had planned to apply for a job as a copy boy.

Fascinated by reports of the new communications medium called “wireless,” he bought a telegraph key, learned the Morse code and, when the chance came, took a job as office boy for the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of America at $5.50 a week. That led six years later to his role in relaying single-handedly, for 72 unbroken hours, news of the sinking of the Titanic in 1912.

From that point his rise was rapid, taking him to the post of assistant traffic manager of Marconi in 1915. A year later came his memo proposing a “radio music box” that would “bring music into the home by wireless.” He estimated sales would reach $75 million in the first three years (after RCA started production of the radio music boxes in 1922, sales in the first three years totaled $83 million). In 1917 he was made commercial manager of the Marconi Co., and in 1919, when RCA was formed, it was the request of the U.S. government that acquired the Marconi firm and Mr. Sarnoff became commercial manager of the new company, rising to general manager in 1921 and vice president and general manager in 1922.

One of his accomplishments in the late 1920’s was resolution of the radio-vs.-phonograph debate of the period. Many people feared radio’s growing popularity would put the phonograph out of business; it was already going downhill. General Sarnoff saw the two as compatible, however. In 1929, RCA acquired the Victor Talking Machine Co., including the rights to its famous “His Master’s Voice” and “Victrola” trademarks, and General Sarnoff instructed his engineers to design radio-phonograph combinations.

He was elected president in 1930, at the onset of the Depression, but instead of retrenching he went ahead, as Governor Rockefeller noted in his eulogy, with “huge research investments in the development of television.” Later it was estimated that RCA spent more than $50 million on TV research and development before it realized any financial return, and by 1960 it was estimated that its expenditures in developing and promoting compatible color TV and in providing facilities and color programming had exceeded $130 million.

Along with economic problems, RCA had legal troubles in the Depression. In 1930 the Department of Justice sued to break up agreements made at the time of RCA’s formation, under which General Electric and Westinghouse Electric owned the majority of RCA stock and RCA sold GE and Westinghouse radio products. The suit was settled by a consent decree in 1932 and RCA became an independent organization with facilities for radio manufacturing as well as marketing.

General Sarnoff was also a key figure, along with John D. Rockefeller, Jr., in developing New York’s Rockefeller Center complex, where RCA and NBC have had their headquarters in the RCA building since 1933.

General Sarnoff attained his military rank in 1944 as special consultant on communications to General of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower at SHAEF

1. Before he learned Morse code and went to work for the Marconi Co., young David Sarnoff was a bicycle-riding messenger boy. 2. By 1933 Mr. Sarnoff was president of RCA and in that capacity showed an old boss, Guglielmo Marconi, around RCA’s overseas transmitter center at Riverhead, L.I. 3. Arturo Toscanini (I) was a prize catch. To get him, Mr. Sarnoff hired Samuel Chotzinoff, music critic and personal friend of the conductor, who talked the maestro into conducting 10 concerts with an NBC orchestra recruited for the occasion. The deal started with a performance on Christmas night 1937, was extended year by year until Toscanini retired at the age of 87 in 1954. 4. Not every miracle General Sarnoff
ordered came to pass. In 1954 the RCA Laboratories demonstrated what was said to be the amplification of light which would lead to thin television sets that could be hung on a wall. It never left the lab. 5. In 1961, on the general's 55th anniversary in electronics, Vice President Lyndon Johnson and 32 senators turned out for a luncheon. With the general and Mr. Johnson in photo were (l-r) Senators Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), Jacob Javits (R-N.Y.), John G. Pastore (D-R.I.) and Kenneth B. Keating (R-N.Y.). 6. At the RCA stockholders meeting in 1964, a young mother, lacking a baby sitter, brought her 6-month-old daughter along. General Sarnoff gave the baby a share of stock and a big smile for the photographers.

headquarters in Europe, after service in the office of the chief signal officer in Washington. He received the Legion of Merit for military services overseas from President Roosevelt and the Medal of Merit from President Truman for services of "inestimable value to the war effort."

General Sarnoff was elected chairman and chief executive of RCA in 1947. He gave up the post of chief executive in 1966 but continued as chairman until illness forced his retirement as of Dec. 31, 1969. At that time he was named RCA's first honorary chairman.

Over the years, General Sarnoff received almost countless awards and other honors. His official RCA biography devotes more than nine single-spaced pages to a listing of the principal awards alone. These include the title of "Father of American Television," conferred by the Television Broadcasters Association in 1944; The first Medal of Honor of the Radio-Television Manufacturers Association (now Electronic Industries Association) in 1952; the first Founders Award of the Institute of Radio Engineers in 1953 and the first annual Keynoter Award of the National Association of Broadcasters, also in 1953.

A tribute without parallel came on Sept. 30, 1966, when more than 1,500 industry leaders and other prominent Americans gathered to mark General Sarnoff's 60th anniversary in communications at a "Salute to David Sarnoff" dinner sponsored jointly by the EIA, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and the NAB. Among the evening's accolades was a filmed message from President Eisenhower telling General Sarnoff that American pre-eminence in electronics and communications was "increasingly the result of your imagination and your sound planning."

General Sarnoff was married to Lizette Hermant on July 4, 1917. She survives, with three sons, Robert W., now chairman of RCA; Edward, chairman of Fleet Services Inc., New York; and Thomas W., NBC staff executive vice president, West Coast. Also surviving are two brothers, Morris, of Hollywood, Fla., and LeW., of New York; a sister, Mrs. Herbert (Ede) Baer, of Beverly Hills, Calif., and nine grandchildren.

Burial was in Kensico cemetery, Valhalla, N.Y.

Too much concession to citizen group?

FCC approves purchase but says settlement ceded responsibility

In negotiating agreements to head off citizen-group petitions to deny his license-renewal applications, a broadcaster will frequently object to a demand on the ground it would require him to delegate his responsibilities for operating the station. Last week, the FCC indicated that companies headed by Robert W. Sudbrink, of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., did not object often enough in negotiations in Atlanta.

The agreement reached with the Community Coalition on Broadcasting, cleared the way for the commission to renew the licenses of WAVO-AM-FM, Decatur, Ga., and to approve the assignment of the licenses from Bob Jones University Inc. to the Sudbrink companies. The coalition had petitioned the commission to deny the renewal applications. The sale price was $682,750.

But the commission said that the settlement, which dealt with hiring practices and broadcasts service to the black community, contained language that "would appear to improperly curtail the licensee's flexibility and discretion in matters of programing and program selection." The commission referred to language requiring that all available network programming of special interest to the black community must be aired at the regularly scheduled time and may not be preempted without advance consultation with the community group.

The commission also found ambiguous a provision committing the licensee to the view that, "in deciding what constitutes the tastes, needs, desires and interests of the various publics served, the views, opinions and leaders which are representative of the members, and the authenticity of portrayals of minority life, culture and values, the ultimate judge must be the minority community itself."

The commission satisfied itself that the language meant only that the licensee would "consult with and seek the views and opinions of" the leaders of representative minority groups.

As a result of the action approving the sale of WAVO-AM-FM, Mr. Sudbrink controls five AM and seven FM stations. The others are WZRP(AM) and WWZ-R FM Cincinnati; WRM(FM) Beardsown, Ill.; WRIZ(AM) Coral Gables, Fla.; KYND-FM Pasadena, Tex.; WLY-FM Miami; WTOP(AM) Towson, Md.; WLIF-FM Baltimore; WEZV-FM Wauwatosa, Wis.; and WWET(FM) Chicago.
Is ‘superior performance’ out of reach?

Storer turns around FCC figures to show one percent of TV stations are presently living up to that proposal

The FCC's efforts to find a working definition of "superior performance" for incumbent television licensees faced with comparative hearings took an ironic turn last week. Storer Broadcasting Co. brought up the possibly embarrassing fact that, based on the commission's own tabulation, only one percent of all TV stations affected by the FCC's proposed standards are now operating in compliance with them.

That disclosure comes as yet another blow to the commission's efforts to bring some form of stability to a renewal situation grown shaky with the increased volume of denial petitions and competing applications. It might also add wind to the sails of those who argue that only Congress can provide broadcasters with extended protection against challengers at renewal time.

The prospect of FCC success in this area suffered a setback last June, when the US Appeals Court of Appeals overturned the commission's policy of favoring incumbents who can demonstrate "substantial service" over challengers in comparative hearings (BROADCASTING, June 14). It faltered even more last month when a horde of broadcasters (and others) told the agency that its revised renewal criteria were unacceptable because they overlook significant issues other than quantitative programming (BROADCASTING, Nov. 15).

The proposal currently under consideration at the commission is the offspring of the "substantial service" standard the court rejected. Subsequent to the court's mandate, the commission restructured the proceeding and broadened its goals to define "superior" rather than "substantial" performance. The commission, however, retained the quantitative programming criteria from the former proceeding.

But the bitter truth, Storer said last week, is this: No independent VHF station, no network affiliated UHF with revenues over $1 million annually, only one UHF affiliate taking in less than that figure yearly, and only four affiliated VHF's presently meet the percentage guidelines the commission is proposing.

That proposal states that licensees who can demonstrate in hearing that 10-15% of their past programming was locally originated (both in prime time and total hours) 8-10% (for network affiliates) and 5% (for independents) was devoted to news and 3-5% for public affairs would receive "a plus of major significance" over competing applicants.

Storer made its disclosure in reply comments on the "superior performance" inquiry. It was joined by only three other parties—two of them non-broadcasters. Attached to Storer's brief was a table (see below) based on information furnished by the commission, breaking down into percentages the number of stations currently complying with the guidelines set up in the four program categories. In light of these figures, Storer said, the stability the FCC hoped for in proposing the guidelines "is defeated by a statement which says, in effect, that only five stations in the entire country merit renewal." And it added that "it is no answer" to state that the guidelines are meant only to insure the stability of stations facing competing applications. "At these times when competitive applications are being encouraged from all sides . . . every prudent licensee must assume the possibility of competition at renewal time" and therefore try to comply with the guidelines, it said.

Storer's remarks, however, ran into opposition from Black Efforts for Soul in Television, which last month suggested that the quantitative percentages be increased rather than disposed of. While it repeated its support for this form of judging criteria last week, BEST emphasized that such a policy would be only a "starting point." Incumbent licensees must also be judged by the quality of their past programming, their ability to ascertain and respond to the needs of their communities, and to adequately re-invest profits in programming, BEST said. "It is absurd," BEST complained, to clarify one relevant criterion while leaving the others "muddled in their present confusion."

CBS, meanwhile, re-emphasized its opposition to the commission's proposal and its belief that past performance should be the central factor in comparative hearings. It also expressed support for those broadcasters who last month suggested that the filing date for competing applications be made the same as that for renewal applications. And it passed off BEST's request for more rigid program percentages as "unrealistic for general application to the television industry."

The brief filed by the American Newspaper Publishers Association along with Storer's comments, contained an argument directed at a different adversary—the antitrust division of the Justice Department. Justice last month had urged the commission not to overlook the concentration of media control issue in formulating its comparative-hearing policy. ANPA's response was summarized in the statement: "Except for the fact that it seeks to use this proceeding as a podium for yet another expression of its bias against newspaper ownership of local broadcast stations, the relevance of the antitrust division's comments . . . is unclear."

The licensees respond to late denial petitions

CBS last week told the FCC that it were to accept a late-filed petition to deny the license renewal of its KCBS-AM San Francisco (BROADCASTING, Dec. 6), it would be making a mockery of its own procedures.

The network asked that the commission throw out a request by a coalition of Bay Area minority groups for acceptance of the late-filed petition. Adequate time had elapsed, CBS said, for negotiations between station officials and the petitioners prior to the Nov. 1 deadline for filing renewal challenges in California.

CBS also rebutted the accusations made in the KCBS petition to deny, claiming that the station had made a good-faith effort to meet with and respond to minority groups in the community. At most, it claimed, the petitioners "appear mainly to disagree with KCBS news judgment. That is not sufficient basis for commission action." It added that claims made in the petition concerning KCBS's minority-employment practices were false, and that several of the station's 15 minority employees directly contribute to on-air delivery and preparation.

In another pleading at the commission last week, Time-Life Broadcast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of stations meeting FCC's proposed standards:</th>
<th>VHF Network Affiliates</th>
<th>UHF Affiliates</th>
<th>VHF Independents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stations total</td>
<td>with revenues over</td>
<td>with revenues under</td>
<td>with revenues over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$5 million</td>
<td>$1 million</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In at least one category</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least two</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least three</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In all four*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of stations affected</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Independent UHF stations are not affected by the proposal.

* Storer treated the standards for prime time local programing and total local hours as two separate categories.
PICTURE POWER IS HERE.

The Highest Tower in Southern Nevada.
The Strongest Signal in All Nevada.
24 Hours a Day — 7 Days a Week.

What is Picture Power?
When we turned on our new transmitter December 16, 1971, it meant the best picture and the best reception for our viewers, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Picture Power is a new transmitter and tower, 4,606 feet atop the highest peaks surrounding the Las Vegas Valley. The highest tower in all Southern Nevada.

Picture Power is increased power — from 200,000 watts to 316,000 watts. The strongest signal in the entire state.

Picture Power is more people in more places watching Channel 8 — many of them seeing a Las Vegas station for the first time.

We’ve increased our coverage area to encompass nearly 20,000 SQUARE MILES, more than four times what we had before. In fact, our horizons have expanded to include portions of California, Utah and Arizona!

You’ll be seeing us!
questioned the validity of arguments made by citizen groups that filed a late petition to deny against its KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif. Responding to the petitioners' complaint that their efforts to procure station documents at the FCC had been impeded by red tape, Time-Life contended that the petitioners should have made an effort to examine the briefs at KERO-TV's studios and that they should have alerted officials to their problems in Washington.

WPIX hearing closes, but decision is far off

More than two years and some 13,000 pages of transcript ago, the comparative hearing involving WPIX Inc. and Forum Communications Inc. was designated in an FCC order. Last week, Hearing Examiner James Tierney ordered the WPIX record closed as of Jan. 31, amid indications that a final commission decision in the case is at least a year off.

WPIX, part of the Tribune Co. complex of broadcast and newspaper properties, is seeking a renewal of its license to operate on New York's ch. 11. Its challenger is headed by Lawrence K. Grossman, former NBC advertising vice president, who operates an advertising agency in New York, and numbers among its principals broadcast executives, performers and local leaders.

Mr. Tierney set Jan. 31 as the record-closing date to permit time for hearing objections to depositions of WPIX witnesses that have been taken but not yet submitted for the record. Mr. Tierney ordered the parties to file proposed findings by May 31, and replies by July 14. Then Mr. Tierney will write his initial decision, a project likely to require several months in view of the length of the record. Exceptions will be filed by the parties and, in time, the commission will issue its decision—which is bound to be appealed to the courts, whoever wins.

The final three days of hearing featured three witnesses—two of them appearing anonymously—who indicated Forum would earn less than the $10.1 million it expects to spend in its first year of operation.

A "Mr. A," who had originally provided Forum with information it used in estimating revenue and who was testifying under cross-examination by WPIX witnesses, said Forum's first-year revenue potential was about $7.6 million. A "Miss B" said it was slightly more than $5 million. "Mr. A" who is a researcher and "Miss B" who is a time-buyer had asked not to be identified out of concern for the possible effect on their careers.

The third witness was Joseph J. Sullivan, director of daytime sales for CBS. He estimated Forum's first-year revenue at $5,787,000.

Mr. Sullivan said he was paid $1,000 by WPIX to do the study on which his estimate was based. The other witnesses last week were paid $400 each. Forum had also paid "Mr. A" $400 for his services.

FCC inches back from ID position

Amid a rush of pleadings from broadcasters, the FCC last week rephrased its public notice concerning the degree of identification a station can require from persons wishing to examine its records. The FCC's November decision said that licensees cannot require such persons to fully identify themselves (BROADCASTING, Nov. 15), and broadcasters in turn felt this put an unjustified burden on them.

In its statement, the commission said it would permit stations to require record seekers to give their names and addresses before the files are open to them. It refused, however, to abandon its ruling of last month that such persons need not disclose organization affiliation.

Since the commission adopted its November notice, several licensees as well as the National Association of Broadcasters have complained that unless stations are allowed to require some form of identification they would be unable to prove that the files were actually made available for inspection, should they later be charged with denying them access.

Changing Hands

Announced

The following sales of broadcast stations were reported last week, subject to FCC approval:


* WLOE(AM)-WEAF(FM) Eden, N.C.: Sold by D. L. Craddock to David Clark, W. Jack Brown and David Boliek for $250,000. Mr. Craddock, who has owned stations since 1949, also has an interest in WOBH(AM) Wanchese, N.C. Messrs. Clark and Brown have interests in WLON(AM) Lincoln, N.C. WLOE operates full time on 1040 kHz with 1
Wage-price exemption: boon or bane?

Broadcasters find it hard to get together over desirability of a ban on economic controls of the news media

Moves to gain exemptions from price-wage guidelines for broadcasting and other news media are under way but, as in so many other problems, broadcasters are divided in their judgment whether it is better to be covered or not.

A blanket exemption for all news media (but not applying to motion pictures and entertainers) that had been in the Senate bill extending President Nixon's economic stability program to Phase II was deleted last week after conferences voted to eliminate it. The stripped bill was passed by both houses of Congress last Tuesday (Dec. 4).

Senator Alan Cranston (D-Calif.), who had sponsored the media-exemption amendment, said last week that a White House aide had told him that the administration plans to exempt the media from Phase II controls.

But James Smith, special assistant for congressional relations to Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally Jr., denied that the administration has made any such pledge. He said the matter of granting exemptions is up to the Cost of Living Council, of which Mr. Connally is chairman, and the price and wage boards.

At the National Association of Broadcasters, officials are weighing the pros and cons of appealing for an exemption. Other broadcasters, including networks and major group stations, are also pondering the question—and there's the rub.

Some broadcasters reportedly are inclined to accept controls, believing it is the only way to restrain union demands they anticipate may be excessive.

Others are understood to feel they would like to be covered on wages, but not on prices—as broadcasting and the news media were in World War II and the Korean War.

On the other hand, whether or not to press for exemptions may be academic. There are reports that the CLC is considering a blanket exemption for small businesses. This would, it is assumed, cover small-market TV and radio stations, and, if the cut-off level is high enough, even medium-market broadcasters.

Some major newspapers have been editorializing against the news-media

Shaw heads new group for better black radio

First general membership meeting of the Association for Black Broadcasting will take place early next year. ABB was organized this month at a meeting in Chicago that saw Curtis Shaw (WABQ-AM) Cleveland operations manager, now president of the National Association of Television and Radio Announcers, elected as chairman, and Dr. William V. Banks, president and general manager of WOPR(FM) Detroit, chosen president.

The organization, aimed at enrolling black and white supervisory personnel of black-oriented radio, elected a 10-man board of directors. In addition to Messrs Shaw and Banks, others are Paul Yates, WILD(AM) Boston, Al Gilmore, KOWH-FM Omaha; James Panagos, WOPR; Norman McCarthy, WAMM(AM) Flint, Mich.; William A. Manney, WBER(AM) Chicago; Lucky Cordell, WYON(AM) Chicago; Charles Pinkert Sr., WMPP(AM) Chicago; and Les Brown, WYKO(AM) Columbus, Ohio.

RAW_TEXT_END
A word to film buyers because they've missed
case we just sold to CBS.
Relax.
There are plenty more
Films like Butterfield 8, the
Gigi, Operation Crossbow.
All of which brings us
which will be available soon
When?
You'll be among the first
ho are uptight on the 100 features

where those came from. Americanization of Emily, round to MGM/8, tly.

t to know.

MGM Television
CBS looks hard at its manpower policies

New emphasis on problem hastened by study showing areas of employe dissatisfaction

Findings of widespread dissatisfaction with CBS manpower management policies among its executives have led the company to set itself a goal, for the next five years, of becoming "a recognized leader in manpower management."

The new emphasis on manpower and personnel relations has already been started, with Drew Brinkerhoff named to the new post of CBS vice president for manpower management and James F. Sirmons designated corporate vice president for personnel and labor relations (Broadcasting, Dec. 6). In addition, Harvey J. Struther has been named vice president for management development for the CBS/Broadcast Group (Broadcasting, Dec. 13), and similar assignments are planned in the other CBS groups.

Behind it all, at least in part, is a report by McKinsey & Co., management consultants, based on a 19-page questionnaire distributed to all "exempt" employees—those above grades entitled to overtime—last March (Broadcasting, March 29). The report—circulated to "exempt" employees in recent weeks with a memo from Frank Stanton, vice chairman of the board, outlining the new policies and programs—showed among other things that 34% of the respondents did not think CBS uses its manpower efficiently as compared with other companies and another 48% were neutral on the question, leaving only 18% who considered CBS's use efficient.

The McKinsey report noted that 29% of CBS "exempt" employees chose not to return their questionnaires, a rate "quite low when compared to our experience with other major corporations."

Analysis suggested that in some divisions with higher response rates, such as the broadcast divisions, the higher rates reflected strong interest in and feelings of close identity with CBS, while in other areas higher rates indicated higher levels of dissatisfaction. On the whole, however, executives generally felt CBS was interested in them, not just as employees but also as people and as members of the management team.

But over half (52%) felt their opportunities for promotion were limited to the departments in which they worked, as against 27% who disagreed with that belief, and more than four out of 10 (43%) thought they did not have all the opportunity they needed to expand and develop their skills, as compared with 37% who felt they do have adequate development opportunity.

Two-thirds of the respondents did not reject the statement that success depends more on whom you know than on what you know (33% agreed with the statement, 34% did not dispute it). Over half indicated they have little idea of how their performance is evaluated (53%); feel they get infrequent feedback on how they are doing and what they need to do to improve (56%); need a more effective way of evaluating managerial performance (73%); and think communications are so inadequate that they "learn more through the grapevine" than in any other way (54%).

Of 11 major topics covered by the questionnaire, McKinsey reported, communications drew the most unfavorable rating—and working conditions the most favorable.

Some CBS sources feel the levels of dissatisfaction were inflated somewhat by the mood that prevailed when the questionnaires were distributed—shortly after massive personnel cutbacks (Broadcasting, Feb. 15, et seq.). But Dr. Stanton said in his memo that management was convinced "it is essential to move ahead with these programs for improvement in manpower management and also in communications" despite current economic pressures on the corporation. He said "senior corporate management has agreed to give these plans foremost attention and serious implementation."

Improvements, he said, will encompass the manner in which men and women are moved through the company to fill vacancies and make promotions; the opportunities CBS gives its employees to develop management skills; the procedures for evaluating individual performance and keeping each individual informed; the effectiveness of CBS efforts to attract people of high talent, and the extent to which CBS informs employees what it is doing.

Program-profit issue prompts Johnson dissent

A familiar dissenting voice was heard last week in connection with the FCC staff's renewal of 221 radio and 45 TV stations in California. Commissioner Nicholas Johnson said the records of a number of the stations merited closer scrutiny by the commission.

Commissioner Johnson used to join

THE MEDIA
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with Kenneth A. Cox before he left the commission last year in dissenting almost automatically to staff actions granting renewal applications.

One basis for the dissent was the one he and Mr. Cox customarily use—the failure of some stations to program up to the commissioners' suggested standard of 5% news, 1% public affairs and 5% public affairs and other nonentertainment progranming. Eight AM stations and eight television outlets failed to meet the first standard; eight AM stations and one of the television, the second, and 40 AM outlets and one television, the third. He did not indicate whether any stations fell into more than one category.

Commissioner Johnson also cited two other reasons for checking further into the performance of the stations—promise versus performance and amount of profit stations reinvest in programming. He listed five radio and three television stations that did not provide as much news programming as they had promised.

And he produced an analysis of the financial data of 27 television stations, which he did not identify, for two years, which he did not specify, all selected at random. He said 10 of the stations deserve special attention because of "a relatively low ratio of programing expense to total expense," and because more resources are channeled into income before taxes than into programming.

The idea of using reinvestment of profit as a standard in license-renewal matters has taken on considerable significance as a result of a decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals suggesting it. The decision in June, overturned a commission policy statement governing comparative hearings involving renewal applicants (Broadcasting, June 14).

McLendon-to-Fairchild sale of KLIF is OK'd

Gordon McLendon relinquishes ownership of his 50-kw radio facility in Dallas, and Fairchild Industries Inc. acquires it in the firm's first media buy, following the FCC approval of the sale of KLIF (AM) for $10.5 million.

The McLendon Corp.'s sale of KABL-AM-FM Oakland-San Francisco to Starr Broadcasting Group is still pending commission approval. Those stations together would also go for $10.5 million.

With the sale of KLIF, and subject to an FCC grant of the KABL transfer, McLendon's station holdings would consist of KNUS (FM) Dallas; WYSL-AM-FM Buffalo, N.Y.; WABX-AM-FM Chicago; WWOW (AM) Detroit; KOST (FM) Los Angeles, and KCKD-TV Pembina, N.D. Mr. McLendon and his family also have holdings in real estate, theaters and oil.

When the KLIF sale was announced last May (Broadcasting, May 31), Fairchild was said to have other station acquisitions under consideration, but no further announcements have been made to date. With headquarters in Germantown, Md., a Washington suburb, its predominant business interests lie in the aerospace industry. It is one of eight applicants before the FCC to construct and operate a domestic communications satellite system, and is involved in real estate and transportation.

Fairchild Industries (formerly Fairchild-Hiller Corp.) is acquiring KLIF through a new subsidiary, Fairchild KLIF Inc., which was formed for the acquisition of the station. Included in the McLendon deal was a covenant by the seller not to compete in AM broadcasting within a 150-mile radius of Dallas for the next 10 years.

In granting the transfer last week, the commission stipulated that it is giving its approval subject to the outcome of a current rulemaking proceeding in which the American Bankers Association is seeking to relax current FCC restrictions on bank ownership of the stock of broadcast licensees. William Moore, a director of Fairchild Industries, is chairman of Bankers Trust Co., New York.

KLIF operates on 1190 kHz with 50 kw day and 5 kw night.

Unduplicatable

Admit it. You haven't the budget to set up your own network of 15 young lady correspondents around the world. And neither does your competition. But that's what RW is offering you here. Get it before your competition does.

National-Card-Rate

Guaranteed with 8 national and 4 local avails in top 35 markets. Just ask WCBS, KPPC, WGLD, KMPX, WVB G, WHFS, WWOM, KLOL, WAYE, WBUS and WPLQ. They're all set for air date Jan. 9. And RW is also available to all other markets serving 18-45 student/youth audiences.

Public Affairs

RW goes into your PSA lineup with international youth news, info, fads, fashion and feelings.

Entertainment

A dozen full cuts of stereo music pulled from the top charts of 15 different countries. With the kind of comment only a Paris-based DJ like Rosko can add.

Rosko's World

Thirteen weekly one-hour segments of solid youth market programming. Placement through Dean Thompson, Campus Media, 212-245-0950 (call collect).

New Day Dawning
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Miami blackout battle prompts Rogers bill
Congressman's measure would prevent such pro-college conflicts

Legislation to clamp down on television sports blackouts showed up in the House last week.

The bill, introduced last Tuesday (Dec. 14) by Representative Paul G. Rogers (D-Fla.), would prohibit blackouts of professional sports contests when the stadium is sold out. A similar bill sponsored by Senator William Proxmire (D-Wis.) will be the subject of hearings next year by the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly Legislation (Broadcasting, Dec. 13).

But the Rogers bill (H.R. 12309) contains an added provision: It would allow lifting blackouts when the start of one game, either college or professional, was five hours before the start of another game.

"This would allow for a normal three-hour game and time for travel either from the home TV game to the stadium or vice versa," Mr. Rogers said. "And once the law is passed, schedules could be worked out so there would be no conflict."

A spokesman for the congressman said blackouts have always posed a problem in the Miami area, and the situation "really came to a head" when the Miami Dolphins-Baltimore Colts football game was shown on closed-circuit TV in Miami. An attempt by WCCT(TV)

Miami to obtain a court injunction against the CCTV showing was unsuccessful (Broadcasting, Dec. 13).

"The blackout law was intended to protect college football," Mr. Rogers said. "Yet the NFL [National Football League] allowed a promoter to sell closed-circuit viewing of the game, which in essence penetrated the college market, not for public viewing, but for $6 a head." He added: "If this does not violate the letter of the law, I am sure that it violates the intent of protecting the college game."

The law permits local teams to blackout home games in a 75-mile radius.

The congressman's spokesman said Mr. Rogers has written to the Justice Department and the FCC, asking if the paid CCTV coverage of the Miami-Baltimore football game was in violation of the blackout law. He said the congressman believes the 75-mile radius provision should be re-evaluated and should reflect the area in which most ticket-holders live.

KRLD for Rangers, WSB for Braves

Major-league baseball's Texas Rangers—ne Washington Senators—have selected KRLD(AM) Dallas as originating station of the team's four-game, 20-station radio network for the 1972 season. The contract calls for broadcast of all 162 regular season games in addition to the team's 10 preseason contests. All games will be preceded by a 10-minute pregame show, followed by a 15-minute wrap-up.

In another baseball action, the Atlanta Braves announced that WSB-AM-FM Atlanta will carry its full 1972 schedule of games for the seventh consecutive season. Returning for radio play-by-play duties will be Milo Hamilton, assisted by Ernie Johnson.

A big ratings week for the big shows

Four network shows registered formidable share-of-audience figures in the Nielsen Fast Nationals for the week ended Dec. 5: CBS's All in the Family, first in the rankings, had a 59; ABC's Movie of the Week, which ranked second, had a 48 share; NBC's Flip Wilson ranked third with a 49 share, and ABC's Marcus Welby, fourth and a 49.

Ratings averages for the networks in prime time were CBS 20.9, NBC 19.5 and ABC 18.5. CBS won Monday, Wednesday and Saturday nights, NBC Thursday and Sunday, and ABC Tuesday and Friday.

Other shows in the top-15 Nielsen list were two specials, ABC's Santa Claus—Coming to Town and CBS's Frosty the Snowman, followed by CBS's Mannix, Medical Center, Funny Face and Gunsmoke, the latter in a tie with NBC's special, Winnie the Pooh—Blustery Day. In the 12th spot was NBC's Bonanza, followed by CBS's Here's Lucy, NBC's Bold Ones and Ironside.

Fox consolidates film operation in L.A.

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp. board of directors announced last Thursday (Dec. 16) that it has "reacted favorably" to a management proposal to consolidate certain of the company's New York-based operations in Los Angeles, but said it has deferred any decision until after the first of the year.

If the proposal is approved, it would be implemented by next summer, according to Dennis C. Stanfill, Fox board chairman, and Gordon Stulberg, president. Involved in the shift to Fox's Los Angeles studio would be the company's motion-picture marketing and financial operations, including domestic and international distribution, advertising and public relations and the office of the treasurer and controller.

A Fox spokesman in New York said the board made no reference to the company's New York-based television activities.

The board said it has also "reacted favorably" to another management pro-

NCAA: overprotective?
Texas Association of Broadcasters President Tom Whitehead Jr. has charged the National Collegiate Athletic Association with infringing freedom of the press and freedom of speech.

Mr. Whitehead, general manager of KWH-AM-FM Brenham, said a little-publicized rule passed at the last NCAA convention bars news media from giving adequate coverage to the signing of high-school athletes by colleges.

"Under this gag rule the reporter can do little more than accept a prepared news release. He cannot interview the college coach who is signing the boy or have the boy pose for pictures with the coach," Mr. Whitehead said.

He added, "This is clearly a violation of the freedom of the press and a violation of the individual coaches' freedom of speech."

The NCAA rules read: "No member institution shall publicize or arrange publicity of the commitment of a prospective student athlete to attend the institution or accept its tender of financial assistance other than by means of a written press release distributed to its normal media outlets."

NCAA officials said sanctions against the school or the athlete could result from violations of the rule.
The Vidtronics company has announced plans to close the New York branch of its film processing subsidiary, DeLuxe General Inc. but also delayed its decision.

The company said it would also dispose of its home office building in New York, which is adjacent to the DeLuxe plant, and would lease office space in mid-Manhattan for its remaining New York operations.

Company activities that would continue in New York even if a decision to consolidate is made are the New York sales branch, and certain legal, advertising, publicity and public relations functions.

Features financed by advance sales

The Vidtronics Co., Hollywood and New York, is broadening its production of low-budget features for television through a formula of committing stations to buy the movies in advance of actual filming.

Jerry Kurtz, executive vice president, said the company had experimented with this approach over the past three years with a limited number of films and is now expanding this technique with a group of 13 action-adventure features and 12 science-fiction movies. He stressed that stations need only commit for a particular group of movies, and arrange for payment on a traditional pay-out plan.

The action-adventure group, called "13 For '71-'72," is in production in Europe with Vidtronics co-producing with various overseas companies. Mr. Kurtz said 67 stations have committed for the package, including outlets of such group owners as RKO General, Storer and Cox Broadcasting. Four features have been completed and will be delivered to stations in early 1972. The budget ranges from $250,000 to $400,000 per picture.

The 12 science-fiction features are also being co-produced overseas with producers there, and, according to Mr. Kurtz, Vidtronics is in the process of lining up commitments from stations. These features will be released initially in theaters and subsequently will be made available to TV.

Money for science shows

Noncommercial KCET(TV) Los Angeles has been awarded a first-time grant of $64,900 from the American Institute of Physics, Washington, for the production of two science documentary films. The initial source of the funding was the National Science Foundation, which turned the money over to the AIP for administering. The two productions are scheduled for broadcast in late 1972 and will be carried on the Public Broadcasting Service network.

What did Nixon do all day Dec. 6?

Ambitious film report condensed into 60 minutes for NBC-TV special

A 22-year quest by NBC-TV to record an entire day in the life of an American President will be capped tomorrow (Dec. 21) when the network presents a 60-minute filmed program, Dec. 6, 1971: A Day in the Presidency. The program will be telecast at 7:30-8:30 p.m. EST without commercial sponsorship. Reuven Frank, NBC News president, said he believed this would be the first such presentation on TV.

Mr. Frank last week said that eight hours of the President's 15-hour workday were filmed, and the White House will be able to review the NBC-edited version for possible breaches of national security. He added that on several occasions NBC News camera crews were asked to leave certain meetings when it was deemed that matters of security were likely to develop.

The filming began at 7:45 a.m. with a breakfast for congressional leaders and ended shortly before 11 p.m., following a dinner for Prime Minister Pierre E. Trudeau of Canada and an interview with NBC News correspondent John Chancellor.

The filming included the first part of a session of the Washington Special Action Group of the National Security Council: a Domestic Council meeting, led by Vice President Agnew; a conference with the President's four major economic advisors; a meeting on drug abuse and a diplomatic credentials presentation of ambassadors from Indonesia, Morocco, Pakistan and Portugal.

Mr. Chancellor, asked if he felt that "the real Nixon" emerges in the programming, replied: "I think a real Nixon emerges, but I wouldn't say it's the real Nixon. To me, in this film, the President comes off more informal, less wordy and taking stronger, definitive positions than he does in speeches and planned interviews."

Mr. Frank acknowledged that certain sequences reveal that Mr. Nixon was aware of the presence of cameras and in others his involvement in the discussion seemed to eliminate all traces of self-consciousness. Mr. Frank said he does not consider cameras to be intrusive but "long strings of lights are." NBC News, he reported, tried to minimize this distraction by installing the lights in regular fixtures in the various meeting rooms.

MPC busy on series

Metromedia Producers Corp. and Stonehenge Productions, both Hollywood, are developing a half-hour comedy-drama series, McNamara's Band for possible prime-time network presentation in the 1972-73 season. The series is being developed specifically for actor Eddie Albert, formerly of CBS-TV's "Green Acres." Among other Metromedia Producers Corp. projects in development: Second Time Around, half-hour situation-comedy pilot for ABC-TV; Fitzgerald and Pride, 90-minute motion picture for the CBS Friday Night Movie, as well as a pilot for a possible series for the 1972-73 season. The last-named project was to include Barbara Stanwyck as star but illness has forced her from the cast. She has been replaced by Susan Hayward.
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Sterling CATV shows ‘adult’ films

Eight are to be presented; some have erotic themes, but none is salacious

A New York cable system started showing last week the first of eight feature films aimed specifically at adult audiences.

Spokesmen for Sterling Manhattan Cable Television, which operates the New York City-franchised CATV operation in the southern portion of Manhattan, said the films had been considered unacceptable for commercial television. They said the films are mature, and while “one or two” of them have “erotic themes,” the films are “not erotic in their presentation, nor are any of the films salacious.”

The motion pictures were to be put on the cable system only at 10 p.m. “in keeping with Sterling Manhattan’s policy regarding films of this subject matter.”

It was noted that the films are being run in agreement with Grove Press. Kent E. Carroll, director of the book publishing company’s film division, said the selection of the films marked a new maturity in TV.

“Most commercial and even educational stations are surprisingly timid when confronted with quality films that are subtitled or deal with subject matter that might be more demanding of an audience than the usual violence or situation comedy,” according to Mr. Carroll.

Five of the movies had their initial showings in the U.S. at the New York film festival. “Weekend;” the first film to be shown last week, was one of those five. It represents Jean-Luc Godard’s revolutionary view of society, in French with English subtitles.

Other films include Susan Sontag’s “Erotic, Enigmatic;” “Duet for Cannibals;” “The Queen,” described as a documentary about a transvestite beauty contest; “Boy,” said to be an “evocative” portrait of modern Japan; “Mandabi,” a film made in Africa entirely by Africans; Allan King’s “Warrendale,” a documentary study of emotionally disturbed children; “Finnegan’s Wake,” and “Mister Freedom,” a cartoon-like spoof of “America’s compulsion to save the world from Communism.”

‘Brian’s Song’ scores

The highest-rated made-for-TV movie ever presented on any of the three networks—that’s the claim Screen Gems is making for its production of “Brian’s Song” as an outcome of the findings of the latest A. C. Nielsen report. According to the national Nielsen for the week ending Dec. 5, “Brian’s Song,” shown as an ABC-TV Movie of the Week on Nov. 30, received a 32.9 rating with a 48% share of audience, reaching an estimated 20,430,000 U.S. homes.

Previously, says Screen Gems, the highest rated TV-designed movie was “The Feminist and the Fuzz,” with Barbara Eden and David Hartman, also shown as an ABC-TV Movie of the Week, this one last Jan. 26. It came in with a 31.6 rating and a 46% share.

ASCAP plans enticing tune for BMI writers

The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers intensified its drive last week to win music writers away from Broadcast Music Inc.: It said it would allow its members to receive performance credit on new compositions they write in collaboration with BMI writers.

Performance credits help determine the amount of royalties writers receive. ASCAP said that “figures have demonstrated that ASCAP pays more per performance than BMI, and it is felt that when ASCAP writers compare their checks with those of their BMI collaborators, the result is bound to be a substantial movement of writers from BMI to ASCAP.”

Asking ASCAP for the fee

The All-Industry Radio Music License Committee, meeting to plan strategy for forthcoming negotiations with the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, has agreed to start by asking ASCAP to quote what it thought a “reasonable” fee should be. Under an ASCAP consent decree, the committee could accept an ASCAP offer or, if it thought the quoted fee too high, ask the U.S. Southern District Court in New York to set a “reasonable” fee. The committee, headed by Elliott Sanger of WQXR-AM-FM New York, has made plain it wants one lower than the current rate, which is 2% of time sales, plus a sustaining fee (“Closed Circuit,” Nov. 8). The current ASCAP radio-station licenses expire Feb. 29.

Here’s Lucy again

Lucille Ball, who completed her 20th year as a star on CBS-TV last September, signed an agreement last week continuing the Here's Lucy series through the 1972-73 season. In announcing the renewal, CBS-TV President Robert D. Wood noted that the comedy series has ranked among the top 10 in network television. The series, which is produced by Lucille Ball Productions Inc., with Gary Morton as executive producer, is presented on CBS-TV on Monday, 9-9:30 p.m. EST.
Healey fairness case in appeals court

Attorney for Communist says social position is itself controversial

Attorneys for a Communist Los Angeles housewife and Metromedia's KTTR(TV) there last week locked horns before the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington. At issue was the FCC's refusal last year to rule that KTTR had violated the fairness doctrine in declining to give Mrs. Dorothy Healey time to reply to a station news commentary critical of a Los Angeles Times article concerning her.

The three-judge panel heard presentations from Thomas Asher of the Media Access Project, Washington, who acted as counsel for Mrs. Healey; Thomas Dougherty, attorney for Metromedia, and Richard Zaragoza, an FCC attorney.

The oral argument was the result of an appeal by Mrs. Healey of the commission's June 1970 ruling that a 1969 broadcast of KTTR's One Man's Opinion, in which commentator George Putnam attacked the Times story, did not raise a controversial issue subject to fairness review. Mr. Putnam had questioned the wisdom of the newspaper article, entitled "Patriot-Marxist," which stated that despite her status as an officer in the Communist Party of Southern California, Mrs. Healey led a relatively normal life. Mr. Putnam asserted in his commentary that Mrs. Healey's supposed dual ideology was contradictory, and questioned its authenticity.

Mr. Asher, however, said that he would not pursue a personal-attack argument because the record did not contain sufficient evidence to support this charge.

Mr. Asher instead based his argument on two grounds: First, he contended, the FCC had not explained why it had ruled against Mrs. Healey. He pointed to the dissenting statements of Commissioners Nicholas Johnson and then-Commissioner Kenneth Cox, both of whom chided the majority for reaching what they said was an unsubstantiated decision. Second, he said, the commission had failed to rule on the real issue. The commission had reached its decision, he claimed, on the narrow issue of whether Mrs. Healey's personal role as both a Communist and an American citizen raised a controversy. But what makes the case controversial, he said, are the underlying ramifications: the assertion that American Communists are continually at odds with society—"a major fundamental cultural issue which has been written throughout our history."

The presentations of Mr. Dougherty and Mr. Zaragoza hinged on the fact that the broader issue cited by Mr. Asher had not been brought before the FCC, and that the commission's decision was not based on that issue because evidence had not been introduced in support of it. (Mr. Asher responded that Mrs. Healey's local counsel made reference to the broad issue in correspondence with the FCC.) Responding to Mr. Asher's claim that there was no evidence that KTTR had presented a balanced view of the broader issue in other programming, Mr. Zaragoza said that Mrs. Healey had never made such an accusation. "The issue," he said, "has now become one of guilt by association." Mr. Dougherty contended that Mrs. Healey has apparently elected to change the issue at hand, enlarging it from the narrow one considered by the FCC to the far-ranging argument. In light of this, he asserted, Mrs. Healey should have again taken her case to the FCC, as well as the station.

Newsman's privilege strengthened in California

California Governor Ronald Reagan last week signed a bill that protects newsmen from disclosing sources of information even after they have changed to occupations outside the news media. The bill, A.B. 3022, also makes a change in the previous protection afforded newsmen by eliminating a requirement that information gathered must be published or broadcast before immunity is granted to the newsmen.

Beverly Hills Assemblyman Alan Sieroty, a Democrat, introduced the bill as the result of a recent decision by a Los Angeles judge to sentence a newspaper reporter to jail in a contempt-of-court case for refusing to disclose the source of his information after the reporter left his paper to take another non-news job. The judge ruled that the reporter's immunity no longer applied when he left the newspaper.

Assemblyman Sieroty's bill was designed to cover what was an apparent
Last week he had the craziest dream

NBC general counsel peers into fairness's future, finds rampant weirdness

What happens when a communications attorney who feels broadcasters have lost one or two too many fairness-doctrine decisions in court and at the FCC turns his imagination loose on what is likely to happen next in that area? Lawyers and commission officials found out last week, when they heard NBC's vice president and general counsel, Corydon B. Dunham, discuss the fairness doctrine in an appearance at a Federal Communications Bar Association luncheon in Washington.

In response to a complaint from a political candidate who "is drawing crowds of 12 and 14 at mass rallies in New Hampshire," Mr. Dunham foresaw the U.S. Court of Appeals "will provide a new right. Equal Cameras for Equal Candidates. Any broadcaster who covers one candidate with a film crew will have to cover all candidates the same number of times with the same number of film crews on the same day."

"Later, one commissioner will issue a separate statement arguing that the right of equal cameras should not be limited to announced candidates, but should apply to all persons who feel they should be President. A committee of the NAB will suggest that the ruling be amended so that stations adhering to it will be guaranteed license renewal without challenge."

Mr. Dunham attributed the forecast to NBC News Vice President Richard Wald. Another source, he said, foresees a complaint being filed with the FCC seeking to stop the Democrats' convention and charging that the Democrats' unpaid phone bills are adversely affecting the AT&T rate structure. "The Democrats will ask the FCC to stop all television coverage of the Republican convention," Mr. Dunham said.

And while the commission is studying the complaints, "the court will hold that the Republican convention may be televised but that the fair convention corollary requires that whenever the Republican candidate appears at the convention, Larry O'Brien gets to stand next to him."

There was more along that line. And the cause of the real problems that gave rise to such fevered imaginings. Mr. Dunham said, is that the fairness doctrine "focuses on minutiae. It creates a tendency . . . to fragmentation of issues and subjective determination of the fact and significance of an alleged controversy."

He suggested a new approach—one that recognizes that the doctrine is "first and foremost the statement of an objective and [that] we cannot attempt to enforce it or pass it off as an objective legal standard."

Since the licensee is charged with the responsibility for meeting the objective of fairness, he said, the commission should accept the licensee's judgment on fairness matters. He said that the commission should do more than pay lip service to the concept of "licensee discretion," that it should "act only on a showing of substantial and persistent unfairness in leaving the public uninformed."

Some commission officials indicated later that Mr. Dunham's prescription for change could cause them some nightmares.

Milder-mannered Agnew still after the media

Vice President Spiro T. Agnew last week returned to one of his favorite targets for criticism—the nation's news media. His subject, in a speech to the Association of Life Insurance Counsel, in New York, was what's right with America, and in the course of his remarks, he lumped "certain segments of the news media" with some Democratic senators and "Utopian leftists" who he said concentrate on what's wrong with the country and ignore its accomplishments.

He noted that Senator Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.) in a speech last summer referred to U.S. foreign policy as drugging "us down into the abyss of death and immorality into which we have been descending for so long," and added: "How's that for masochistic rhetoric? You can be sure, however, that it played well on all the newscasts that night, with nods of approbation for the speaker."

He cited ABC newsmen Howard K. Smith to prove his point, quoting him as saying, "As reporters, we have always been falsifying issues by reporting on what goes wrong in a nation where, historically, most has gone right."

"And in these days of instantaneous mass communications—of wars and riots brought into the home on television screens—negative emphasis on the subject matter has a devastating impact," Mr. Agnew said. "The ability of television to inform the public rapidly is one of the marvels of our lifetime. It is a blessing when it informs accurately and wholly; but it does the country and the people a disservice when it distorts and misinterprets, whether intentional or accidental."

Another day in court for documentary film

Texas construction firm seeks permanent injunction after first attempt fails

A Texas judge last week issued a restraining order to stop the broadcast of a television news documentary. The program had already started and so was completed as scheduled, but the matter will go back to court this week.

At issue is a series of three short news features and a 30-minute documentary, produced at KGBT-TV Harlingen, Tex., dealing with complaints about the quality of construction of medium-priced homes in a federal housing project for low-income families. The series included interviews with unhappy home owners, pictures of their homes, and claims of favoritism in awarding contracts.

Custom Designed Homes Inc. sought the injunction after the three-part series had been broadcast, with the intention of stopping the 30-minute piece. In effect, it asked for prior restraint in anticipation of what it regarded as libelous remarks.

Texas District Judge William Scanlan of Brownsville issued the restraining order as requested. The order, however, was delivered halfway through the 30-minute broadcast, which continued to its conclusion.

Today (Dec. 20), the case is back before the same judge. The construction company is seeking a permanent injunction against references to the story, to a principal company executive and to the company itself. It is also suing KGBT-TV and others for $2.4 million.

However, the U.S. Justice Department may conduct its own investigation of the case unless the Farmers Home Administration—under whose program the housing project was carried out—makes its own check of the TV station's charges, according to a federal attorney in Houston who heard of the broadcast and checked into the situation.
ACT goes back to the FTC

Having already asked agency for ban of drug commercials on children's shows, it now wants toy ads forbidden

Action for Children's Television has stepped up its campaign against advertising on children's TV programing.

ACT was in New York last week, where the Boston-based organization announced that it has submitted a second petition to the Federal Trade Commission. ACT's new petition asks the FTC to prohibit toy advertising in children's television programs.

In a filing with the FTC one month earlier ACT sought to bar all advertising of vitamins and other drugs on children's television programs as well as on family shows. It contends that such advertising is unfair and misleading (Broadcasting, Nov. 15).

During testimony a month ago before the FTC in its hearings on modern advertising practices, Evelyn Sarson, president of ACT, said the organization was preparing the toy-ad petition. Last week, she projected a "third phase": a petition seeking rules to prohibit advertising of edibles on children's TV shows. She said that filing with FTC may be expected in about a month.

ACT is the organization that has asked the FCC to prohibit advertising on children's TV programing and also to require TV broadcasters to program at least 14 weekly hours of children's shows. The FCC decided early in 1971 to treat ACT's petition for restrictions in children's shows in a rulemaking inquiry for which comments have been submitted (Broadcasting, Oct. 11).

Last week, Mrs. Sarson released a summary of new findings by Dr. F. Earle Barcus, professor of communication research, Boston University, who also testified at the FTC hearings. The substance of his findings was that, in a second study of Saturday-morning programs in Boston, commercials had increased. His first examination was in June 1971; his second in November 1971.

According to Professor Barcus, the total number of Saturday-morning commercials went from 406 in June to 461 in November; toy commercials in November accounted for 50% of all commercials, "a total of 189 on all networks"; the number of vitamin commercials increased from two in June to 22 in November, and "on the average there was a commercial interruption every 2.1 minutes compared with 2.8 minutes in June—almost once every two minutes."

ACT quoted Professor Barcus as saying that the increase of "time devoted to selling to children and in the number of commercials to children on TV" had come about "in spite of the tremendous amount of public concern and press coverage given our study earlier this year."

Mrs. Sarson said ACT was "unhappy and disappointed" over what she said was a "lack of responsibility" shown in this area by the networks.

ACT spokesmen said that their bid for an FTC crackdown on toy advertising was related only to children's programing. If such advertising is placed in other programing, "that is the adult's responsibility" they said, noting that children were not equipped to make an adult judgment or decision on advertising as to apparent misleading or deceptive approaches.

ACT contended in its petition that children do not have the maturity or experience to analyze what its spokeswomen called "normal puffery" claims of commercials."

The petition said children have little money and thus it is virtually impossible for them to buy most of the toys advertised and therefore they pressure parents into buying for them, creating a strain on the parent-child relationship.

Mrs. Sarson had asserted in the past and reiterated last week—as does the petition—that children were being exploited through TV by the toy manufacturers to act as a "surrogate salesman."

The petition also criticized the toy-advertising guidelines of the National Association of Broadcasters as inadequate only "on the surface" in that children have thought processes different from adults and children "lack the experience and the judgment necessary to deal with advertising pressures."

The petition said that "the very existence of the toy code is misleading since it gives people the "illusion that they are being protected."

ACT said the law "has traditionally
recognized that children require special attention" as in forbidding them the purchase of alcohol or cigarettes; prohibiting them from entering into contracts, driving automobiles, voting or owning a credit card till they are of age—"yet in the world of television, a child is treated as an adult from the day he begins watching television as an infant."

The petition also contained this: "In the past few years, the amount of TV advertising directed to children has increased. Earlier, ads to children were for child-oriented products—such as toys and cereals. Today vitamin pills, frozen dinners, bread, gasoline, shoes, and snack foods are all being advertised directly to children, with the clear implication that they should pressure their parents into buying the adult-oriented products."

"In the next decade we may see advertising directed to children used to promote an even wider and less child-oriented range of products as a growing number of advertisers realize that you can sell anything to a child through television."

First retail buy on network TV
And it's a major one: Penney pays $1.5 million for NBC election night

A retailer broke through to the network-TV ranks last week. NBC said the J. C. Penney Co., a national retail chain with headquarters in New York, would sponsor all of NBC's election night coverage next year (Nov. 7, 1972). Cost of that sponsorship is estimated at $1.5 million.

NBC announced Penney's buy with a statement by John M. Otter, NBC vice president, sales. He said the entry of "this prominent name in the retail department store field has long been awaited by the industry."

It was reported also that the Penney national campaign, starting late next summer and placed through LaRoche, McCaffrey & McCall, New York, would use the other networks, CBS-TV and ABC-TV, as well, concentrating on women's sports and news programs.

Penney's expanded ad schedule also calls for increased use of national magazines.

The Television Bureau of Advertising late last summer ranked J. C. Penney as among the top five department-store chains and store groups with local television investments in 1970 (Broadcasting, Sept. 26). TVB in its report, "Local Retail Advertisers," said the Penney chain spent $3,219,100 last year on TV.

Suggested: change in ACT's hard line
Ideas broached by Ambrosino, Cox at AWR seminar; Danish cites ill effects of ad ban

A hint appeared last week of possible softening of demands by Action for Children's Television, which has asked the FCC to prohibit all advertising on children's programs as well as to require all broadcasters to produce 14 hours weekly of special kiddie programming.

The occasion was a seminar on children and television sponsored by the Washington (D.C.) chapter of American Women in Radio and Television. On advertising, Kenneth A. Cox, Washington lawyer and former FCC commissioner, suggested that the ban be placed on all programming aimed at children 5 and under, with "some" advertising permitted in other such programming. On program hours. Mrs. Lilian Ambrosino, one of the founders of ACT and a consultant to the Office of Child Development of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, referred at one point to a mandatory eight-hour week of children's programs instead of the 14 hours requested by ACT. Both Mr. Cox and Mrs. Ambrosino maintained that broadcasters could afford the expense of originating a specified number of hours of children's pro-

Poets they're not
Action for Children's Television injected a bit of showmanship into its news conference in New York last Wednesday. Its anti-toy-advertising petition was presented to John F. O'Brien of the New York office of the Federal Trade Commission (see page 45) wrapped in Christmas gift paper: ACT's 15-minute color film "But First—This Message" was shown, and this verse was distributed to newsmen:

"Twas 10 days before Christmas and all through the land, the toy ads on TV were quite out of hand.
The selling and yelling, the razzle and dazzle, had driven kids crazy and parents to fizzle.
So ACT prepared a quiet solution, a simple petition to stop the pollution.
It only needs the FTC to stop all the toy ads on kids TV."

R.E. Lee disfavors ACT ad-ban proposal
Action for Children's Television can cross FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee off any list it might have of potential supporters of its proposal to ban commercials from children's programing. The commissioner feels the proposal, which has led to a wide-ranging commission inquiry into children's programing, asks "too much."

Commissioner Lee, who spoke last week before Our Lady of Peace Church Home School Association, in Mt. Olivet-Wheeling, W.Va., said that "profits are really not that great" and that costs of producing programing that will attract an audience are substantial.

Although he could not justify the elimination of advertising from children's programs, he could, he said, "support a move, preferably on a volunteer basis," to reduce the length of commercials and the number of program interrups. He also feels the question of the type of advertising suitable for children should be examined.
In-house feedback on agency creative efforts

At ANA workshop, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample demonstrates its Adlab concept of researching commercial effectiveness

A brief insight into what a major advertising agency can accomplish with the TV commercial in its creative research laboratory lightened an otherwise ponderous one-day workshop held last week in New York by the Association of National Advertisers.

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample provided the workshop with a trio of executives and a reel of commercial film for the session, which explored “Research on Copy Effectiveness and Consumer Response.”

DFS’s creative research laboratory, called Adlab, was designed to provide feedback to the creative department after having given some test exposure to a commercial idea. Group interviews of consumer representatives are also conducted in an attempt to determine or identify the directions the advertising should take.

In one commercial—for Procter & Gamble’s Bounty paper towels—feedback from Adlab indicated that believability in demonstrations of the product’s absorbent power was all-important. Subsequently, strategy was changed so as to provide a natural, believable situation without cuts or other photographic devices.

With a new product, Life-Savers gum (currently in test markets), Adlab tested the need for product recognition. The commercial then produced did so on two counts: It noted the “flavor of candy” in the gum and the absence of the Life-Savers “hole” in the gum.

In the TV workshop studio at DFS, a group of agency employees staged a “spontaneous” commercial, taping the action almost as an amateur production. Shown was a kind of kinescope of the rough, and immediately after, the finished commercial filmed in color. It was noted that by this process, Adlab was able to point the direction toward spontaneity and lyrics, while eliminating or tightening certain sequences depending also on the copy points to be made.

Conducting this portion of the ANA session were DFS’s Babette Jackson, vice president, director of research; John Kei, senior vice president and creative director, and William Weibacher, senior vice president and management supervisor.

In reporting on changing attitudes in an “age of consumerism,” Thomas Benham, president, Opinion Research Corp., asserted that “puffery in advertising and half-selling must go.” Advertisers of course will continue to emphasize sales points, he said, but they should do so “in the area in which the product delivers.”

Also on the program, Peter Stewart, president of Technovus Marketing Corp. research organization, asserted that what consumers say they want may not be what they actually buy. He explained that his company does to research a problem on consumer wants before a product is introduced or a new advertising campaign launched.

A group of marketing-research executives expressed an interest in communicating with consumers and taking action on their complaints and suggestions. The three-member panel discussed “The Consumer Play-Back: How to Get It—How to Use It.”

The central aspect of General Mills’ advertising strategy, according to Lawrence Gibson, director, marketing research, is to “outlisten consumerists.” He said that General Mills has developed a wide variety of tools—surveys, group interviews, controlled experiments, lifestyle research, commercial response—to help it “compete” with consumerists for the confidence of the consumer.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. uses a continuous panel of 20,000 families to help it evaluate consumers’ buying habits, dissatisfaction, preferences, etc. Lee MacDonald, manager, consumer market planning for Goodyear, outlined other tools used by the company, including placing the product in selected homes for evaluation, content analysis of commercials, and analysis of letters received from the public.

American Telephone & Telegraph Co.’s Gary Schermund, public-relations supervisor-research, said the very nature of the telephone system offers consumer contact every four hours of every day. A more formal measurement, however, comes under the service attitude measurement program which offers customers the opportunity to voice their attitudes through questionnaires or telephone interviews. Currently, AT&T is also conducting studies of their television commercials and specials as well as print campaigns.

Three L&N operations sold to employes

Lennen & Newell’s sell-off operation was in full swing last week with the announcement of employe purchases in San Francisco, Puerto Rico and Oklahoma City. Officials hoped that the purchases will help solve the agency’s financial difficulties (Broadcasting, Dec. 6).

The largest operation, Lennen & Newell/Pacific, San Francisco, which bills some $18 million, will be renamed Richardson, Seigle, Rolfs & McCoy, reflecting the new ownership of George B. Richardson, president.

Sixteen employees of the Ackerman Advertising division in Oklahoma City purchased 80% of L&N’s share in that agency. The division, billing $4 million, will be known as Ackerman Inc., and will be under the direction of Ray Ackerman. The third sell-off, at Lennen & Newell of Puerto Rico, involves $2.5 million in billing. The new agency under president Jaime J. Cordova, formerly general manager, has not been named.

Getting together for radio ratings

Broadcaster-research teams aim to work with ARB and Pulse on improvements

Two task forces, one of leading broadcast management executives and another of research executives, are being set up to work with the American Research Bureau and the Pulse Inc. in a project organized to improve radio research.

The undertaking is being launched under the auspices of the Radio Advertising Bureau, which is calling this effort the “GOALS plan for continuing rapid improvement of radio measurement” (GOALS being an acronym for goals for operations, administration, logistics and stability of radio-rating services).

Under the plan, one task force will meet regularly with ARB and the other with Pulse, working with them toward specific “goals for improvement” in their respective radio-measurement services. The services would agree on specific timetables to implement the improvements.

There is provision under the plan for methodology studies if a task force and its respective rating service agree there is need for such research to validate any proposed change in the method of operation. In this eventuality the task force would work with the rating service on the methodology study plan.

Under GOALS, the Broadcast Rating
Council will audit all methodology studies planned as a basis for significant changes in the rating services. Leaders among advertisers and advertising agencies will be solicited for their suggestions.

Miles David, RAB president, said "we want to accelerate the improvement in radio-audience measurement which already has taken place, and stimulate continuing improvement by drawing on the brainpower of industry specialists as well as the researchers in the rating services."

Mr. David observed that GOALS differs in concept from ARMS [all-radio methodology study] methodology research conducted by an independent company, Audits & Surveys, in the mid-1960's. GOALS, he said, is a plan for "the contribution of time and counsel of the industry, with any necessary methodology research studies to be done by the rating services."

RAB said the co-chairmen of the ARB task force will be Pierre Megroz, vice president, Christol Co., and Kathy Lenard, director of research, Metro Radio Sales. The co-chairmen of the Pulse task force will be William Kelley, director of national sales, Storer Broadcasting, and Robert Galen, vice president and director of research, Blair Radio. Members of the committees are to be announced at a later date.

**BusinessBriefly**

**Kraft Foods Co., Chicago, through J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, will sponsor a one-hour musical-comedy special I'm a Fan on CBS-TV Tuesday, January 25 (9:30-10:30 p.m. EST). Special, starring Dick Van Dyke and Carol Channing, will pre-empt Cannon.**

**Minute Maid** frozen products and HI-C drinks departments of the Coca-Cola Company Foods Division, Houston, will sponsor the Tournament of Roses parade for the 18th consecutive year. According to company spokesman, sponsorship time will be equally divided between the NBC and CBS network coverage of the event. The New Year's Day broadcast will launch major promotion activity for both product lines. Agencies for the Coca-Cola Company Foods Division are The Marschalk Co., New York and Tatham-Laird & Kudner, Chicago.

**Physicians Mutual Insurance Co., Omaha, through Albert Frank-Guenther Law, New York, and Terminix Termite Control, Memphis, a division of E. L. Bruce Co., through Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, have made their first network-TV buys. Physicians has purchased a spot on the Today program Wednesday, Dec. 29 and Terminix begins its schedule the week of April 3 on the NBC Nightly News.**

**Western Electric, through Foote, Cone and Belding, New York, will sponsor two one-hour end-of-the-year specials on CBS-TV. CBS News Correspondents Report: Part I---The Nation will be broadcast Dec. 23 at 9-10 p.m. EST, with Walter Cronkite as moderator; Eric Severeid will moderate CBS News Correspondents Report: Part II---America and the World, to be seen Dec. 30 at 9-10 p.m. EST.**

Bonne Bell, Cleveland, is breaking in January with a new Ten-O-Six lotion campaign that will feature concentrated use of sport (television and radio) and network radio. Cosmetic maker also has announced an extensive magazine schedule as part of the campaign. The broadcast portion alone (though figures were not made available) is estimated at about $400,000. Broadcast will run eight weeks. Chirug & Cairns, New York, is agency.

**International**

**Television in Parliament?**

An old controversy heads for yet another showdown in Britain

The British populace may become the recipients of a belated, perhaps even begrudged, Christmas gift when Parliament meets late this month to decide whether or not it will allow its proceedings to be televised.

The showdown comes almost 200 years after a similar fight was waged to allow print coverage of its debates.

The campaign to open Parliament's doors to the television camera began nearly 12 years ago and has as its spearhead Robin Day, prominent political reporter and interviewer with the British Broadcasting Corp. In a letter to the London Times, Mr. Day summed up his crusade by saying: "Parliament should not be as blind and stubborn towards television as it was in its unhappy struggle with the press."

Then, as now, the proponents of a televised Parliament believe that television is the most effective means of mass communication, hence the ideal instrument of democracy. And since debate on the floor of Parliament takes on a far greater importance than on the floor of the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives — where most of the confrontations come in committee — the need for television coverage of its proceedings is correspondingly greater.

This need is also buttressed by what the proponents of this plan feel is increased interest on the part of the British people during highly controversial issues such as those over the Profumo scandal in 1963 and the more recent Common Market debates.

The prospective system, if approved, would provide for a pool of television cameras to cover the full-day session. Then editors and producers of the BBC and Independent Television Authority would develop a program of flexible length covering the day's happenings for broadcast later that evening.

On days of particular importance, the pool team would broadcast live as debate took place.

However, freer television access to Parliament is still meeting considerable opposition. Five years ago, a committee voted unanimously to experiment with Parliamentary coverage, but the move was defeated by a narrow margin on the floor of the House of Commons.

The main arguments against coverage have been heard for years. Opponents argue that the selectivity of producers and editors will lead misrepresentation and sensationalizing. Some also fear that principals in floor debate would direct their comments to the viewing public rather than to their parliamentary adversaries, with unhappy effect on the quality and integrity of debate.

Beyond mere speculation, however, it is impossible at this point to tell whether the new year will bring with it a new role for television in Britain. Only time will tell.

**French government TV charged with censorship**

A writer walked off a live French government television network show last week, charging government censorship of statements he had made about President Pompidou.

Maurice Clavel objected to cutting of the word "aversion" from a filmed statement of his, shown during a debate
on morals in France. His statement in full was: "At a time when the President of the republic confides to a very important American newspaper the aversion and annoyances that the French Resistance inspires in him, it's a good thing that the people think about it and get shaken up about it."
The American publication that Mr. Clavel referred to is the New York Times magazine, which last August carried an interview with President Pompidou in which he said, "As for the romanticism of the Resistance, the heroes both real and self-proclaimed... I hate all that business."

The British government network claimed Mr. Clavel distorted the President's remarks and asked him to "respect the exact terms of the President." A network spokesman said Mr. Clavel refused.

A deputy in the French National Assembly, David Rousset, said it would have been better for the network to have shown the film intact, then to have made a statement detailing their objections. He added, "What's worrisome here is the visible degradation of respect for freedom of speech."

**Needham Univas looks to grow even larger**

The newest member of Needham Univas, an international network of advertising agencies, may be KMPH. Discussions are currently under way between the London-based agency and member agencies Needham Harper & Steers, New York, and Havas Conseil, Paris. Talks are expected to culminate in an agreement within the next three to four months, according to a NH&S spokesman.

KMPH advertising agencies placed about $12.2 million or 45% of their $27 million worth of billings in broadcast in 1971. Agencies are KMP Partnership Ltd., Bloxham Partnership Ltd., Lippa Newton Ltd., and Bartlett's Publicity Ltd., all London, and KMP/GGA, Manchester, England. Accounts include Cadbury Schweppes Ltd., John & Johnson (Great Britain) Ltd., Johnson & Wax Ltd., The Rank Organization, India Post Office Telecommunications, the Salvation Army, Forlives Ltd., Ciba/Geigy (UK) Ltd., and the Oil Appliance Manufacturer's Association.

The Needham Univas world network is located in 29 cities in the U.S., Europe, Africa, and Australia.

**'Whiteoaks' planted in U.S.**

The Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s long-heralded Whiteoaks of Jalna TV series, based on the 19th-century novels of Mazo de la Roche, has now been completed and CBC drama chief Fletcher Markle journeyed to New York Dec. 6 with a pilot of the package for showing to the three major U.S. networks. Considered to be the CBC's most ambitious single project to date, the 13 complete episodes were filmed in the Ontario countryside and feature actress Kate Reid. Titled a Canadian Forsyte Saga by early reviewers, the series is tentatively scheduled for CBC-TV network distribution next month. Production of future episodes depend heavily on a U.S. sale due to the series' price tag.

**No fairness doctrine for Chilean radio**

For the second time this month, the government of Chile has suspended operation of the opposition Christian Democratic party radio station.

Radio Balmaceda was taken off the air on Dec. 11 for 48 hours, as a result of the station's "serious offenses against the President and the armed forces," according to a government announcement. "Offenses" was not defined.

A week before, the station—along with the other two opposition radio outlets, Radio Agricultura and Radio Cooperativa—was taken off the air for 24 hours during violent street disorders stemming from a women's protest march.

All three opposition radio stations are located in Santiago, and reach wide national audiences through regional or provincial station affiliations.

**Quebec gets compromise**

The long-standing attempts by the Province of Quebec to assume its own regulatory powers over radio, television and cable have resulted in a compromise proposal by the Canadian government. Secretary of State Gerard Pelletier announced Dec. 8 that he would present a proposal to the cabinet which would allow provincial agencies to own and operate radio or TV stations for purely educational purposes if maintained under the regulatory powers of the Canadian Radio Television Commission.

While there remains the question of the province's acceptance of the conditions set forth, the move may heal a rift which developed earlier this year when Quebec's minister of cultural affairs presented a bill in the provincial legislature that sought to give Quebec full authority over all communications considered in the province.

The government in the past has maintained a firm control over all broadcast licensing and operation, forbidding the provinces to directly own or operate any stations.
Promotion

Al Petker returns with station promotion club

After an absence of some six years, direct salesman Al Petker, self-styled as "the contest man," and a one-time instigator of a $16-million antitrust suit against a large number of advertising and broadcast industry firms, is back in business with a plan to furnish gifts and services directly to radio stations in return for commercial time to be sold directly to advertisers. Mr. Petker's new plan, promoted as "Homemakers Market League of American Radio Stations," bears a strong resemblance to "Gifts for Time," which he operated from 1947 to 1965.

This newest Petker plan calls for stations to establish local Homemakers Market League clubs. Listener-members receive club cards identified with station call letters and a so-called "broadcast bonus book." These books contain coupons redeemable at local retail stores.

The new plan also calls for member stations to establish and conduct charity drive programs three times each year, each drive for a duration of 30 days. Club members collect and send in labels and box tops from selected products, with station members promised a 15% fee from the Homemakers Market League as a handling charge. Finally, member stations are offered monthly copies of "HML Radio Grapevine," a newsletter meant to serve as a forum for an exchange of ideas.

In exchange, member stations would broadcast a series of commercial transcriptions supplied by HML. The commercials, for HML clients, are to be rotated and played a minimum of six times each day during morning and afternoon time periods. Mr. Petker claims to be working with Dial Soap and Texaco as advertisers supporting his Homemakers Market League, and says that 400 radio stations have enlisted in the campaign so far.

Mr. Petker was forced to curtail his business activities for several years to recover from a severe heart attack. In 1962 he brought a $16,171,500 antitrust action against Young & Rubicam and 15 station-representation firms (22 radio stations were named as co-conspirators but not defendants), complaining that they conspired to destroy his sale firm's business. The final judgment in the antitrust suit called for, among other things, a permanent injunction against Y&R and nine of the rep firms not to interfere with Mr. Petker's type of operation again (Broadcasting, Jan. 22, May 14, 1962).

Ready for Radio Month

Theme of National Radio Month in May next year will be "Radio... the Sound of Service," the National Association of Broadcasters announced last week. The theme reflects, according to James H. Hulbert, NAB public relations chief, "the continuing relationship between the nation's radio stations and the people they serve."

Promotion kits, including a series of jingles stressing the community-service angle, are due to be sent to radio stations early in April 1972.

Innovators encouraged

WBAL-TV Baltimore is conducting a creative television-writing contest to discover local talent and to provide the station with new and more imaginative forms of TV entertainment. First-prize winner in the script competition will receive $3,000 and a minimum of $6,000 in prize money will be awarded.

There are no restrictions on entries with regard to length, subject matter or form. Deadline for entries is March 31, 1972, and winners will be announced June 16. WBAL-TV plans to produce and televise as many of the winning entries as possible during the 1972-73 season.

Equipment & Engineering

Audicom digs at IDC in FCC comments

International Digginsicics Corp. last week was the object of a two-pronged attack before the FCC. On one front, Audicom Corp.—its competitor in aural-encoded monitoring—submitted comments and an accompanying engineering study in which it claimed that IDC's proposed aural monitoring system is inferior to its own and that IDC's system will not work without significant degradation of a broadcast signal. From another direction, the Association of Maximum Service Telecasters claimed that aural coding would make visual coding (the only present system, which belongs to IDC) unnecessary.

Both parties made their comments in an IDC rulemaking proceeding that proposes an authorization of coded information into the aural transmission process of television and radio stations for program-identification purposes. Only visual encoding is presently permitted. The commission is also conducting an inquiry on standards for visual systems, comments for which are due next month.

Audicom told the commission that IDC, in field tests IDC filed several months ago, had supplied "only fragmentary information" and had offered no data to attest to the reliability of its proposed aural system. "The deficiencies of IDC's test procedures," Audicom said, "are especially significant" in light of the problems IDC has faced in perfecting its visual-encoding system.

In the technical study filed as an appendix to its comments, Audicom proposed standards for aural encoding which would limit modulation of the aural carrier to a signal with an occupied bandwidth no greater than 200 Hz. The quiescent level of the aural signal, Audicom suggested, should be minus 50 dB with respect to the level of 100% modulation.

AMST noted that it has opposed any type of encoding in the past, but in light of the FCC's intention to authorize some form of coding, AMST opted for an aural system rather than a visual system. It did not support either Audicom or IDC as to which aural systems should be authorized, suggesting only that the system authorized be granted on a two-year trial basis to assure that it will not cause signal degradation.

And in a third brief filed last week, the National Association of Broadcasters claimed that further field tests would be necessary to determine which system would be appropriate. NAB said that the tests conducted by both IDC and Audicom thus far have been insufficient. IDC's tests were not extensive enough to prove the system's reliability and Audicom did not utilize enough stations in its survey, NAB said.
'71 color-set sales way ahead of last year

The sale of color TV sets including imports will hit 7 million units this year, up by over 31% from last year, with dollar volume amounting to $2,375 billion, compared with 4.8 million color sets in 1970 valued at $1.69 billion.

A monochrome set sales for the year were also estimated at 7 million units, worth $250 million, compared to 4.5 million units worth $18 million in 1970. The estimates for the year were issued last week by Jack Wayman, staff vice president of the Consumer Electronics Group of the Electronic Industries Association. Dollar values were extrapolated from comparable figures last year.

Total estimated volume for the 14 million TV sets that will have been sold by the end of this year was estimated at $3 billion—a gain of $800 million over the $2.2 billion value for 1970 TV set sales, and well over half the total volume of all consumer electronics products this year.

Radio set sales will reach 4.5 million units, worth $600 million, compared to 44.4 million worth $651 million in 1970. More than 45% of this year's radio sets have FM, the EIA noted. Auto radio sales will be up over 30% this year, it predicted.

Overall, consumer electronics sales, including TV, radio, phonographs and tape equipment, as well as electronic musical instruments, transceivers, hearing aids and home intercom systems, will exceed $5 billion at the manufacturing level, worth $8 billion at the retail level.

Video-tape duplicator is put on the market

Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif., which nearly two years ago announced development of a video-tape duplicating process more economical and at least 10 times faster than then current duplicating technology, has made its first physical installation and nonexperimental use of the system. The high-speed color broadcast video-tape duplication system, designated ADR-150, was installed at NET Television Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich., and demonstrated during a two-day technical seminar Dec. 6-7 held at Chrysler Center, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

The system has one master-slave module and two slave modules reportedly capable of producing five one-hour video-tape copies in about six minutes. According to Charles A. Steinberg, vice president and general manager, Ampex Video Systems Division, the ADR-150 system is capable of duplicating video-tape recordings at a rate up to 50 times faster than present machine-to-machine techniques.

Until development of the new Ampex system, video-tape duplication normally was achieved by using two or more video-tape recorders to duplicate copies in real time, with a single copy of a 60-minute program, for example, duplicated in 60 minutes by the use of two video-tape recorders. Additional copies were possible only by linking additional video-tape recorders to the master recorder. The new system, described "as the first automatic high-speed duplicator for quadruplex high-band video tapes," uses a magnetic transfer system with the specially treated, high-energy master tape in contact with an unrecorder, or slave, tape. During contact magnetic energies from the master tape are transferred to the slave tape.

NET Television Inc. is a video-tape duplication and distribution outlet, processing an estimated 300 hours a week of programs and advertising material. In addition to the NET system, Ampex has delivered its ADR-150 to Hughes Sports Network, New York. Ampex also plans to deliver ADR-150 systems to EUE/Screen Gems, New York, and Byron Motion Pictures, Washington.

---

**Technical Topics**

CCTV tape duplicator * Vidicopy Co., Sunnyvale, Calif., has taken delivery of a high-speed video-tape duplicating unit produced by Consolidated Video Systems Inc., Santa Clara, Calif., and is offering service for closed-circuit television systems. The duplicating unit, CVS 200, uses thermal techniques and reportedly permits high-speed production of duplicates from video-tape masters, regardless of their format, at costs to be "substantially lower" than film processing. Vidicopy is offering format-to-format conversion service on all major-brand closed-circuit video-tape recorders, as well as conversion from broadcast tape masters or film for duplication on any popular CCTV tape format.

CMX out commercially * Consolidated Film Industries, Hollywood, last week installed and made available to TV commercial and program producers a CMX 600 edit and assembly unit, reportedly the first commercial availability of this instant image-access system since it was first announced by CBS and Memorex Corp. last March. Installation also is underway at Teletronics Corp., New York, and at Consolidated Film, an independent commercial processing lab.

**Patent assigned** * Laser Link Corp., Woodbury, L.I., reports it has been assigned a 10-claim patent (No. 3,623,105) for its Airlink millimeter microwave system. Laser Link said the ten claims of the patent describe the methods by which one transmitter carrier can piggy-back many television channels of information.

---

**PhaseLocking efforts**

Maclean-Hunter Cable TV Ltd., Rexdale, Ont., has acquired a 50% interest in Phasecom Corp., a Santa Monica, Calif., CATV hardware manufacturer. Price and conditions of the transaction were not disclosed.

Phasecom and Maclean-Hunter are jointly developing further applications of "phaselock" technology, a system involving the use of automatic circuits to match the television frequency of one carrier to another. The system works to reduce interference effects on cable TV systems.

Phasecom's principal line of business is the manufacture of electronic equipment for CATV headends.

RCA also gives up tapes

RCA is phasing out its magnetic-products business, including computer tapes and disk packs, and audio and video recording tape. RCA said this move is being taken as part of the company's withdrawal from the general computer field (Broadcasting, Oct. 4).
CATV firm with solid growth sets to move farther and faster with franchises in and near several major markets

Cox Cable Communications Inc.'s revenues and subscribers have increased "more than two-and-a-half times" in the last three years and the company plans to spend at least $60 million over the next five years for development and "might have the opportunity" to spend more than three times that amount, depending on how many franchises it gets, President Henry W. Harris told the New York Society of Security Analysts last Thursday (Dec. 16).

"Even if we get no more product than is presently contained in the compromise [between cable companies, broadcasters and program copyright owners], we believe the door has now been opened wide enough to make CATV the most dynamic growth industry in the nation over the next decade," he said.

He also said Cox "plans to pursue the use of movies and sports as a potential source of additional income," declaring that "our surveys indicate that people are willing to pay $2 to watch a movie in the privacy of their own homes when they want it and when they order it."

He also reported that Cox is working with "a major Los Angeles research firm" in testing motion pictures for audience reaction and acceptance prior to their release to TV, and in January will begin testing viewer reaction to network pilot films.

Cox Cable has focused its franchise development efforts on cities close to metropolitan areas with good independent TV programming, the Cox president said, and will emphasize this type of franchise activity over "the next several years."

Cox is now actively seeking franchises in over 15 markets.

The company's most important current project, Mr. Harris said, is to complete construction of its San Diego system, Mission Cable, currently serving over 50,000 customers. The company expects to be under full construction there by March 1 on a development effort that is expected to take up to three years to complete and cost between $8 and $10 million, involving an additional 1,300 miles of plant passing 175,000 homes.

"Even if our yield is no more than the present $5.50," he said, "gross revenues will exceed the revenues of all of the television stations in that market combined."

Cox will also develop the quint-cities of Iowa and Illinois, encompassing Davenport, Bettendorf, Moline, East Moline and Silvis—all close to Chicago.

"Under the new FCC rules," Mr. Harris said, "we will be allowed to import two independent stations providing potential customers with the Chicago Cubs, White Sox, Bulls and Black Hawks games." The project will cost between $4.5 and $5 million, including initial operating losses.

Mr. Harris also discussed development efforts in Saginaw, Mich., near Detroit, and said plans for development were still under study in the case of a number of other major franchises including Lakewood and Rocky River, Ohio, both near Cleveland.

As for Atlanta, Cox's home base, he thought it would be "an excellent long-range CATV market" but said that since the FCC's ban on common ownership of TV stations and CATV systems in the same market is under reconsideration in Washington, "we have come to no decision with regard to divestiture of Atlanta."

The St. Louis market, he said, will "ultimately be a great cable market" and will be developed by Cox, beginning in 1972, under a recently negotiated agreement with Melhar Corp. (Broadcasting, Dec. 13).

To hedge against equipment delays in its expansion program, Cox has ordered 2,000 miles of equipment and been guaranteed delivery on a timetable that should not slow its construction efforts, Mr. Harris said. Cox estimates the cost of construction in newer markets at $6,200 per mile.

The cable-television company has obtained $20 million in new financing under revolving credit to begin its development projects (see below). Mr. Harris said Cox will continue this type of borrowing and plans to maintain a minimum target debt-to-equity ratio of two-to-one on an on-going basis.

Mr. Harris said the company has created a new division solely responsible for developing new markets. "These people will be freed of all other responsibilities so that their complete time and attention can be placed on developing new systems."

He noted that the fourth quarter of 1971 will be the best in the history of Cox Cable and operating earnings for the year 1971 will be 20% ahead of those for 1970.

$20-million credit obtained by Cox Cable

Cox Cable Communications Inc. has obtained a $20-million revolving-credit agreement from a group of banks led by Chase Manhattan Bank in New York ("Closed Circuit," Nov. 15), it was announced last week.

The agreement provides revolving credit for a period of two years, after which the loan may be converted into a five-year term loan.

Cox Cable President Henry W. Harris said his company will immediately draw $14.25 million of the credit to retire all debt except a long-term note of $3.1 million owed Cox Broadcasting Corp.

The remaining credit, coupled with the company's internal cash flow, will make approximately $16 million available for CATV system construction over the next two years.
Heavy write-offs in Blair finances

A statement of earnings for John Blair & Co. for the year ending Dec. 31 will reflect write-offs of about $2.5 million before taxes and $1.75 million after taxes, equal to 96 cents per share and 67 cents per share, respectively, the firm reports.

Blair said following its quarterly meeting of its board of directors on Dec. 9 that these extraordinary charges are primarily goodwill that arose from the acquisition in 1968 of Stevens Direct Mail Marketing Inc. by City News Printing Corp, which, in turn, was bought by Blair in 1969. Other items include the unamortized portion of a plant relocation and start-up expenses capitalized by City News Printing prior to acquisition by Blair and expense incurred in 1971 by another Blair subsidiary, Alden Press, in connection with relocation of its main production activities.

The board also declared a regular quarterly dividend of 12 cents per share, payable on Feb. 15, 1972, to stockholders of record on Jan. 14.

Company Reports

- Four Star International Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif., TV and film producer and syndicator, reported a sharp upturn in fiscal first-quarter gross sales and net earnings.
- For the first quarter ended Sept. 25, 1971:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1971</th>
<th>1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenues</td>
<td>$3,449,592</td>
<td>$2,962,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>124,534</td>
<td>95,528</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Westinghouse Electric Corp. reported record sales and earnings for the third quarter and the first nine months of 1971. Net income in the third quarter was $44.4 million, equal to $1.06 per common share, up 50.9% from the third quarter recorded last year.
- For the nine months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1971</th>
<th>1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenues</td>
<td>$3,349,592</td>
<td>$2,962,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>124,534</td>
<td>95,528</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on page 54)

Financial Notes

- ABC Inc. and Resorts International Inc. have agreed in principle to the acquisition of ABC Marine World by Resorts International. Terms of the proposal were not disclosed. Marine World is located on San Francisco Bay at Redwood City, Calif.

Broadcasting Stock Index

A weekly summary of market activity in the shares of 115 companies associated with broadcasting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock symbol</th>
<th>Exchange</th>
<th>Closing Dec. 15</th>
<th>Closing Dec. 8</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>approx. shares (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>52 1/8</td>
<td>51 3/16</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>125 1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASI Communications</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>4 7/16</td>
<td>4 1/2</td>
<td>+ 3/16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>49 7/16</td>
<td>49 1/2</td>
<td>+ 4/16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Telecasting</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>12 7/8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>+ 3/16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>14 1/2</td>
<td>14 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooney</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>8 7/8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific &amp; Southern</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>1 3/4</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lan Vu Communications</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>9 3/4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scripps-Howard</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>21 1/2</td>
<td>21 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBS</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>21 1/2</td>
<td>21 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starr</td>
<td>BSB</td>
<td>14 1/2</td>
<td>14 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telt</td>
<td>TFB</td>
<td>4 1/4</td>
<td>4 1/16</td>
<td>+ 3/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 65,101 $2,468,134

Broadcasting with other major interests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock symbol</th>
<th>Exchange</th>
<th>Closing Dec. 15</th>
<th>Closing Dec. 8</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>approx. shares (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avco</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>14 1/2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>- 1/16</td>
<td>125 1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston Herald-Traveler</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>20 1/2</td>
<td>20 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris-Craft</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Communications</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>25 1/2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowles Communications</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>10 1/2</td>
<td>10 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dun &amp; Bradstreet</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>66 1/2</td>
<td>66 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujiya</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>21 1/2</td>
<td>21 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gable Industries</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>24 1/2</td>
<td>24 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glennett</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>56 1/2</td>
<td>56 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Tire</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>26 1/2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray Communications</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>21 1/2</td>
<td>21 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISC Industries</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas State Network Inc.</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb Communications</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>21 1/2</td>
<td>21 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Enterprises</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>16 1/2</td>
<td>16 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty Corp.</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>17 1/2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Corp.</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>24 1/2</td>
<td>24 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metromedia</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>28 1/2</td>
<td>28 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia Inc.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>33 1/2</td>
<td>33 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlet Co.</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>13 1/2</td>
<td>13 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Corp.</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>20 1/2</td>
<td>20 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishers Broadcasting Corp.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reeves Telecom</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>21 1/2</td>
<td>21 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rollins</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>48 1/2</td>
<td>48 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rust Craft</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>23 1/2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>+ 1/16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Continued from page 53)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communications Properties</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ameco</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cablecom-General</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cable Information Systems</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizens Financial Corp.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cable Industries Inc.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communications Properties</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cox Cable Communications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cypress Communications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entercom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Instrument Corp.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LVM Cable Inc.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sterling Communications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tele-Communications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Telecommunications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viacom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vilco</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CATV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ameco</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>American Electronic Labs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMTV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buyn &amp; Sims</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cablecom-General</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cable Information Systems</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizens Financial Corp.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cable Industries Inc.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communications Properties</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cox Cable Communications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cypress Communications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entercom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Instrument Corp.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LVM Cable Inc.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sterling Communications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tele-Communications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Telecommunications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viacom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vilco</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Programming</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Columbia Pictures</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dilbert</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Filmyards</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Four Star International</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gulf &amp; Western</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kinney Services</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MCA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MGM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Music Makers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tele-Tepe Productions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transamerica</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20th Century Fox</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>35th Century Fox</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Walter Reade Organization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weather Corp.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blair John</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ComSat</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creative Management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D collegiate</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elkins Institute</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Folel, Cone &amp; Belding</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guinness &amp; Associates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LaRoche</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marketing Resources &amp; Applications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Movisi</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MPG Videotronics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neiman</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oilig &amp; Mather</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PKL Co.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>J. Walter Thompson</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transmedia International</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wells, Rich, Greene</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manufacturing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Admiral</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ampex</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CCA Electronics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collins Radio</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Computer Equipment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Convec</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Electric</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harris-Intersil</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magnavox</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SiM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motorola</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teleman</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Westinghouse</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zenith</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Exchange</th>
<th>Closing Dec. 15</th>
<th>Closing Dec. 8</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Approx. shares out (000)</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard &amp; Poor Industrial Average</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A-American Stock Exchange</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M-Midwest Stock Exchange</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N-New York Stock Exchange</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>O-Over the counter (bid price shown)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FOCUS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cone</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reade</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | | | | | | |
| | | | | | | |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BROADCASTING, Dec. 20, 1971</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>54 FOCUS ON FINANCE</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Broadcast Advertising


Paul McDonough, executive TV producer, Benton & Bowles, New York, named VP.

Michael Cohen, music director, and Jerry Martin, account supervisor, both Grey Advertising, New York, elected VP's.

Angela Kinnessler, former media research supervisor, Ogilvy & Mather, New York, joins ABC Radio there in newly created position of assistant to director of research.

Timothy C. Norton, former VP, client services, Erwin Wasey, New York, joins Doyle Dane Bernbach there as account supervisor.

Judi Titch, assistant media buyer, Lewis & Gilman, Philadelphia, joins J. M. Korn & Son, there as radio-TV time-buyer.


J. Donald Cena, sales manager, WBUE (AM) Los Angeles, appointed general sales manager.

Harlan Conway, media planner, Tatlin, Laird & Kudner, Chicago, joins Needham, Harper & Steers, there, as media supervisor.

Patrick J. Morin, formerly president and general manager of Interstate Division of Kentucky Roast Beef, joins Grey Advertising, Detroit, as VP and account supervisor.

David Watson, account supervisor, Cooke & Leviott, Los Angeles-based agency, named VP.

George Feldman, director of research, Tele-Rep Inc., New York, joins Televison Advertising Representatives there as creative research director.

Yolan Toro, with Richard K. Manoff Advertising, New York, joins Media Communications there as media director.

Dan Miller, local sales manager, KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, appointed national sales manager. Gerry Velona, assistant Western sales manager, succeeds Mr. Miller as local sales manager.

James B. Lohr, with Northlich, Stolley Inc., Cincinnati agency, joins Reeves & Pritchard there as account supervisor.

Robert D. Crothers, principal, Olsten, Smith & Gould, which later became Schwab, Beatty & Porter, New York, joins Kenyon & Eckhardt there as account supervisor.

Larry Rubinstein, manager of consumer media services, Creamer-Colarossi, consumer advertising subsidiary of Coordinated Communications Inc., New York, appointed media director for CCI.

Jack Sander, with sales staff, WTOL-TV Toledo, Ohio, appointed local sales manager.

A. H. Hammond, with sales staff, WXXV (AM) Jeffersonville, Ind., appointed sales manager.


Dennman F. Jacobson, Avery-Knodel, elected president of Detroit chapter of Station Representatives Association.

Ted Pearse of Blair TV named VP and John J. Danahy of H-R/Stone, named secretary-treasurer.

Frank Moore, general sales manager, WLMJ-TV Indianapolis, joins WELI (AM) New Haven, Conn. in same capacity.

David F. Poltrack, manager of marketing services, CBS Television Stations National Sales, New York, appointed company's director of sales research and promotion.

The Media

Walter H. McCoera, VP and general manager, WSD-TV Augusta, Ga., moves to WRCB-TV Chattanooga, in same position. Both stations are owned by Rust Craft Broadcasting. Mr. McCoera succeeds Harry Burke, who relocates in Florida as company advisor. James N. Armstead, WSD-TW sales manager, succeeds Mr. McCoera as general manager.

Daniel T. Pecaro, VP of WGN Continental Broadcasting and general manager of its WGN-TV Chicago, named executive VP of WGN-TV. Marvin H. Asstrin, VP of WGN Continental and general manager of WGN(AM) named executive VP of WGN(AM).

William G. Barker Jr., director of corporate planning, Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia, since 1969, appointed CBS VP, planning. Mr. Barker, who earlier had served in marketing, administrative and financial posts, fills position that has been vacant at CBS for one year since resignation of Ray Klemmer.

Sheldon Perry and Arnost Hollik, both associate directors, CBS-TV network business affairs, New York, appointed to newly created positions of director of talent and program negotiations and director of contract negotiations, respectively.

John Arbenz, with CBS FM Radio Sales, New York, appointed station manager, WEEI-FM Boston, CBS-owned station.

Redmond J. Dwyer, VP, treasurer and controller, Asset Development Corp., Corona Del Mar, Calif., joins Cablecom General, Denver, as VP of finance and attorney.

Louis J. Rocke, general manager, WSTV-TV Wheeling, W. Va.-Steubenville, Ohio, elected VP and general manager.

Patrick J. Conley, general manager, Continental Cablevision of Michigan, Jackson, Mich., elected VP.

Donald O. Williams, VP and general manager, Trans-Video, San Diego-based division of Cox Cable Communications, Atlanta, elected VP. Arthur G. Hansen, president of Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., and Henry W. Harris, president of Cox Cable, Atlanta, elected to parent firm's board of directors.

Gene Harris, director of cablecasting.
Eastern region, Storer Cable TV, Miami Beach, Fl., appointed resident manager of firm's Thousand Oaks, Calif., system.

Jose A. Puras, chief of engineering, WSVI(TV) Christiansted, St. Croix, Virgin Islands, appointed station manager.

John Bonnet, operations manager, KPHO(AM) Phoenix, appointed station manager. He succeeds John Crowley who died Nov. 22 (Broadcasting, Dec. 6).

Jeff Jacobs, with WINE(AM) Manchester, Conn., appointed to position as station manager.

Programming

Edward J. Montagne, VP for Universal Television, North Hollywood, Calif., appointed to supervise development and production of nonnetwork TV programming for company.

Roderick M. Hills, attorney with Munger, Tolles & Rickershauser, Los Angeles, appointed chairman of board of Republic Corp., Los Angeles-based diversified parent of Consolidated Film Corp., film processing laboratories. He succeeds Sanford C. Sigoloff, who continues as president and chief executive officer.

Roy E. Disney, producer-writer with Walt Disney Productions Inc., Burbank, Calif., elected VP for 16 mm production.

Steve Bell, program director, KBST-FM Kansas City, Mo., named VP of Intermedia Inc., communications subsidiary of ISC Industries, diversified holding company. Mr. Bell will develop and supervise programming of Intermedia stations which include KBST-FM, KSGV(AM) St. Louis and KLYX(AM) Houston.

Ron Dennington, with WOKY(AM) Milwaukee, joins WMAS(AM) and WHWY-(FM) Springfield, Mass., as program director.

Broadcast Journalism

Ralph Paskman, assistant director of news, CBS News, New York, appointed chief deputy to Sanford Socolow, named VP, deputy director of news and executive editor, CBS News (Broadcasting, Dec. 13). Russell Bensley, producer, CBS News with Walter Cronkite unit appointed executive produ-

Mellon Institute honors

Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, president and director of research, CBS Laboratories, Stamford, Conn., awarded 1972 Mellon Institute Award, which honors "individuals who have contributed outstandingly to science and its application to the progress of mankind." Presentation will be made in the Mellon Institute Auditorium, Pittsburgh, on April 14.

there. Bill Greenwood, Mutual Broadcasting System, elected to three-year term on club's board of governors. They are only broadcasters among club's elected officials.


Jay Davis, with KEYZ(AM) Anaheim, Calif., appointed to newly created position of director of news and public affairs, KCEK(AM) Long Beach, Calif.

Equipment & engineering

James Moren, chief of inspections and measurement branch, FCC Field Engineering Bureau, Washington, who is retiring Jan. 1, appointed regional manager, mid-Atlantic area, station relations division, National Association of Broadcasters, Washington. He succeeds Dan Valentine, Tampa, Fla., who becomes Southern regional manager. Richard Wartell, who has been in training at NAB headquarters in Washington since fall, appointed Midwest regional manager, headquarters in Winfield, Kan. Mr. Valentine succeeds Hamilton Woodle of Sarasota, Fla., who is retiring; Mr. Wartell succeeds Ernie Sanders of Davenport, Iowa, who also is retiring.


John T. Walsh, field engineer, Television Communications Corp., appointed manager of technical operations for TVC engineering department. He will coordinate engineering effort for all TVC cable-TV operations.

George R. Townsend, manager, Ampex Corp.'s RF department, producer of UHF TV broadcast transmitters, Westfield, Mass., leaves to form his own Spectrum Communications, CATV systems firm now holding three Massachusetts franchises.

Allied Fields

Norman Fischer, managing resident partner, Holt-Fischer, Austin, Tex., and Washington media consulting firm, former owner and manager, WEBB(AM) Baltimore, and KUKU(AM) San Antonio, Tex., joins R. Miller Hicks & Co., Austin, Tex., as head of newly formed communications department. With addition of Mr. Fischer, R. Miller Hicks expands into area of broadcast consulting.

International

Thomas B. J. Atkins, VP, Independent Communications Sales Ltd., Toronto sales and marketing firm, named president.

Deaths

William H. Weintraub, 74, pioneer radio advertising executive, died Dec. 8 at Memorial hospital, New York. Mr. Weintraub was head of his own agency, which in 1955 became Norman, Craig & Kummel. He remained with agency until 1956, serving as chairman and consultant. After that he was associated with Burnham & Co., New York investment firm. He is survived by his wife, Suzanne.

H. Vincent Drayne, 76, retired VP and group manager, Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, New York, died Dec. 9 after brief illness. Mr. Drayne was with agency 43 years, leaving three years ago. He is survived by his wife, Mary, and two sons—Richard, press secretary to Senator Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.), and Vincent, VP with Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove.

Alfred Bruch, 52, president of Capital
Harrison is survived by one daughter. Arnold Perl, 58, writer and producer, died Dec. 11 at his home in New York. Mr. Perl had been executive producer and writer for TV series. East Side, West Side. He is survived by his wife, Nancy, two daughters, and two sons by previous marriage.

Fred VanDeventer, 68, former radio newsmen and originator of park 104 on Twenty Questions radio and TV quiz series, died on Dec. 3 in Petersburg, Va. He was newscaster with WJR(AM) Detroit and WOR(AM) New York before launching Twenty Questions on WJR and Mutual in 1946. Program was extended to WOR-TV New York in 1949 and later was on old DuMont Television Network and ABC-TV until 1955. Mr. VanDeventer is survived by his wife, Florence, one daughter and one son.

Sam Babcock, 42, sales manager, KMKG (FM) Tulsa, Okla., died Dec. 11 of heart attack. Mr. Babcock joined station six years ago. He is survived by his wife, Grace, and four daughters.

As compiled by Broadcasting, Dec. 8 through Dec. 14, and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.

**Heard Corp. (WISN-TV), for waiver of prime time access rule. Action Dec. 8.**

**WDOS-TV Superior, Wis.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering decrease in aural ERP to 10 kw; specify type aural trans. Action Dec. 8.**

**Action on motion**

**Hearing Examiner Frederick W. Dennisin in Dubuque, Iowa (Dubuque Communications Corp. (DKUI-TV)), TV proceeding, postponed pending conference now scheduled for Dec. 15, to commence on Dec. 17 (Doc. 19339). Action Dec. 8.**

**Rulemaking actions**

**FCC granted UHF stations time until April 30, 1974, to comply fully with recently adopted rules governing remote control operation of UHF and VHF stations (Doc. 19425). Action Dec. 8.**

**New TV stations**

**Network affiliations**

**ABC**

**For The Record**

**New AM stations**

**Starts authorized**

**WCCG(AM) Cutbert, Ga.—Authorized program operation on 5800 kc, 550 kw. Action Dec. 6.**

**WEGA(AM) Vega Baja, P.R.—Authorized program operation on 1350 kc, ERP 500 w. Action Nov. 29.**

**Action on motion**

**Hearing Examiner Millard F. French in Natick, Mass. (Home Service Broadcasting Corp, Natick Broadcast Associates Inc.), AM proceeding, reopened record, granted petitions by Natick for leave to amend its application to update legal considerations and other broadcast interests; accepted amendments, and again closed record (Docs. 19240-1). Action Dec. 3.**

**Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig in Stamford, Conn. (Western Connecticut Broadcasting Corp.), AM and FM proceeding, on request of Broadcast Bureau scheduled further hearing for Dec. 21 (Doc. 19043). Action Dec. 8.**

**Hearing Examiner Ernest Nash in Mt. Pleasant and Charleston, both Iowa (Pleasant Broadcasting Co., et al.), AM proceeding, on request of Broadcast Bureau, ordered that proposed findings of fact and conclusions be filed by Dec. 30 in lieu of Dec. 9, and replied, if any, be filed by Jan. 13, 1972 in lieu of Dec. 23 (Doc. 18594-6). Action Dec. 2.**

**Hearing Examiner Chester F. Naumowicz Jr. in Indianapolis, Ind. (Star Stations of Indiana Inc.), AM and FM proceeding, et al., granted petitions by Indianapolis Broadcasting for leave to amend final financial portion of its application (Docs. 19121-5). Action Dec. 3.**

**For The Record**

**New TV stations**

**Final actions**

**KXCT(TV) Los Angeles—FCC granted request for Community Television of Southern California for waiver of rules, to permit KXCT to present in its credit announcements in connection with program series written and directed by Great Western Savings and Loan Association, visual portrayal of "OW" as well as full company name. Action Dec. 8.**

**WCCW-TV Minneapolis—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to extend completion date to May 29, 1972. Action Nov. 29.**

**FCC extended time in response to requests by Westport TV Inc. (KBMA-TV), Metrocom Inc. (KBMC-TV), Meredith Corp. (KCMO-TV), Taft Broadcasting Co. (WTV), Kansas City, Mo., and Highwood Service Inc. (KTSB), Topeka, Kan., until Jan. 17, 1972, to file petitions to deny application of Intermedia Inc., for conditional permission to make changes in facilities of station KQTV in St. Joseph, Mo. Action Dec. 3.**

**WHTE-TV Rochester, N.Y.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering operation of trans. by remote control from 191 East Avenue, Rochester, Action Dec. 3.**

**WARY-TV Johnstown, Pa.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering new commercial TV. Action Nov. 23.**

**WISN-TV Milwaukee—FCC denied request by
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Existing AM stations

Final actions
- KPFA, Fort Smith, Ark.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering use of former main station, site for aux. purpose only. Action Dec. 3.
- KIEV, Glendale, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering use of former main station, site for aux. purposes only. Action Dec. 3.
- KRRA, Sacramento, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of former main station, site for aux. purposes only. Action Dec. 3.
- KDAY, Santa Monica, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of former main station, site for aux. purposes only. Action Dec. 3.
- KUDU, Ventura, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of former main station, site for aux. purposes only. Action Dec. 3.
- WAPW, Jacksonville, Fla.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of former main station, site for aux. purposes only. Action Dec. 3.
- WACX Austell, Ga.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of former main station, site for aux. purposes only. Action Dec. 3.
- WGRG Chicago—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of former main station, site for aux. purposes only. Action Dec. 3.
- WLIR, Manhattan, N.Y.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of former main station, site for aux. purposes only. Action Dec. 3.
- WQAM, Miami, Fla.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of former main station, site for aux. purposes only. Action Dec. 3.
- WBUL, Fort Worth, Texas.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of former main station, site for aux. purposes only. Action Dec. 3.
- WNEU, Wheeling, W.Va.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of former main station, site for aux. purposes only. Action Dec. 3.
- KEVA, Evanston, Wyo.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of former main station, site for aux. purposes only. Action Dec. 3.

Actions on motions
- Hearing Examiner Arthur A. Gladstone in Key West, Fla. (John M. Spottswood), for review of decision of March 25, 1971, extending time to file exceptions to initial decision of March 26, 1971. Action Dec. 9.
- Hearing Examiner Charles F. Nauwokiicz Jr. in Indianapolis, Ind. (Broadcast Stations of Indiana Inc.), for AM-FM proceeding, et al., granted petition by Indianapolis Broadcasting to file leave to amend financial portion of its application (Docs. 19122-51). Action Dec. 3.

Finies
- WINF, Manchester, Conn.—FCC notified National Media Corp., licensee of WINF, that it may have serious liability for forfeiture in the amount of $110,000 for willful and repeated operation of station by unlicensed person in violation of Commission's Act and rules; or for power operation and failure to make logging entries. Action Dec. 1.
- KACT, Andrews, Tex.—Broadcast Bureau by letter, notified licensee that it has incurred apparent liability of $25,000 for failure to file its license renewal application within specified time in violation of rules. Licensee has 30 days to pay or contest forfeiture. Action Dec. 1.
- KEES, Gladewater, Tex.—Broadcast Bureau by letter, notified licensee that it has incurred apparent liability of $25,000 for failure to file its license renewal application within specified time in violation of rules. Licensee has 30 days to pay or contest forfeiture. Action Dec. 1.
- KTFS, Texarkana, Tex.—Broadcast Bureau by letter, notified licensee that it has incurred apparent liability of $25,000 for failure to file its license renewal application within specified time in violation of rules. Licensee has 30 days to pay or contest forfeiture. Action Dec. 1.

Designated for hearing
- FCC designated for hearing, four mutually exclusive North Carolina applications for AM, three requesting changes in facilities and fourth CP for new station, in consolidated proceeding, in accordance with the action of July 15, 1971, the request of the Communications Bureau, and the petition of the Commission. Action Dec. 3.

New FM stations

Applications
- West Chester, Pa.—West Chester State College, granting license to station WTSK in Crestwood, Pa., granted 97.7 mhz, 3 kw, attention height above average terrain 120 ft. P.O. address: High and College Avenue, West Chester, Pa. 19380. Estimated operating cost $22,000; first-year operating cost $15,000; revenue none. Principals: Richard A. Kramer, chief operating officer, and John H. Garrett, business manager. Action Dec. 6.
- West Chester State College, granting license to station WTSK in Crestwood, Pa., granted 97.7 mhz, 3 kw, attention height above average terrain 120 ft. P.O. address: High and College Avenue, West Chester, Pa. 19380. Estimated operating cost $22,000; first-year operating cost $15,000; revenue none. Principals: Charles F. Nauwokiicz, Jr., chief operating officer, and John H. Garrett, business manager. Action Dec. 6.
- West Chester State College, granting license to station WTSK in Crestwood, Pa., granted 97.7 mhz, 3 kw, attention height above average terrain 120 ft. P.O. address: High and College Avenue, West Chester, Pa. 19380. Estimated operating cost $22,000; first-year operating cost $15,000; revenue none. Principals: Charles F. Nauwokiicz, Jr., chief operating officer, and John H. Garrett, business manager. Action Dec. 6.
- West Chester State College, granting license to station WTSK in Crestwood, Pa., granted 97.7 mhz, 3 kw, attention height above average terrain 120 ft. P.O. address: High and College Avenue, West Chester, Pa. 19380. Estimated operating cost $22,000; first-year operating cost $15,000; revenue none. Principals: Charles F. Nauwokiicz, Jr., chief operating officer, and John H. Garrett, business manager. Action Dec. 6.
- West Chester State College, granting license to station WTSK in Crestwood, Pa., granted 97.7 mhz, 3 kw, attention height above average terrain 120 ft. P.O. address: High and College Avenue, West Chester, Pa. 19380. Estimated operating cost $22,000; first-year operating cost $15,000; revenue none. Principals: Charles F. Nauwokiicz, Jr., chief operating officer, and John H. Garrett, business manager. Action Dec. 6.
holiday greetings from all of us to all of you
file exceptions to supplemental initial decision in Portland, Ind., FM channel 265A proceeding (Docket 197616). Action Dec. 7.

Renewal of licenses, all stations

- Broadcast Bureau granted renewal of license for KDES-AM-FM Palm Springs, Calif. Action Nov. 27.

- Broadcast Bureau granted renewal of license for WHTA-FM 97.3, Woodbine, both Kentucky. Action Nov. 29.

Transmitter actions

- K40DL, Gansville Channel, Assignment filed. Action Nov. 22.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator WHTA-AM to change antenna; new antenna at 350 ft. Action Nov. 23.

- Chinc., Ariz.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KWM-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KTCD-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KNEE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KJZ-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KWOA-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KROE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KSCS-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KVPF-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KXCT-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZER-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZFR-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZJO-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKU-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.

- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering translator KZKE-AM to change antenna. Action Nov. 23.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Atlantic Research Corporation
Shiely Hwy. at Edsall Rd.
Alexandria, Va. 22314
(703) 354-2400
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
Suite 402, Park Building
6400 Goldsboro Road
Bethesda, Md. 20034
(301) 229-6600
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Box 798, Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043
Phone: (201) 746-3000
Member AFCCE

COHEN & DIPPELL
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Formerly GEO. C. DAVIS
527 Munsey Bldg.
(202) 783-0111
Washington, D.C. 20004
Member AFCCE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Consulting Engineers
Everett L. Dillard
Edward F. Lorentz
PRUDENTIAL BLDG.
347-1319
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1771 N St., N.W.
296-2315
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036
Member AFCCE

Gautney & Jones
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
2922 Telesar Ct. (703) 560-6800
Falls Church, Va. 22042
Member AFCCE

LONNES & CULVER
Consulting Engineers
1242 Munsey Building
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 232-4664
(301) 827-8725
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W.
785-2200
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
BOX 7004
DALLAS, TEXAS 75209
(214) 631-8360
Member AFCCE

SILLMAN, MOFFET & KOWALSKI
711 14th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Member AFCCE

STEEL, ANDRUS & ADAIR
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2029 K Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 223-4664
(301) 827-8725
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco, California 94128
(415) 342-5208
Member AFCCE

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming Pl. Hilland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64114

JULES COHEN & ASSOCIATES
Suite 716, Associates Bldg.
1145 19th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44141
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCCE

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
Computerized Frequency Surveys
345 Colorado Blvd., B2026
(303) 333-5562
DENVER, COLORADO
Member AFCCE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan 49036
Phone: 517-278-6733

ROSNER TELEVISION SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS--CONTRACTORS
29 South Mall
Plainview, N.Y. 11803
(516) 694-1903

ORRIN W. TOWNER
Consulting Engineer
11008 Beech Road
Anchorage, Kentucky 40223
(502) 245-4673

TERRELL W. KIRKSEY
Consulting Engineer
5210 Avenue F.
Austin, Texas 78751
(512) 454-7014

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
Phone: (617) 876-2810

SPOT YOUR FIRM’S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 120,000* Readers—
among them, the decision making station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians--applicants for AM-FM and facsimile facilities.
*1970 Readership Survey showing 3.2 readers per copy.

COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS, AM-FM-TV
Monitors Repaircd & Certified
102 S. Market St.
Lee's Summit, Mo. 64063
Phone (816) 524-3777

JOHN H. MULLANEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
9616 Pinkney Court
Potomac, Maryland 20854
(301) 299-8272
Member AFCCE

SERVICE DIRECTORY
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Payable in advance. Check or money order only.
Deadline for copy: Must be received by Monday for publication next Monday.
Please submit copy by letter or wire. No telephone calls accepted without confirming wire or letter prior to deadline.
Help Wanted 30¢ per word—$2.00 minimum.
Situations Wanted 25¢ per word—$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 35¢ per word—$4.00 minimum.
Add $1.00 for Box Number and reply service (each ad). per issue.

DISPLAY ADS. Situations Wanted (Personal ads)—$25.00 per inch. All others—$40.00 per inch. 2 line minimum. Prices for Sale, Wanted to Buy Stations, Employment Agencies, and Business Opportunity advertising require display space. Agency commission only on display space.
Applicants: If 2 lines or time slots are submitted, please send $1.00 for each package to cover handling charge. Forward remittance separately. All transcriptions, photos, etc., addressed to boxes numbers are sent at owner's risk. BROADCASTING expressly repudiates any liability for their custody or handling.
Address replies: c/o BROADCASTING. 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

RADIO Help Wanted

Management
Fairfield County, Connecticut AM and FM seeking experienced manager capable of taking full charge. Must know FCC rules and regulations, be strong on sales and programing. Send complete resume, references, salary requirements, and when available for interview. Box M-13, BROADCASTING.

A major station in a major mid-western market seeks an experienced capable sales manager. The successful applicant for this position will be a man who can effectively organize and direct the station's sales effort. Income will range from $20M to $30M per year during the first 2 years with appropriate increases thereafter. Reply in confidence to Box M-56, BROADCASTING.

Full-care management opportunity, midwest metro, AM/FM. Successful stations under present ownership for over 20 years. Can you follow policies and bring in fresh ideas? The name of the game is sales. Are you ready for your own existing successful stations participating? Maybe we have complete information in your first letter. It will be answered promptly. Box M-100, BROADCASTING.

Sales
Sales heavyweight to manage Rocky Mountain fulltimer. Fine city and beautiful area, $12,000 plus override. Equal opportunity employer. Box M-104, BROADCASTING.

$5 KW C&W station in one of North Carolina's top ten markets, needs a manager who is a working salesman with a track record. Good salary plus percentage. Apply to Box M-111, BROADCASTING.

Sales
Experience proven salesman seeking opportunity for new horizons in radio sales. Midwestern medium market, full time AM radio station. Opportunity is guaranteed at this currently very successful station. All replies will be kept in strict confidence. Send resume to Box M-95, BROADCASTING.


Country Western station in heart of corn belt KKVU. Burlington, Iowa. Needs a local pro. If you have been sitting $60,000 per year, or more, you can earn $15,000 commissions per year plus additional up to $5,000 per year bonuses. Contact Jim Smith. General Manager 319-754-7565.

Investigate this sales opportunity if you are mature and eager to learn a new, powerful sales concept. Frustrated resume. No phone calls. Dale Low, KSMN/KLSS. Mazon City, Iowa.


Florida coastal station offers tremendous opportunity for advancement, delightful living to person age 28-40 with proven sales record. Send resume to take over as Sales Manager of WOVV. Salary, draw and car expense $10,000. Commission over-rise and bonus plan above base. Will take over #1 account list. Send complete resume of job since school, listing sales by years, to Hudson Millar, WFRF, Box 3032, Ft. Pierce, Florida 33450. An Airmedia Station, equal opportunity employer.

Announcers
If you've got something to say, can entertain, aren't afraid to work, and like modern country, get tape and resume now to Box M-40, BROADCASTING.

Announcers Continued
Immediate opening for first phone pro at regional Mid- Western MOR. Experience only apply. Send tape, resume and checkable references to Box M-101, BROADCASTING.

Gal for daily Interview-women program, traffic & general office operations at small market midwestern daytimer. Send details. Box M-138, BROADCASTING.

Two soul jocks morning man and mid morning man must be pros no rappers or floaters. Must understand the new Black music and salary requirements. Box M-149, BROADCASTING.

Bright personable announcer with some experience in southeastern MOR small market. Modern facilities, fringe benefits...send resume (including reference) and tape, and availability to Box M-150, BROADCASTING.

Staff announcer—DMA format, modern country, good salary, fringe benefits. No phone calls. Send tape. KCJ/A, Box 149, Humble City, New Mexico 88240.

Colorful Colorado resort area, college town. Top station needs first phone pro. Young adult format. KIXI, Fort Collins.

Need a pro—personality morning man. Good voice—top production for MOR. Complete resume, tape and salary requirements first letter. KODE, Joplin, Missouri 64801.

Opeining January 1 for experienced "soul" DJ with first phone. Must know transmitter and studio equipment maintenance. SKW daytimer. No beginners, please. Rush tape, complete resume and recent photo to Cy Newman, KXOV Radio, 301 S. Highland, Las Vegas, Nevada. An equal opportunity employer.

If you have a first—would like to work a drive shift and are great in production. WAAY...Huntsville, Alabama. Program Director going off air. If you're great call me collect, Glenn Buxton...534-8471.


Wanted: Mature cooker for mature country operation. No beginners. Send resume to Box 1492, Gibson, Program Director, WCZN, Main P.O. Box 1570, Flint, Michigan 48501.

First phone announcer with good voice wanted by MOR 50 miles from Detroit. WTHM, Lapeer (313) 664-8556.

Need aggressive C&W man for 10,000 watt daytime regional, Capital City, new studios, also MOR full power FM. Excellent opportunity advance, call Mr. Anderson, 701-255-1234 or send tape and resume, Box 123, Bismarck, N. Dak. 58501.

Technical
AM station in Aberdeen, South Dakota seeks chief engineer—announcer—with responsibility for equipment operation and maintenance. Station directional nighttime, 100 watts. Write General Manager, KSDN, Aberdeen, South Dakota 57401.

News
Newman with experience for regional Michigan station. First phone, desirable, but not necessary. Send tape, resume and checkable references to Box M-102, BROADCASTING.

Newman—single station market with good community relations. Must be self starter, experienced, good personality, ready for N.S. or position. Send tape, photo, salary requirement. Robert Wright, WTTF. Tiffin, Ohio.

News Continued
Top flight on-the-air newswoman needed now by the nation's oldest and most respected regional news network and its top rated flag-ship station, Texas State Network, serving 125 radio stations with potential audience of 15 million. Applicants must have extensive experience in and authoritative delivery. This could be the last change you ever make if you have creative talent, can edit, write, and deliver a believable newscast. Send resume with photo, references, air check, and examples of writing style to: News Director, Texas State Network, Box 1317 Fort Worth, Texas 76101.

Progamming, Production, Others
Traffic gal. Sharp with figures. Likes radio. Immediately available. 1 hour from New York. Box M-147, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted
Management
Red kid? You've been sitting on one or more FM stations, or have rejected AM while TV was knee-deep in money. But now you can afford money-losing radio properties. I can solve that problem. Highly qualified young station manager. Proven record includes sales, programming, and management in 20 station metro market. Expert in ratings and profits. Seven years AM/FM/ FM. Dedicated professional. Age 27, B.A., MBA. Top references. Seeking larger station and market. Box M-18, BROADCASTING.

One of best, all-around general managers in radio, interested in move with solid people. Equally at home in large or small market. Box M-86, BROADCASTING.

Renaissance man. Engineer, programer, sales. Ready for management. Box M-119, BROADCASTING.

Christian broadcaster now managing AM/FM must re- locate. Valid reason. Now selling Christian format. Prefer midwest or west. Box M-121, BROADCASTING.

Experienced manager! Emphasis: Sales, programing, administration. Want to settle family in small/midium market. Box M-126, BROADCASTING.

Manager-SM, dedicated professional, family-man. des- irable challenge. Box M-135, BROADCASTING.

Experienced manager, with 11 years experience in all phases of radio. Good solid career, married, sober and good references. Write D. Mitchell, 333 North Detroit Street, Kenton, Ohio 43326 or phone 419-675- 5147.

Sales
Ambitious, 30, married—P.D., 12 years experience, 1st phone, desire sales opportunity, S.E. preferred. Box M-54, BROADCASTING.


Announcers
Young, dynamic DJ. Tight board authoritative news sales. Will relocate. Third endorsed, Box L-241, BROADCASTING.

First phone—pro seeking medium/major market con- tempt or rocker. Married/college grad/top references. Box M-47, BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING, Dec. 20, 1971
Announcers Continued
11 years in the biz. Great production, dramatic news, crack copy, sparkling d/talk shows—and first phone! Dial a winner! 205-538-4022.
Experience country jock. Super tight board, 3rd endorsed. Production news. Minority, country or contemporary in midwest. Phone (713) 842-1470.
Young man with first desires position as combo man. Would like work in midwest progressive rock station. Any small station. Contact Ron Clark, 5521 Ralston, Raytown, Missouri 64133, Phone (816) 353-8711.
Ambitious young announcer looking for station to grow with! Call Bill (516) 731-6168.

Technical
Maintenance engineer—15 years experience—first phone—responsible. Box M-46, BROADCASTING.
Engineer announcer possesses all powers of AM/FM, radio engineering degree plus teachers college, inter-
ested AM FM TV or teaching south only. White, mature, male. Box M-116, BROADCASTING.
1st class technician experienced transmitter or studio. Available now anywhere. Call (513) 388-2338.
First phone caller available. $55 per week. Call Sutton, (919) 763-2296 after 7:00 P.M.

News
Jerusalem based reporter/photographer seeks staff correspondent or stringer position with. Box M-61, BROADCASTING.
Fantastic, dynamic sportscaster and play-by-play man, recent collegiate grad. looking for radio position, single, will relocate. Box M-62, BROADCASTING.
Sports is my way of life—have radio experience in basket-
ketball and football play-by-play, color, and as newsman with daily shift at top Northeast medium market sta-
tion. College graduate; married but willing to relocate, if offer is worthwhile. Box M-146, BROADCASTING.
Newsmen seeking employment. Consenstious young man willing to relocate and work any hours. 3rd class 
license; resume and tape on request. Joe Pergola, 1917 Ryder Street, Brooklyn, New York 11234. 212-377-6553.
People-oriented creative newsmen. Recent broadcast school plus B.A. speech, 3rd phone, Nick Isenberg (303) 327-2356, 2690 Elm Street, Denver, Colorado 80207.

Programming, Production, Others
Major market jock looking for a programming position. Salary open. Box L-262, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted Management
Promotion manager—Genius in publicity, audience and sales promotion. Join creative team in top ten eastern 
market. Send resume to Box M-141, BROADCASTING.
Two professionals with radio and/or television general or sales management background to sell annual renew-
able service program to broadcasting management. Will be at least $35,000+ with continuing renewal income and equity option. Not a gimmick; proven, accepted sales development program being utilized by stations in 16 major groups including CBS, Hubbard, Corinhan, Labut. Resume or letter in confi-

Technical
Maintenance supervisor for a top five major market all color television station located in midwest. Send resume to Box M-8, BROADCASTING.

Engineering supervisor: Northeast Metropolitan VHFs TV station, and equal opportunity employer, needs an ex-
perienced supervisor with engineering degree. Box M-126, BROADCASTING.
Chief operation's engineer. New CATV local production unit. Must know compact VTR and camera operation. Minimum maintenance and no system duties. $7,600.00. Box M-136, BROADCASTING.

News
Group owned station in SE seeks anchorman, bright, ambitious, for late news strip. Sometime assignment work. Send resume, vtr to Box M-81, BROADCASTING.
Midwest reporter with mature delivery, do we need a "double threat man", who can field report, deliver on the air, shoot silent and so-, process and edit. Send complete resume including salary requirement, VTR or audio tape and recent picture to Box M-84, BROADCASTING.

Programing, Production, Others
On-air weatherman/booth announcer wanted for top ten "V" network affiliate in Midwest. Box M-79, BROADCASTING.
Producer/director for wide variety of studio and remote CATV production. Great opportunity for multi-talented, creative, and ambitious director who likes community contact. Southeast $8,000. Box M-137, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted Announcers
Experienced announcer, available immediately. Recent specialty, weather, but, am versatile, Box M-91, BROADCASTING.

Technical
Maintenance engineer—15 years experience—first phone—responsible. Box M-45, BROADCASTING.
Progressive chief engineer with major market experi-
ence seeks new challenge. Box M-65, BROADCASTING.

News
Solid state—local government reporter seeks new challenge. Box M-44, BROADCASTING.
Exp. top-50 reporter/anchor. 31, college grad, ex-
marine capt., seeks post emphasizing organizing and leadership. Sincere; conscientious: dedicated. Box M-72, BROADCASTING.
Dedicated, hard-working newsmen looking for dedi-
cated news operation. Network and wire service ex-
perience, B.A. in Pol. Sci., top references, 23, Top 50 
markets, please. Box M-75, BROADCASTING.

Television newsmen. 8 years photography, know all 
SOF/SIL/still equipment. Now in top 25 markets. Ex-
perienced on beat and desk as assignment director. 
Now employed same station 5 years. Box M-103, BROADCASTING.

Programing, Production, Others
Producer/production man, 24, B.A., single, draft ex-
empt. Two years experience in all phases studio work plus scriptwriting, producing in medium market. Seeks producer-director or writing position. Will relocate. Box M-55, BROADCASTING.
For Sale Equipment

G.E. TV-166 6 bay helical UHF antenna on channel 17. Good condition. Make offer. Contact D.H. Spindler, WTCG-TV, 1018 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta, Georgia 30308, 404-873-2242.


35 mm RCA Telecine Motion Picture Projector, remote, sound, like new $1895.00 16 mm JAN projector set up with TV chain shifter, has magnetic/optical. Good condition. $1150.00 Ansonia JAN projector for preview purposes optical/mag $995.00. Rebuilt, straight optical $495.00. Brand new rewinds 16 or 35mm $375 pair. Graiswald 16mm splicer brand new $250. Harwad Hot Splicers Model B used $99.50. Free Bst, SK Film Equipment Co., Inc. 254 Girard Avenue, Coral Gables, Florida.

Spotmaster 585 Playback unit $195.00. R. Foley, Box 1004, Rockville, Maryland 20850, 301-762-7826.

Complete broadcast mobile unit with 2 RCA TK-30 cameras, Boom, Spotmaster, each (1) Spotmaster 4030 Compact Mobile Cart playback with 150MHz detector. $3995.00. (1) Spotmaster 505 CR Mono Rack Mount Cart. Rec/Play w/150MHz generator and decoder. $995.00 each. (1) Spotmaster 4030 Compact Mobile Cart playback w/150MHz detector. 300.00 each. (8) Spotmaster 505 playback—AS IS. 100.00 each, Test Equipment. (1) Tektronix 541 Scope 30 MHz dual trace 400.00 (1) Tektronix 535 Scope 15 MHz dual trace delayed sweep 375.00. (1) Data Inst 555 Scope 75Hz, 175.00 (1) Dares 1020 Digital Tape Transport with read/write electronics. 875.00 (1) SCM 44 Copier 375.00. Broadcast Products, Inc. 600 Lohrstrane Road, Rockville, Md. 20850, (301) 424-2700.

MISCELLANEOUS

Deejays! 11,000 classified gag lines. $10.00, Unconditionally guaranteed. Comedy catalog free. Edmund Orrin, Mariposa, Calif. 95338.

Prizes! Prizes! Prizes! National brands for promotions, contests, programming. No barter, no trade, but for favorite deal, write or phone. Television & Radio Features, 156 E. Superior St., Chicago, Illinois 60611, call collect 312-944-3700.

"Free" Catalog... Everything for the deejay! Comedy books, aircheck, wild tracks, old radio shows. FCC tests and more! Write Command, Box 28348, San Francisco 94126.

Two broadcasters who sincerely believe in FM and that success is derived from honesty and hard work. Presumably working professionals who don't claim to be magic; offering dedication and effort. Own a struggling FM station? Let's talk honestly and confidentially about our mutual objectives. One year from today, let's be proud of the station you own, we operate. Thank you. Box M-142, BROADCASTING.

$1,000 a week comedy writer for $15 a month! Exclusives! One client per market! Rush $15 to Box M-151, BROADCASTING.

INSTRUCTIONS

Elkins in Ft. Worth, 1705 W. 7th St.
Elkins in Houston "... 3518 Travis.
Elkins in San Antonio ... 505 S. Main.
Elkins in San Francisco " ... 180 S. Van Ness.
Elkins in Hartford, 800 Silver Lane.
Elkins in Denver ... 420 S. Broadway.
Elkins in Miami "... 1920 Purdy Ave.
Elkins in Atlanta "... 315 Tenth St, Spring, N.W.
Elkins in Chicago ... 3443 N. Central.
Elkins in New Orleans " ... 2940 Canal.
Elkins in Minneapolis "... 4103 E. Lake St.
Elkins in St. Louis, 4655 Hampton Ave.
Elkins in Cincinnati, 11750 Chesteledane.
Elkins in Oklahoma City, 501 N.E. 27th.
Elkins in Memphis "... 1362 Union Ave.
Elkins in Nashville " ... 2106-A 8th Ave. S.
Elkins in El Paso "... 6801 Viscount.
Elkins in Seattle "... 4011 Aurora Ave. N.
Elkins in Milwaukee, 511 N. Mayfair Rd.
Elkins in Colorado Springs "... 325 South Nevada Ave.


R.E.I., 3123 Gilham Road, Kansas City, Missouri 64109, Call Joe Shields (816) 931-5444.

R.E.I., 809 Caroline St., Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401, Call Ray Gill (703) 373-1441.


Licensed by New York State, veteran approved for FCC 1st Class license and announcer-disc-jockey training. Call A.T.S. Announcement Training Studios, 25 West 43 St., N.Y.C. (212) 5-9245.

First class F.C.C. license training and laboratory training in five weeks. Tuition $333.00, Housing $16.00 per week, VA approved. New classes start every Monday. American Institute of Broadcasting, 502 Old Lemon Road, Nashville, Tennessee 37214. 615-889-0486.

F.C.C. Type Exams ... Guaranteed to prepare you for F.C.C. 3rd, 2nd, and 1st phone exams. 3rd class, $7.00; 2nd class $12.00; 1st class, $15.00; complete package, $25.00. Research Company, 3206 Bailey Street, Sarasota, Florida 33525.


See our display ad under instruction on page 65 Don Martin School of Radio & TV, 1653 N. Cherokee, Hollywood, California, HO 2-3281.
BROADCASTING Automation Specialist

We're Looking For An Innovator!

We are a leading producer of commercial broadcast equipment offering a unique opportunity for a talented individual experienced in creative utilization of broadcast automation systems. You will perform programming and demonstration of Gates Automation Systems. Support the field sales force by preparing bids and quotations for program automation equipment. We require a broad knowledge of radio station technical and programing operations and current major market automation experience. Salary is fully commensurate with background and responsibilities plus a full range of benefits including relocation expenses. For further information, send your resume, in confidence, to: OR CALL: Robert T. Fluent, Assistant Personnel Manager (212) 722-0000. GATES RADIO COMPANY A Division of Harris-Intertype Corporation 123 Hampshire St., Quincy, Illinois 62301 An Equal Opportunity Employer

MARKETING MANAGER

Broadcast Equipment

Marketing manager for major manufacturer of AM and FM transmitters. Must know industry, people and be technically sharp and up-to-date. Must know how to plan and implement marketing programs. Will require extensive nationwide traveling for contact with customers and reps. To discuss in detail this salary position, submit resume to: BOX M-110, BROADCASTING An Equal Opportunity Employer

Television Help Wanted

Programing, Production, Others

PRODUCER-DIRECTOR
ETV
AMERICAN SAMOA
BOX M-138, BROADCASTING

Wanted To Buy Equipment

Billboard's top 100 records for every year after 1955. Interested in both country and popular. No tapes. Records only. Will buy as a package. KOJO RADIO, LARAMIE, WYOMING No collect call.

Situations Wanted Announcers

TALENTED TALKMASTER

Adroit polemicist now conducting highly successful talk show in medium market seeks major market telephone talk opportunity. 37, stable, top voice, Dynamic, conversational and totally dedicated. 18 years experience all phases, 5 years telephone talk, Prefer East or Northeast majors but all others considered. Personal interview desired. BOX M-108, BROADCASTING

News

TV TOP MARKET

Wanted—T.V. weather reporter, male or female, for WNBC, Schenectady, member of General Electric Broadcasting Company, and equal opportunity employer. Send video tape and resume to: Donald J. Decker, News Manager 14000 Balwood Road Schenectady, New York 12309

BROADCASTING, Dec. 20, 1971

I am using this space to send Season Greetings to all those people who didn't get my Christmas cards last year that I just found in my other suit.

Fred W. Sample
WL prolific, St. Petersburg, Fla.

FCC 1st PHONE in five weeks

F ineast Instructors
— With years of practical experience
I ntensive Methods
— Visual aids & Films
R easonable Costs
— One charge to successful completion
S elected Accommodations
— Student rates at best Hollywood Hotels
T op Results
— All of our students earn their firsts

LEARN at the Nation's oldest and most respected
School of Broadcast Training
DON MARTIN SCHOOL OF RADIO & TV
(established 1937)
NEXT INTENSIVE THEORY CLASS starts
January 10, 1972

for additional information call or write
DON MARTIN SCHOOL OF RADIO & TV
1653 No. Cherokee, Hollywood, Cal.
HD 2-3281

FIRST PHONE COURSE
6 week home study method guaranteed success. Complete written course $175.00 with instruction tape $200.00. For 72 hour service send to GAMMA GROUP ENTERPRISES 918 West Winona Ave., Box 100 Chicago, Illinois 60640

CREATED FOR YOUR STATION

Shel Singer devised the programing and station image of Whistler (WGLD) in Akron, King (WING) in Atlanta and others. He offers consultation in AM and FM program decisions, design and execution.

SINGER MANAGEMENT SERVICES
202 East 35th Street
New York, N.Y. 10016
(212) 532-3522
WANTED TO BUY—STATIONS

Aggressive young company (OTC) seeks to acquire several stations in midwest. Others considered.

BOX M-89, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE Stations

STATIONS FOR SALE

1. CALIFORNIA. Full time. Major market. $250,000. Terms.
2. PACIFIC NORTHWEST. Absentee owned. Gross $300,000. $50,000 down.
3. SOUTHWEST. Daytimer. Priced at 1½ gross at $125,000. Excellent terms.
4. NORTHEAST. Profitable. CMI, $300,000.

FOR SALE

VHF-TV

Network Affiliated
Total Color
Annual billing approximately
$500,000

BOX M-144, BROADCASTING

CABLE ACTION

Rulemaking action

The following are activities in community-antenna television reported to BROADCASTING through Dec. 14. Reports include applications for permission to install and operate CATV's, changes in fee schedules and franchise grants. Franchise grants are shown in italics.

1. Atascadero, Calif.—Atascadero Cablevision Corp. has been awarded franchise by county commissioners. System will serve Atascadero and Baywood-Los Osoos market.

2. Seymour, Ind.—Tri-County Television Inc. of Greenfield has been awarded franchise.

3. Oberlin, Ohio—WOBI, Oberlin and Continental Cablevision of Norwalk have applied to city council for CATV franchise.

4. Sapulpa, Okla.—Sapulpa Cable Television has applied to city commission for franchise.

5. Glen Rock, Pa.—Rinald Cable Corp., of Silver Spring, Md., operating as Glen Rock Cable Television Corp. has been awarded non-exclusive franchise by borough council.

6. Seven Valleys, Pa.—Garden Spot Cable TV has applied to borough council for franchise.

7. Minocqua, Wis.—Pinecrest Communications Inc. has been granted non-exclusive franchise by town board. Franchise states that town will receive two percent of gross revenue after first three-year period. (Item incomplete in Dec. 13 issue.)
Piles of reports and studies were stacked neatly on a sofa in a small office Charles T. Ireland Jr., president of CBS Inc., was occupying last Monday (Dec. 13), his 74th day on the job.

“And there are lots of other books, reports and studies in these cabinets,” Mr. Ireland remarked, motioning to the furniture behind his desk. “I’ve managed to digest virtually all of them, dealing with the various facets of CBS operations and with the businesses in which we’re engaged. I’m glad to say I’ll be in a larger office tomorrow and will be able to file it all away.

File it away he might have, but forget it he’s not likely to. If there’s one reason Chick Ireland is president of CBS today, it’s because he knows numbers. Not as a financial expert—which he is but for which he has no specific accounting credentials—but as a management expert who is more apt to reach for a P&L statement than a ratings book when he wants to know what’s going on. To CBS, Mr. Ireland represents a reality few in that company ever expected: conglomerate come true.

Understandably, Mr. Ireland has been on a whirlwind pace since assuming his post on Oct. 1. A novice in the broadcasting business and the heir apparent to the formidable Frank Stanton, who became CBS vice chairman to make room for him, Mr. Ireland has been undergoing rigorous basic training, arriving at CBS headquarters in New York at about 8:30 a.m. and leaving most evenings at 10 or 11. Without indicating what 100% is, he estimates that he’s “about 60% to 75% operational now” and intends to assume a more active role early in 1972.

Mr. Ireland’s dedication to the work ethic began early in life. He describes his circumstances as “minusmodest” and had to support himself through Bowdoin College with such jobs as waiting on tables and serving as a student librarian. At the same time, he participated in a full complement of extra-curricular activities, editing the college newspaper and playing on the school basketball and tennis teams. Nevertheless he made Phi Beta Kappa and earned a BA degree summa cum laude in 1942.

He enlisted in the Marines upon college graduation and fought in the Central Pacific (Iwo Jima, Saipan, Tinian). He received several combat decorations, including the Silver Star, the Bronze Star and the Purple Heart. He was discharged as a captain at war’s end, still undecided on a career.

“I thought of journalism, if you’ll pardon the expression,” he says, “and I also considered college teaching as I had been offered several scholarships. I finally decided on law because I felt I had lost four years along the way and wanted a profession in which I might move ahead quickly.”

He entered Yale Law School in 1946 and emerged two years later with a JD, with distinction. He practiced law for three years with the New York firm of White & Case before launching his corporate career at the Alleghany Corp.

In ensuing years, Mr. Ireland combined the law with corporate management at Alleghany and the New York Central Railroad Co. He was elected president of Alleghany in 1961 and left in 1967 to join International Telephone and Telegraph Corp., where he was named senior vice president in 1969.

Mr. Ireland says he was perfectly content at ITT and had no inkling until this past summer that CBS had engaged an executive-recruitment firm to find a

new president and that he was a leading contender. On Aug. 3 he had a two-and-a-half-hour meeting with Dr. Stanton and, shortly thereafter, conferred with William S. Paley, CBS chairman, over a period of two days. The courtship extended until Sept. 8.

Mr. Ireland, who is of Irish descent and looks it, is stocky and tall and above average in height. He has red hair and a ruddy complexion and retains remnants of a New England accent. He is a friendly, down-to-earth person who might be gregarious if he had more time.

“We don’t have a busy social life because of all the time I spend on my work,” he confides. “But we go occasionally to a dinner-dance and have friends in for dinner once in a while.”

He watches television more often now than he did in the past and has a multiple-receiver rig in his new office suite (a legacy from the CBS executive vice president of John A. Schneider, now president of the CBS/Broadcast Group). But his schedule is still too tight to permit extensive watching.

Mr. Ireland’s principal pastime is tennis or paddle tennis, depending on the season. He also enjoys reading, especially in the social sciences, and remarks wryly he has “a library of unfinished books.” Among them is Lyndon B. Johnson’s “Vantage Point,” published by CBS’s Holt, Rinehart & Winston.

He maintains an affinity for Maine, where he owns a 100-acre farm between Brunswick and Bath and where his family spends the entire summer vacation and occasional weekends. His father, a chiroprgist, is still in active practice in Portland at age 77.

Mr. Ireland is aware that he was chosen for the presidency of CBS because of his high management background relevant to a corporation that has expanded from broadcasting into diverse sectors. He is pleased CBS has provided him with an opportunity for “an orderly transition” into areas with which he was unfamiliar. “In the past it was more typical for companies to throw me off the dock and tell me to get in and swim,” he says with a smile.

Whether Mr. Ireland has yet discovered that CBS is far from the typical company with which he’s been associated will not be disclosed this early in his tenure. That CBS knows it has a different kind of executive on its hands is apparent throughout the Black Rock edifice that represents externally what Mr. Paley and Dr. Stanton have made of that company internally: a dedication to excellence, style and a consummate attention to detail as well as financial performance, not necessarily in that order. With Chick Ireland it would be in character for the order of priorities to be more certain—with the bottom line always on top.
David Sarnoff

Two years ago word quietly was passed around from RCA-NBC headquarters that the life of David Sarnoff, then 78, was ebbing. Because his doctors concluded that he could not recover from complications following a series of mastoid operations, the family authorized release of an update of his biography coincident with the announcement of his resignation as chairman of RCA, effective Dec. 31, 1969.

But David Sarnoff again defied the odds. He clung to life until Dec. 12, 1971.

Few men have been accorded the recognition given David Sarnoff during his active and often tumultuous lifetime. He was the recipient of every worthwhile award identified with the evolution of broadcasting and electronics.

The saga of David Sarnoff has few equals in fiction. He combined business acumen with the remarkable vision that led to the fulfillment of both audio and video broadcasting, although he was inventor of neither. He was the guiding genius in his areas of influence because he had the capacity to stimulate scientists to implement his ideas.

David Sarnoff was succeeded at the helm of RCA by his oldest son, Robert, who had advanced through the various chairs at NBC and the parent company. Another capable son, Thomas, is senior vice president in charge of NBC's West Coast operations. That is the way David Sarnoff and his devoted wife hoped it would be.

He lived a full and rewarding life. In the leadership annals of broadcasting he is number one.

Bottomless trough

The in thing these days, if you are a foundation or have access to one, is to underwrite or be underwritten for a study of television and its problems and then, after a suitable period of reflection, usually coinciding with the time the money runs out, publish solutions for the problems and blueprints for restructuring television.

Last week we had the report of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation's commission on cable television. A while back we had the 20th Century Fund commission on campaign costs. A variety of studies are under way on such questions as the effects and the potential uses of TV and CATV. And next month we are supposed to get the results of a million-dollar study underwritten by the best-heeled foundation of them all, the U.S. government, when the National Institute of Mental Health delivers its report on children and television.

We do not wish to belittle the motives behind these studies or the integrity with which they are usually conducted. It does seem safe to suggest, based on history, that they don't really accomplish much. The second most influential one we can recall was the Carnegie Commission's report on public television—and now, five years later, there is dispute over whether public TV is or is not following the Carnegie concept, and in any case it still has not obtained the permanent financing that the Carnegie Commission considered essential. By all odds the most influential study affecting broadcasting, was also probably the least scientific: the study that produced the surgeon general's report on smoking and health and led, ultimately, to the banning of cigarette advertising on TV and radio.

We were brought to these baleful meditations by last week's news that yet another communications study, actually an on-going series, is being planned by the Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies in cooperation with the Academy for Educational Development. As reported elsewhere in this issue, the centerpiece for the first one will be a conference on "television and social behavior." Douglas Cater, who will direct the program, and his associates hope that by maintaining a continuing study they can produce results where others who have ventured into this area have for the most part produced only reports. Well, good luck. We're beginning to wonder, though, whether the ideal study, worthy of a few thousands of some foundation's money, might not be an investigation and report on the true effectiveness of all such investigations and reports.

Worst yet

The political-spending bill that almost got through the Congress last week would enslave the broadcaster to every political candidate in his area. In its discrimination against radio and television this bill consolidates the worst features of the different measures that earlier went through the Senate and the House. It is a humiliating rebuff to the broadcast representation in Washington.

During campaigns the broadcaster would be required by law to give all candidates the lowest unit rate for purchased time. Newspapers and magazines could charge rates "comparable" to those applied to regular advertisers.

The FCC would be empowered to revoke the license of any station for refusing a candidate for federal office "reasonable access" to the air or rejecting any such candidate's purchase of broadcast commercials. Other media would be left to their own editorial and advertising judgments.

No one candidate could spend more than six cents per eligible voter on radio and television time, combined. The limit for total media spending would be a dime per voter—all of which could be spent on newspapers, magazines, outdoor advertising, telephone solicitations or any combination of them.

The equal-time law would remain intact—and indeed made more restrictive by the new provision requiring "reasonable access."

Having been passed by the Senate, the bill is marked for early action in the House after its return from recess next month. It ought to be marked for extinction.
THE FOURTH QUARTER WAS A TYPICAL ONE IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS FOR WSB-TV. (WE PROVIDED LIVE COVERAGE OF MAYOR SAM MASSELL'S ADDRESS TO CONDUCTED A SAFETY CLOTHING HIGHWAY BROADCAST A ON EMERGENCY AMBULANCE SERVICE, INFORMED OUR CITIZENS IN A PRIME-TIME SPECIAL ABOUT A CENTER FOR TEEN-AGE DRUG ADDICTS, DEVOTED A PRIME-TIME SPECIAL TO THE GOVERNOR'S PLAN TO REORGANIZE STATE GOVERNMENT, OFFERED A $3,000 WSB-TV'S REWARD TO "SECRET WITNESS" INFORMATION OF AN ATLANTA PEOPLE KNOW BLACK A SERIES, INTERVIEWED PEOPLE LIKE WILBUR MILLS ON OUR MONDAY NEWS CONFERENCE, INVESTIGATED AND REPORTED ON DUBIOUS OF LOCAL BLOOD BANKS WHICH WON SIGMA DELTA CHI'S GAVE PEOPLE - IN A FOUR INSIGHT INTO THE PROBLEM, HAD A HALF-HOUR THE JOB SITUATION FOR MEROUS WRY EDITORIAL SPECIAL PROGRAMS, EDITORIALS AND COVERAGE OF REFERENDUM, THE QUARTER LIVE TO CHRISTMAS EVE SERVICES OF HANDEL'S MESSIAH.) WHEW!
Another milestone for Cable TV...

TelePrompTer's first report to the FCC on programming.

The CATV industry is now beginning to fulfill the public's need for a broader base of new TV entertainment, educational and public service programming.

TelePrompTer has already invested over $4,000,000 in programming. Twenty-two of TelePrompTer's 70 originating systems now operate with the finest new RCA color studio equipment designed especially for CATV.

Many new programs are now in production.

You can get the facts in TelePrompTer's First Report to the FCC on programming.

TELEPROMPTER CORPORATION
50 West 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036